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SPECIFIED
for the \NNEW CENTURY"
Super Radio -Gram
RADIOPHONE UNI CONTROL
TWO GANG CONDENSER

(Type 458)

Once again a British Radiophone Condenser has been
selected for a new Radiogram.
The British Radiophone Uni-Control Two -gang Condenser
is designed so that the variable air dielectric trimming

condenser belonging to the section nearer the dial can be
adjusted from the front of the receiver.
_
_
The rotating spindle of this trimmer is brought through the
main spindle and its adjusting knob is mounted concentrically
with the main operating knob. This permits very accurate
trimming and enables maximum signal strength to be obtained
with the minimum of trouble.
The other section has a mica dielectric trimmer which can be
pre-set in the usual manner, and the condenser is supplied
complete with Escutcheon Plate, Disc Drive and Cover, the
scale being marked in wavelengths and degrees.

RADIOPHONE COMBINED
PICK

Price

22/6

Fick -up Rest 116

Embodying many refinements which are the outcome
of careful research, the British Radiophone Combined
Pick-up and Tone Arm reproduces voices and music

with utmost fidelity.
This component is cased in moulded bakelitc finished
in black or brown, and objectionable resonances are elim-

-

UP & TONE ARM

inated owing to its robust construction and careful design,

The output shows an ample degree of sensitivity, ii

crisp and free from c ,loration and needle scratch.
Because the head is fixed at the correct angle, record
wear is minimised, and light damping and good trackin3
i3 ensured. Full fitti_vr instruclim.; kicluthd.

OPtIONE

THE BRITISH RADIOPHONE, LTD., ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2
Mention oi "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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SEND FOR THIS
BOOKLET-USE THE
COUPON BELOW
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The

Famous W E A RI T E

OT2 INTERMEDIATES
specified for, the

NEW CENTURY SUPER
The very heart of a super -het. is in its intermediatesupon them the set's efficiency depends-and the designers have specified Wearite.
Prompted by the experience of past triumphs, including

the original " Century Super "-with a knowledge of
the careful and exclusive tests which every OT2 undergoes before release-the designers pinned their faith in
the perfect functioning of their set to these coils. To
ensure results as the authors intended you must use
the Wearite OT2's.
Before you start building write for a copy of the new
Wearite Booklet No. A.i.
THE WEARITE

STICK- ON

SELECTIVITY
CONTROL. AND

AERIAL LEADIN fits any win-

dow-no

---no tools.
use with

holes

For
any

receiver.

PRICE 1' COMPLETE

With aerial
anchoring block

OTHER WEARITE PARTS FOR THE
"NEW CENTURY SUPER."
One 50,000 -ohm Potentiometer (Q.V.C.)
bined with switch (G.40). Price complete, 6/6

Eight Four -pin and One Five -pin Valve
..
1/- each
Holders (S.1). Price
One Super -het. Choke (H.. F.S.). Price 4/6

One 20,000 -ohm Resistance (2 watt) (R.D.).
Price 2/ One 50,000 -ohm Resistance (4 watt) (R.D.).
Price 2/9

AND A GOOD EARTH TUBE. USE
THE WEARITE "NO TOOL" EARTH

THE
WEARITE
INTER MEDIATE
COILS

PRICE 10/6 each

TUBE PRICE 3;6

COUPON

1,6

Please send me a copy of your latest illustrated Booklet

(A.I) dealing with the full range of your components
Name

Address

Messrs. Wright & Weaire, Ltd.,
740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

Tdephow : Tottenham 384718 and 3015.

V16,9

You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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A Standard
SPEAKER IN YOUR SET
MEANS BETTER REPRODUCTION

QUICKLY

,SAFELY
5141

Whatever trouble de-

velops in any radio

set, it cannot elude an
"All -in -One" Radiometer. Simply connect each component in turn to the " A11 -in -One"
Radionieter and INSTANTLY the sensitive finger

of this wonderful instrument points where the
fault lies.
With its aid you, can keep your set in 100°,3 condition and save unnecessary replacements.

Ask to see it demonstrated at any radio dealer's
or electrician's, and buy one --It will save you
money and much worry. If in any difficulty,
will notice a vast
improvement in tone when
you fit a Standard Speaker.
Standard made the first
You

"quality" speakers,

and

the technical knowledge
and first-class workmanship
which are behind every
Standard Speaker is the

send

P.O.to:--

PIFCO LTD., HIGH STREET, MANCHESTER
Standard Moder.

De Luxe Model for

"AU -in -One" Radiometer for Battery Sets

Battery Sets, Electric
Receivers and Mains
Units.

only, as

shown here. 12/6
Price

Price

M2-2-0

result of years of practical
experience and research.
Type S.S.P.

Standard Permanent
Speaker

Magnet

Chassis

List Price, including

Transformer

tommon-Neg.
VOLTS

(as illustrated)
-

41;6

q

so

izo

758,42,

4
s
0011111111.1F41141%,
3

Energised types also available from 30,9.

MOOG

Loudspeaker

Standard
Chassis

:4)

leaflet sent on
request.

Also details of Standard
Sets

Micromesh
and
Valves.

MIENNIiiMMINIONEMEM

grafidardnlephonef5r

d

and Cab/e& Limita

(Radio Merchandise Dept.),
St. Chad's Place, 364, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.O. 1,

Telephone: Terminus 6255.
Mention of "Amateur Wireless

to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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TELSEN
LOGARITHMIC CONDENSER
The Telsen Logarithmic Variable

TELSEN TELORNOR
An illuminated Disc Drive embodied into
an unusually handsome silver oxidised
escutcheon plate, complete with rrtistically
grouped Volume,
Push Pull control,

Tuning,

On -Off,

and

7/6

TELSEN
DRUM
DRIVE

Embodies numerous refinements, includ-

ing cord drive

and

rocking

stator trimmer.
An extra scale.
graduated for

wavelength

tuning, is supplied frees of
/6
charge -

Condenser is a component whose

precision, allied to its sturdy construction, ensures years of faithful
service. The sturdy frame is braced
by three solid pillars, and the vanes
clamped at three points, making distortion impossible. The rotor is also
built into a rigid unit and the vanes
held at both ends, generous bearings
preventing backlash or endplay.

Cap. .00025 ...

Cap. .00035 ..
Cap. .0005
Cap. .0005 (left-hancL movement with trimmer)
.
Cap. .0003 (right-hand movement with trimmer)
...

4/6
4/6
4/6
5/ -

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE AND
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY.
A complete drum drive and ganged condensers tuning unit, with a handsome
escutcheon finished in oxidised silver. An
extra scale (marked in wavelengths) is
supplied free
17/6

TELSEN SMALL
FRICTION DISC
DRIVE.
A low priced disc drive
for aux,liary controls. It
is extremely robust and
may be used for main
tuning condensers where
considerations of space
make it desirable .
6

51 -

TELSEN SLOW
MOTION DIAL

TELSEN
ILLUMINATED
DISC DRIVE.
Fitted with hand-

(Elack or Brown
Bakelite)

some silver oxidised escutcheon

plate and incor-

porating an improved movement,

making

for

delightfully easy
tuning . . . 3,6

RADIO COMPONENTS

Made with a gear
ratio of 8-1, the
disc being graduated from 0-100
in both directions.
Supplied complete
with instructions

for mounting on

all panels up to
3/16" thick

.

TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE I007. BRITISH
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON. BIRMINGHAM
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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ta5VORLD'S BEST
A AA
120v
AIMS

001
ONE VARIABLE
AND 3 FIXED

WIRE WOUND
RESISTANCES

ONLY
ALL

BAKELITE
CASES

in the

OTHER
MODELS

Broadcast as your

Loud Speaker
reproduces it?
JUNIOR
The newLamplughJunior
P.M.
" Silver Ghost
Moving Coil Dynamic
Loud Speaker, including

transformer, costs only

2916

Thousands of loud speakers are cheating
their listeners of much that is vital in broadReprodution is "flat". . lacks sparkle...
and vital.ty.
That is why so many listeners are switching over
cast.

to the Silver Ghost P.M., Moving Coil Loud

Speaker. With its monster magnet, it gives you
reproduction so alive, so absolutely correct in
tonal value, that you imagine you are listening
to the original. Tone you have always thought
good will appettr dull and uninteresting in comparison wi.h ' the

sheer

Lamplugh Silver Ghos.
INDUCTOR

DYNAMIC
this is the most natural
reproducer on the

market-the Lamplugh
"Silver Ghost" Inductor

truthfulness

Hear the Silver Ghost et
your dealers and prove for
yourself how it revitalise;
the broadcast.

The illustration above shows

the monster magnet of

of the

A.C.3 05°,"A: 6(y.

D.C.1

1 Ot-

25 mA.

OUTPUTor

For
230v

22f0

Mains

Deposit and balance monthly,
will secure any Bullphone

Ask your local
dealer for particulars or write

4v. Raw A.C.

60e.

-

75E,

with Trickle Charger

&CZ 1r,X: 70Z
4v. Raw A.C.

-

-

Eliminato r.

D.C.2 :3,v.ori3e5

direct to address below.

Variable, three fixed la

The NIGHTINGALE 3 -VALVE RECEIVER
We have only a limited number of these famous receivers for
disposal at this price.

All bakelite base, size 18 x 9 x 9.

Make sure of being one of the'
lucky owners of this receiverundoubtedly the greatest prize

at cur price ever offered

42f-

in

radio. Ask your dealer or send

cash direct-but don't miss it
Usual

Price

Transformer

Hear it ALL on the

-

14C.4 S;73, but

Baffle and

Patents. Refuse imitati on
types.
Price

50/.

RECTIFIERS

with Trickle Charger

including"

special steel, the secret of
such faithful reproduction.

made under Farrand

A.0

RICE

Dynamic Loud Speaker

Same

WESTINGHOUSE
METAL

To clearrefunded if
not
satisfied.
Cash

The Technical Staff of "Amateur Wireless" highly recommend Bullphone
Eliminators and components for all their circuits. Ask your local dealer

for particulars or write direct to:-

P.M. MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER.
S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD.. 89 LITTLE PARK STREET, COVENTRY
London Office: Mr. F. G. Billet t, t912o Holborn Viaduct, Lonclon,E.C.I
Suck-tn gluon

NEW NORTH RD., BARKINGSIDE ESSEX
PHONE CHIGWE 1-L. 162

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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4,
.1:74h

EVERYTHING

11111ilmonillOns lll

9. e.e.

I0

own-

entateur Wifebsi

SET

ICTRICATL ANY

20vour
SRAM
0WAVES

FILAMENT
highest
WEMBLEY
in the world.
with the
filament
Battery
The filament
electron.

efficiency

emission.

valve

of any

A CHOICE OF HIGH
IENCY
EFFICGRID

SCREEN
VALVES

OSRAM
The high slope Screen Grid valve for extremely sensitive

reception and increased range in screened coil sets.

1.75 m.a./v.

Slope

Impedance

Price 16/6

200,000 ohms.

OSRAM S.21
The sensitive. non-microphonic Screen Grid valve for
stable and efficient H.F. Amplification in any screen grid
set, and for Detection.
Slope

Impedance

1.1

Price 16/6

m.a.Iv.

200,00J ohms.

OSRAM VS.2
The new Variable mu Battery Screen Grid valve which
requires only a 9 -volt grid bias battery for effective and
distortionless volume control.
Max. Slope

Price 16/6

1.25 m.a./v.

NOTE:CLOSE MESH SCREEN

AND PLATE ANODE
FOR LOW CAPACITY
AND HIGH EFFECTIVE
AMPLIFICATION.

RIGID

MADE IN

Construction for
Reliable Control.

SOLD BY ALL

ENGLAND
WIRELESS

DEALERS

For full technical information
WRITE for OSRAM Wireless Guide
Post free on request.

FOR EXTRA QUALITY

WITHOUT EXTRA COST

Advt. of The General Electric Co.. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Don't Forget to Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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A BATTERY SET BECOMES

A BETTER SET WHEN
ELECTRIFIED WITH

REGENTONE
An all -electric receiver
is constant in efficiency
of output, because the
supply of power never

FACTS YOU SHOULD

KNOW..

.

About the MAZDA
A. C. RANGE

varies.

If you have a battery
set or a battery kit set,
why not enjoy the

LOOK FOR
'EDDY"
IN YOUR

advantages of All -electric Radio in the
cheapest way possible?
Join up a REGENTONE
Mains Unit in the

DEALER'S

WINDOW

There are three brand new and
A.C. range.

same manner as a dry
battery, connect to
the electric supply

LOOK FOR THIS
CARTON IN YOUR
DIALER'S WINDOW

THE AC/SI VM.

A sensitive variable -mu

screened grid valve, specially suitable for

socket, and your set

mains operated transportable sets.

becomes permanently
powered by the mains
at a cost not exceeding
6d. per month. Regen-

THE AC/SG VM.

tone mains units cost

amount by its use.

from 39/6, or 8:- down.

THE PP 3/2S0. A large output power
va've requiring only a moderate anode

6 STAR FEATURES COMMON TO
ALL REGENTONE MAINS UNITS
* Seven voltage tappings.
* Line voltage output regulator.
* Solid drawn steel case.
* High capacity smoothing.
* One efficiency only.
* Price determines current
output.

A super -sensitive

variable -mu screened grid valve designed
specially for circuits employing grid bias

volume control.
H.F.

stages

is

Cross -modulation in the
reduced

to

negligible

a

voltage, which will deliver ample volume

EDISWAN RADIO

100% BRITISH
Designed by
British Engineers

to large moving -coil speakers.

Full details of these and other
useful Mazda A.C. types will be
found in the Mazda catalogue,
sent FREE on request.

Mazda Valves are fitted by all
the leading receiver
factures:.
All good

manu.

radio

dealers stock them.

The amazing
THE SYMBOL OF INDIVIDUAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
REGENTONE LTD., Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 8745 (5 lines)

Irish Free State Distributors: Kelly & Shiel, Ltd.,

47

Fleet Street, Dublin

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW
Please send me FREE and POST FREE full details of Regentone
Mains Units
Name

AZ DA
THE

BRITISH

VALVES

The Edison Swan Eleci-ric Co. Li -d.
Mazda Radio Vida, arr-maisilderitied ra Gnat $,-swa

s

MY PRESENT SET IS

V.166

155 Charing Cross Rd. London. W.C.2

Address

-

-

outstanding valves 411 the Mazda

TbrBtirilh ThortienHour. Ca -151. Land. and Rugby

A W.2

Mention of " Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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MICA CONDENSERS
AND GRID LEAKS
MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE TO YOUR SET I

PROV PAT.

20281-30
REVDESIGN
173287-3isitCA 2

CONDENSER

FOLLOWING on the recent discovery
that no less than 98% of `Kit ' Sets
and home constructor receivers are
`down' in efficiency through faulty

Grid Leaks and Mica Condensers,

TELSEN
MICA CONDENSERS
Represent

an important

advance in technique
resulting in the virtual
elimination of H. F.

losses, even in the larger
sizes. Enclosed in a very
attractive moulded case,

Telsen Radio Engineers set to work to
discover the cause of, and provide a remedy for,
this rapid deterioration and consequent loss of
efficiency. Their tests embraced every known
make of these components in conjunction with
every type of receiver and it is as a direct result

of their successful investigation that the new
Telsen Mica Condensers and Grid Leaks were
introduced. They have been designed on entirely new lines, being made to a standard and
not to a size, overcoming the numerous faults
disclosed by the investigation and embodying
the principles formulated to prevent deterioration. They give lasting efficiency.

cal mounting. Grid leak
clips (which may be
mounted in series or in
shunt) are supplied free
with the smaller capacities.
Made in capacities of from

Also .006 mfd..

.

silent and practically unbreakable, the resistance
being unaffected by the

duce no capacity effects.

.

. 1 /3

This new type, of improved
efficiency, is absolutely

application of different
voltages. They are guaranteed to be completely
non -inductive and to pro-

adaptable to flat and verti-

.0001 to .002 mfd.

TELSEN
GRID LEAKS

RADIO COMPONENTS

Made in capacities of from
5 to megohms. .

IT'S THE 'LASTING EFFICIENCY THAT COUNTS
ANNOUNCEMFNT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. ASTON. BIRMINGHAM
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Write for leaflets A.79 and A.81
describing this outstanding tech-

nical improvement.

PRICES
VARIABLE POTENTIOMETERS 1,000 to 50,000
ohms .. 11- to 3'6
HIGH RESISTANCE WIRE -WOUND VARIABLE
POTENTIOMETERS 100,000 to 250,000 ohms
Conftant'Increment ..
.. 51Increasing Increment (Logarithmic)

POTENTIOMETER

THEIONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY and SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

. Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " 4.W."

NOVEMBER 12, 1932
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FOR EVERY

mattur Wtrele.,si

there's a

SET

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
CASH - C.O.D

EVERYTHING RADIO

or H.P.

As described in

NEW CENTURY SUPER "Amateur Wireless"
October 29, 1E3!.

CASH, C.O.D. or H.P.

CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR
COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL 334 with
kletaliised Variable -mu S.G. and Detector
Valves, Power Valve and Cabinet.
Cash Price, 56/7/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.

Send

10/
only

" SKYSCRAPER 3."
model with I(Lissen)

LISSEN

Chassis
S.G.,
Detector
valves.
Cash

and

SKYSCRAPER 3 " KIT with Lissen
Valves, Walnut Cabinet' and special Balanced
Armature lionilEpeaker. Cash Price 56/5/0.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/6.
Three READY RADIO "METEOR"
valve screened...grid receiver, with 'valves,
cabinet, and permanent -magnet moving-poil
speaker. Covers short, medium, and long waves
without coil changing. Cash Price 58/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 16/3.
TELSEN " JUPITER " 6.0.3. Complete kit,
less valves and cabinet.
Cash Price 53117/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/-.
SLEKTUN SCOUT 8.0.3. S.G., detector, and
power. Pilot Author Kit " A" (less valves
and -cabinet). Reduced Price, Cash or ('.0.1).,

Cash Price

52/19/6.

monthly payments of 5/6.
EPOCH "20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET
(New Edition).
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
With 5 -ratio input transformer. Cash Price
11

Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
R & A " VICTOR " PERMANENT -MAGNET
51/15/9.

only
-Send

7/ only
Send

With
ti -ratio input transformer and protecting grille.
Cash Price 53)10/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance to 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.241. Three

tappings. S.G., detector and power. Output:

6

IMPORTANT

5

6

Parts, Kits, Mis-

11

6

cellaneous

Cash Price 121111/6.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
PERMANENT - MAGNET
SONOCHORDE

Price 81:12/6.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 67-.

only

6/5
order
Send

automatic electric starting and stopping
witch. Clash Price 82/10/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/'7.
GARRARD JUNIOR "B" SPRING MOTOR.
Complete with turntable. Cash Price 81/13;e.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/1.

1
1

It Clix marked wander plugs

...

...

2 Belling & Les marked spade terminals...
1 Ready Radio fuse and holder ...
2 Graham Farish Ohmite 20,000 -ohm and
50,000 -Ohm resistances
...
1 Pete -Scott -aluminium bracket ...

Connecting wire, screws, sleeting. etc....

ply panel ready drilled
.

..

.

-

foil -covered

MOVING -COIL
CELESTION
P.P.M.
SPEAKER, for standard or pentode

51;15.0. Carriage Paid.
5

monthly payments of 6,'6.

component,

2

0

2

6

j

only

KIT " C." -As Kit " A," WITH

.1

1 oak -faced

baseboard, and -valves. Cash .1
or C.O.D. (Carriage Pald),
511/5/6, or 12 monthly pay- 1
ments of 20/9.
1

Parts

Specified
by
1 Cabaret Clockwork

with Turntable..

the

1

ready -drilled panel,

foil -covered baseboard, valves,
and cabinet. Cash or C.O.D.
(Carriage Paid), 512/0/6, or
12

monthly payments of 22/3.

-Designers.

Motor,

_

..

1 British Radiophone Pick-up ..
1 Bulgin
Radio -gramophone
Switch ..
.
.
1 Colvern 50,000-.ohmVolume
Control. ..
.
..
..
1 BulginDual needle -Cup.
-1 Pete -Scott Adaptagram Cabinet
1 Peto-Scott Adaptagram Ready

ai

REMEMBRANCE

DAY

Give generously

for your
po py

3

..,

36
2

..

Or

8

1 Rola Permanent -magnet May-

ing Coil Speaker, type F5PELP

28.9.6

66
26
30

1

12 monthly
payments of

12 6

5/6

("SEE PAGE 1081 NEW CENTURY RADIOGRAM CABINET

BAN D- PASS
H. F. UN IT

--

As deqc; ,1,,1 in this week's

KIT "A"

Authorsincluding

Kire of Parts,

Tanel, but

and cabinet.

C ,,11 or C.O.D.

1. arr'age Paid.

eady-drilled
less valves

£3: o: o

Or 12 monthly payments of 5/6.

- -- - - - -

Orders over 10- sent Post and C.O.D. Charges Paid

--

West End Showrooms: 62 High Ilolborn, London, W.C.Z.

A DDR ESS

I

26

1 Clix(.1--

Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH/C.O.D./11.P.
for which I enclose c
NAME

I

or C.0. 11
Carriage Paid

-

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77 City ltd. London, E.C.1..ve,phon,: Cierkenwel19406/7

only

I

CASH

ml

15 0
40

1

Wander -plug (.B..11.).
Screened
Connecting Wire,

Screws, Flex, etc.

-...

1

Drilled Baffle -board ..

only
Send

or 12 monthly payments of 12/9

NEW CENTURY SUPER RADIOGRAM

4/5
6/6

" B."
B."-.1.-s
--4s Kit " A;"
oak -faced readydrlled panel, feil-covered

WITH

I

non-

Send

7. 0 . 0

as listed, excluding
foil -covered baseboard.

r- KIT

Any parts supplied separately.

Send

5/9

1

STOP PRESS OFFERS

4/7

only

panel and

warping ply baseboard, necessary fixing
screws, insulated connecting wire and twin
flex for building PANEL ASSEMBLY of
NEW CENTURY SUPER.
Cash or C.O.D. 7/6 Postage bd. extra.

Balance fn

Send

3

0
6
6

paid.

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage paid.

Complete hit of Aut liter's first sixaeifled

Containing RED TRIANGLE, first quality,
16 in. by 8 in. ready drilled ebonite panel,

R & A "CHALLENGER" P.M. MOVING COIL SPEAKER, Cash or C.O.D.

only

KIT "A"

CENTURY SUPER
PETO-SCOTT t in.

your wants. We
will quote you by
return.
C.O.D.
orders value over
10:- sent carriage
and post charger"

12/9

1 1,1
4
1 0

STRUCTAK
IT
for the new

6/ -

6/1

Balance in 11
monthly payments of

6
1
3
5 0
1
0
13

12

Peto-Scott 16 in. by 10 in. foil -covered

ply baseboard .

Send us a list of

6

2-0

Peto-Scott 16 in. by 8 in. oak faced E s. d.

Send

Send

1

cessories for Cash,
C.O.D., or H.P. on
cur own system of
Easy
Payments.

1 21 9

KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D. £7.0.0

output valve. Cash or C.O.D. 5277/6.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/5.

only

GRAMOPHONE
INDUCTION
GARRARD
MOTOR. For A.C. mains. Model 202. Mounted
me 12 -inch 'nickel motor plate with fully

grid leak
...
1 Telsen coupling unit. 104 ratio .
Sovereign .0003-mfd. pre-set condenser
Slektun super -het high -frequency choke
2 Sovereign terminal blocks
...
4 Belling & Lee Marked terminals...

5/6

only

with universal

flied condensers, .0001, .0002,
and .001 mfd.

1 Graham Fetish 1-meg. and one 2-meg.

Send

6/6

1

3 Lissen

only

only
Send

...
ganged oscillator and band-pass

Com-

ponents, Finished
Receivers or Ac-

coils with _switch_
1 10 0
S Telsen four -pin and one- five -pin rigid .
type valve holders
...
...
7 0
2 Dubilier 1-mfd. and -one .02-mfd., type
0200, fixed condensers
75

4/6

5/6

120 volts at 20 ni/a.

1 Lissen

Send

With

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE.

Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.

16/3

5/2

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS, Type 99 P.M.

Carriage Paid.

Send

only

input transformer. Cash Price 52/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 416.

Cash Price 524/0.

only

only

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAKER E:6. With universal tapped

COIL SPEAKER. Type PM4. Complete

11/6

Send

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
Cash Price
TYPE 100U.
CHASSIS.
£1/12/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/2.

with transformer.

-Send

7/3

53/111/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/3.

W.B. PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING..

d.

Bulgin 50,000 -ohm potentiometer and

pigtails

U(9;6.

LISSEN

MOVING -COIL SPEAKER,
input transformer. Cash

s.

16

96

switch. type V536

only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8,'3.

Balance in

condenser...
J B Nugang semi -screened single .0005

3 Wearita intermediates, type OTt, with

Carriage paid.

Including matched transformer.

J.B. Unituna 2 twin gang .1.005 variable

t$end

Pentode

Price

lhese are the Parts the Author used
I

s

Telephone: Holborn 3.113

1

1

d. CAS H ; 11.1'. Deposit. Also Scud. your FREE 1033 Itadio Catalogue.

44341e Oce sPerat--
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THE

NEWS

RECORDS

RADIO &

INCREASED VOGUE OF THE
" TWO IN ONE " INSTRUMENT
Wireless and Gramophone Combined
day more homes are being won over to the radio -gramophone.
Many have wanted wireless, and yet been reluctant to do without the
Fivery
same quality of reproduction for records. In the radio -gramophone
they have both, it is the best thing of all for modern records, because it gives

Famous Tenor delays
homeward dash to
U.S.A. to make these
records
RICHARD CROOKS' FIRST
ENGLISH RECORDING
on his way back

from Swit-

electrical reproduction of electrical recording.

Never before has it been possible to get the best out of your records.
With this instrument a choice is offered of the world's finest broadcast
programmes or a concert of one's own choosing. All at a price very little
higher than that of an ordinary wireless set. One switch controls long and
medium wave wireless; and the gramophone too.

." TRUE TO LIFE"
TONAL QUALITY
One of the most deservedly popular

radio -gramophones to-day-one which
has, in fact, created a vogue of its own-

zerland to

the United States,

Richard Crooks, the

New York Metropolitan Opera Star,
was prevailed upon

by " His Master's

Voice " to rearrange
his time -table especRichard Crooks
ially in order to make
his first recording in England. Had he

not been able to fit in this visit, music

in England would have been
deprived of some of the finest vocal
records ever made. Even then, there
lovers

was only time to make one master

portable Radiogram, priced at 25 guineas,
or by Hire Purchase. It is a four -valve
(including rectifier) wireless set, capable
of giving a great variety of programmes,

record of each,instead of the usual three.
Gipsy Moon-Yust to linger in your arms.
Richard Crooks
DA1283, 4/ Tell me to -night (Film " Tell me
to-night")-Only my Song. Richard
Crooks
DA1284, 4/ -

performance, only the finest valves
would do-hence the use of Marconi

AMAZING
BOY PRODIGY

is the "His Master's Voice" Trans-

with a tonal quality absolutely 'true to
life' on radio and records. To help in
the attaining of such a high standard of
Valves.
Ready to p:ay, records oLi ri.clio

First Records of New B.B.C.

Symphoay Orchestra
The issue of the
fist recordings of the

new B.B.C. Sym-

phony Orchestra

conducted b y Adrian

Boult, is an event of
outstanding interest

to all music lovers.

The recording too, is
fully worthy of them
Adrian Boult

-displaying in point

Noel Coward Himsel - in
"Words and Music"

Only Noel Coward, playwright and

composer can deal so frequently and
freely with sentiment without once becoming " sentimental " ; and only Noel

Coward, actor and singer, can "put over"
his own delicious and, piquant numbers

with all their delicate shades of wistful

sentiment and gentle irony. He has never
done a more brilliant piece of satire than

"Mad Dogs and Englishmen."
Let's say goodbye-Mad
Dogs and Englishmen.

Something to do with

" Words and

perience of gramophone enthusiasts.
Symphony No. 8 in F Major, Op. 93
(Beethoven)
DBI764-6, 6/- each
Funeral March - (Chopin, arr. Elgar.)
DB1722, 6/-. The new B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Adrian Boult.
The Graino.Ohone Co., Ltd., London, W.1.

Medley. Raie da Costa.
B4268, 2/6
17°,4, Ca vard
"Words and MusiMusic"Lot, 3"
,",kr
lection. New Mayfair Orchestra C2463, 4/ -

Mad about the boy - The Younger
Generation.
Ray Noble and His New
Mayfair Orchestra

John's Wood, there
witnessed a
wonderful collaborwas

ation of youth and

Yehudi Menuhin and conducted by

Noel Coward.
B427o, 2/6

be something entirely new in the ex-

Voice" great recording studios at St.

The occasion
was the recording of
the Elgar Violin Yehudi Menuhin
Concerto, played by (Photo Alban, Paris)

The Party's over now -Spring.

tone and a realism, which will prove to

Recently at the

"His Master's

age.

Noel Coward B4269,216

(Photo' Sasha,' London) of fact, a beauty of

Plays Elgar Concerto,
conducted by the composer
himself!

B6238, 2/6

the composer himself. This rendering
it now released and undoubtedly offers
yet another masterpiece for the collector

of immortal music in recorded form.
Concerto in B Minor, Op. 6r. Yehudi
Menuhin and the London Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Sir Edward
Elgar.
DB1751-6, 6/- each.

Album No. 164.

(Prices do not 447y in Irish Fre:. Stain.
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similar to a regional centre such as Brook -

mans Park. That is to say, the two sets of
units are arranged one on each side of the
beginners, but this week we are breaking building, with the control table in between
new ground and, we hope, making new and the control panel at one end. Comfriends, by presenting a special supplement, ponents of each transmitter are housed in
E;VERY issue of "A.W." now contains a
special eight -page supplement for

printed in photogravure, and of outstanding four cubicles faced with polished black slate.
There are no spare valves on view, as their
interest to home set builders.
presence would involve stray capacity and

inductance effects that would be harmful
THE DROITWICH AERIALS
on short waves.
THE high -capacity aerial needed to
give good quality from the new superpower long -wave station to be built at CONTROLLING WAVELENGTHS

Droitwich to replace the Daventry National
AN important part of the Empire station
station will be supported on three or four
transmitter is the quartz crystal
masts From one of these masts will hang equipment controlling the master oscillator
the two sections of the aerial -destined for valve. There is, we hear, a crystal for each
the new Midland Regional transmitter wavelength to be used.
which, readers will recall, is to

IN THIS ISSUE.
FEATURES YOU

SHOULD NOT MISS
Our Special Home -constructors'
Gravure Supplement.
The Special Eight -page Beginner's
Supplement.

The " New Century Super" as
a Radio -gramophone.

How to Make Your Set More

be built at Droitwich at the same
time as the long -waver.

AT THE USUAL PRICE!
HARD HITTING AT

blows-at the Madrid Conference.

The B.B.C. representative, Mr.
L. W. Hayes, is so far unscathed,
and he reports that the squabbles
now extend over the whole wave-

chronise the new West National
station, now nearing completion

length band from 200 to z,000
metres. Mr Hayes has already
been at Madrid for seven weeks

at Washford Cross, with the
London National station on
261 metres. Originally, it was
intended to synchronise with

but he is implored to stay another
four. Meanwhile, there is plenty

of "sob Stuff" emanating from

Scottish National on 288.5
metres. it has since been decided that, .as the relays, includ-

shipping interests, who maintain

that the safety of passengers at
sea should come before entertain-

ing Bournemouth, must remain
on this wavelength, it would
be impracticable to have West

ment requirements. We think
the ships ought to be made to
scrap obsolete apparatus, any-

National on 288.5 metres, as
this would greatly restrict the
present station's service areas.

way, and to make way for broadcasting as much as possible.

EFFECT OF THE EQUINOX
ANY complaints from the

THE EMPIRE STATIONS
engineer, recently
returned from Daventry,
desCribes the layout of the new
Empire stations as being very

Efficient and Selective.
A BUMPER NUMBER

MADRID
THETHER it is the atmosV VV phere of the bull fights we
cannot say, but there have undoubtedly been hard words-and

WEST NATIONAL'S
WAVELENGTH
ISTENERS, particularly in
the west of England, will
be very surprised to hear that
the B.B.C. has decided to syn-

AB.B.C.

ASSISTANT ED/TOR:
H . COR B I SH LEY.

The young ilea! Kiidies at a Nuthead school are being
made radio -minded and are encouraged to build telephone
and radio apparatus; they are here seen taking down dictation
on the 'phone.

west of England have been

lately received by the B.B.C.-over

loss of strength on DaventryNational. A lot of static inter -

NEXT' WEEK: ANOTHER BEGINNER'S SUPeLEMENT AND A LOW-COST THREE-VALVER
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ference is also reported. This revives the House. We understand that he will broadANOTHER PLAY BY
old theory that the Autumn Equinox, the cast a short message 'to listeners. Sir
WHITAKER-WILSON
seasonal change in the weather, has a Gerald du Maurier will also be present at SO great has been the success of
pronounced effect on radio 'waves, parti- this broadcast, and will be responsible for
Whitaker -Wilson's chronicle play, Sir
cularly on the long waves.
a short appeal on behalf of theatrical Christopher Wren, that the B.B.C. has now
charities.
decided to produce his latest play, M -zart.
Whitaker -Wilson describes this as " a
THE EMPIRE WAVELENGTHS
drama of life, in which some real -life scenes
GALAXY OF STARS
WAVELENGTHS for the various aerials
are re-enacted, such as where Beethoven
OR the broadcast vaudeville .on No- plays before Mozart." Joseph Haydn is
V V used at the Enipire .station at Daventry have now been decided as follows : r vember 15, at which the Prince of Wales one of the characters, which will be played
Australia, 25.6 metres; India, 17, 25 and will be present, the B.B.C. has engaged a by the author himself. The play will be
It includes produced by Val Gielgud the week before
32; South Africa, 14 and 32; West Africa, remarkably strong caste.
Marion Harris, George Seversky, Jack and Christmas.
32 and 48; Canada, 19, 32 and 48.
Claude Hulbert, Jeanne de Casalis, Gillie
Potter, Clapham and Dwyer, Cicely CourtFIRST PROGRAMMES
neidge, Bill and Elsa Newell, Leslie
AERIALS LIKE CURTAINS !
ASPEECH
will inaugurate the new
THE layout of the aerials for the Hutchinson, Florence Desmond and Henry
Empire
service
on December 19. It
Empire stations consists roughly of a Hall and the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
is not yet known who will deliver this speech
radiating curtain with a reflecting curtain
but there is the possibility that H.M. the
behind. The elements of each curtain are
King will do it. If the King prefers to wait
A reader from Troon writes :
vertical copper wires, each being about
until Christmas for his message to the
half the wavelength to be transmitted.
" I received eighty stations on the
Empire it is likely that the Director There are six omni-directional aerials, and
set (' New Century Super') last
General will open the stations. After the
these, naturally, have no reflecting curtains.
night."
speech there will be light music, probably
records, and a Blattnerphone recording of
Another reader, from Maryport,

BOTH WAYS TO THE
ANTIPODES

MHERE is an interesting point about

1 the radiation and reflection units fitted
up for the Australian contact of the
Empire service. The units have been made
reversible, so that the signal beam can be
sent either way round the earth. The idea

says : " I have given the set a
good test before writing you and
it is all you claim it to be. Stations simply roll in, selectivity
knife-edge, quality good, volume
plenty."

AFTERNOON VARIETY

is to maintain a reliable contact at all
times.

PROGRAMME officials
are considering a proposal
.B.C.
to have a short variety period of about

THE NEW DRUMMER
AST week we mentioned some impend-

ing changes in Henry Hall's dance

band. By the time this is read these changes

a Vernon Bartlett "Way of the World"
talk. During the first few months the
programme side of Empire broadcasting

will not be representative of what the
B.B.C. has in mind for the future. Just at
first it will be mainly a question of getting

things right technically, and then, when the
medium is satisfactory, the programmes will
develop.

Following the programme, " In Memor-

iam," on Armistice Day, November r
compiled by' E. A. Harding mind Val
a half-hour's duration for afternoon broad- Gielgud, the B.B.C. will transmit at the
casts, A start of this idea will be made on close of the programmes that evening
the Saturday of Christmas Eve, when a Laurence Binyon's impressive " For the
vaudeville programme will be broadcast Fallen." Sir Edward Elgar, who composed

will have come into effect with a new from 2 to 2.3o p.m.
drummer, a new saxophone player and a
new trumpeter. The name of the new

the music, will conduct.

drummer is L. L Bermon. A novel method
was adopted during the audition of the new
drummer and the new vocalist. Both were

tried out during actual broadcasts in the
afternoon National dance -music period.
This enabled Henry Hall-and no doubt

many of his pet advisers-to hear what

the newcomers sounded like at the loudspeaker end of the business.

PIRATES IN SCOTLAND
THE Post Office authorities are in the

midst of a big drive in Glasgow to

secure roo,000 licences. At the moment the

total is around 93,000, with an increase
during the past fortnight of no less than

iE'Ie

3,000. Possibly the fact that detector vans

have been operating in the area is not
without significance in this respect ! The
staff on this work, it is announced, is being
doubled immediately.

THE PRINCE AT

BROADCASTING HOUSE
WHEN the B.B.C. broadcasts its
music -hall

vaudeville

show

on

November 15, during birthday week, the

Prince of Wales will be present in the
" B.A." vaudeville studio at Broadcasting

The police van fitted up with radio gear for communication with Scotland Yard was kept
busy in London during the unemployed demonsrations, for the regulation of traffic and
police. The transmitter is seen working here
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improved Rive
Seiectivi
A reader describes a simple unit which he made up to add more " punch " to his set
and improve selectivity. It is a band-pass tuned H.F. stage, and he describes it fully
so that you can make up a similar unit
IT was during the summer that I first came, and it was difficult to get stations circuit given by the coil -makers for the
thought I'd try to get more " punch " that I thought many times of scrapping the band-pass business, and added on to the
out of my kit set, and I actually knocked up set and making up a new AMATEUR tuning circuit an ordinary screen -grid valve
three boosters which I thought would do
the trick. That was before I tried a circuit
with band-pass tuning and so I wasted
several months before I got something that
was satisfactory.

A " Booster "

It was only that I didn't to add more punch to the set.
My first unit was made up with an old
that I decided instead to make up a unit piece of a wooden box as the baseboard and
to my own design. I'm so pleased with it with some ebonite from an old set for the
that I shall now be
H.T*
able to keep my

WIRELESS outfit.

want to spend too much money on wireless

original set for an-

Now I have made up a booster which I, other year .at least.

want to describe for you, as it cured all The Parts
the troubles I had with my own set and,
from talking with friends, my kit set I made up my unit
troubles appeared to be the same as most chiefly from old parts
people's.
My kit set is quite a good one, although it

I had on hand.

V

.0005 MFDl
MAX.

GANGED;0005MFD.
e

EA.

0002

MFR

As

a matter of fact I

is now about a year old. It has a screen - had to buy a special
grid valve, but no modern ideas like band - band-pass coil and
two -g anged
passing. That was really why I thought the
I would make a unit to add in front of the condenser.. I dare
set. Last winter I had a lot of fun with say there are some
the kit set when it was first new, and sta- keener experimenters
tions used to roll in. Then the summer than myself who will
even have parts like
these as "spares."

There really isn't

very much in the

unit a-

part from
the special coils

OUTPUT

2MFA

HT

°Ur

1%03MFD.1

10,000 OHMS

LT,
n+

The "professional" version of the circuit used by our contributor
for tilt) booster

and the

condenser. I expect most people front; but when I thought I'd photograph
have things like terminals, fixed and describe it for other AMATEUR WIREcondensers, H.F. chokes, and LESS readers I remade it with a new panel
valve holders, taken out of old and baseboard. That's why it looks tidy,
sets which have since been even if not professional 1
scrapped.

The first boosters I Tried as a Hook-up

made up myself were,
I now find after I

This is the add-on unit which when coupled to an existing set
converts it to band-pass tuning and acts as a station booster

Anyway whether you make up the

gadget from scraps or from new material,
have got good results I think you ought to keep the size about the
with this unit, a bit same as in my unit. I tried the arrangetoo fantastic. I don't ment as a hook-up first of all and it whistled
claim any credit for badly until I spaced the parts more to the
the circuit of my unit, positions shown in the photograph. Thereand I don't even knOw fore, I should think that if you tried to
that it is new. The cramp the parts together any more than
real credit, I think, is they are, the thing,wouldn't tune properly.
due to the band-pass I found that it was difficult to get proper
tuning. I followed the band-pass tuning, when the wiring was

*flatcar Wirelet3
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" HOW I IMPROVED RANGE AND SELECTIVITY " (Continued)
untidy and the H.F. choke and valve put
too close to the coils and condenser.
I am no expert on band -passing, but I
had at least found that there should be a
sharp tuning hump, if the circuit is band -

PANEL 9:r8

the photographs show you just

where to mount the parts. I

don't believe in constructional
tricks. I just screwed the parts
down and wired them up.
a

HOLE FOP
ESCUTCHEON

The bandpass circuit looks
bit complicated when you
come to draw
it up in the
proper theoretical way. All
the same, I
didn't have the
slightest diffi-

Another view of
the band-pass
unit

ef;

-0-

culty in following out the wir-

ing from the
folder

SEBOARD

which

9:r.9`

OANOOF

you get with

BAND-PASS COILS

the ganged -coil

unit. The two

coils are really
quite separate,
but there aren't
many wires to
put in place as
the coils, being mounted
on a chassis, are ganged
together.
I altered the circuit recommended by the coil -makers in
one or two small ways. For

passing properly. You don't get that instance, I used a pre-set conhump if you have untidy wiring, as I did denser instead of the fixed
.000x-microfarad condenser
when I first tried the unit.
which they specify. I did that
How the Unit is Made
because my kit set used to tune
There's really not much to talk about in very broadly and I wanted to
telling you how to make the unit, because fit a variable aerial condenser,

FIXED
PLATES

2 GANG
CONDsR

-0005 each
-031718

-000

TPU-r

so that I could try different

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE

BAND-PASS UNIT

values to get the right sharpness
of tuning.
did -4't

BAND-PASS COIL ASSEMBLY
1-Dual-gang, combined with

io,000-ohm leak

on -off

switch

(Lissen).

VARIABLE CONDENSER

1-Twin-gang .0005-mfd., with panel trimmer

(British Radiophone, J.B., Polar, Utility).
VALVE HOLDER
1 -4 -pin (Telsen, \V.B., Lissen, Igranic, Benjamin,
Wearite, Lotus).
H.F. CHOKE
1-(Varley "Junior," Lissen, Telsen, Igranic,
R.I., Wearite, Ready Radio, Slektun, Bulgin,
Climax).

CONDENSERS
1-.03 -mid. non -inductive (Dubilier, type 9200).
1 -2 -mid. (Dubilier, type 9200, T.C.C., Lissen,
Telsen, Ferranti, Formo).
1-.0002-mfd., fixed (Lissen, T.C.C., Telsen,
Dubilier, Graham -Parish).

1-.0005-mfd. max. pre-set (Igranic, Formo,
Sovereign, Lissen, Goltone, Varley, Colvern).
TERMINALS

4-marked Aerial, Ea;th, Output -, Output -F,
(Belling -Lee, type 11, Clix, Eelex, Bulgin).

RESISTANCE
1 -10,000 -ohm (Dubilier 1 -watt metallised.
Graham -Parish, Erie).

TERMINAL BLOCKS

2-(Sovereign, Belling -Lee, Lissen).

WANDER PLUGS

3-marked H.T.-, H.T+1, H.T.+2
Lee, Clix,Eelex).
SPADE TERINALS
2-marked L.T.-, L.T.-I- (Belling -Lee,

Clix,

Eelex).

ANODE CONNECTOR
'

I-Screen-grid (Belling -Lee, Eelex).

SUNDRIES

Three yards thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Connecting wire and sleeving (Lewcos or Jiffilinx).

ACCESSORIES
1-Valve (Mullard PM12 or PM12A, metaffised).
1-Cabinet (Peto-Scott).

LT+ HT:12 W H.T:E1 LT- HT: -

In order to simplify the construction of the unit a
scale plan with all the wiring clearly shown is

The one part of the circuit I
given above
alter was the band-pass
coupling. The coil makers recommend a but didn't want to complicate the wiring
.o3-microfarad fixed condenser with a by carrying a couple of leads to the panel,

EBONITE PANEL
1-9 in. by 6 in. (Peto-Scott, Becol, Permcol).
BASEBOARD
1-9 in. by 8 in. (Peto-Scott, Ready Radio,
Clarion).

SET

e

connected

across

it.

I used one of the new stand-up type

just for the sake of an on -off switch.
When I had wired up the band-pass coils

condensers, which I happened to and condenser, I began to be a little bit
have handy and connected the leak directly afraid that the whole thing would be too
across its terminals, without any extra complicated, so I deliberately went out of
.03

As you can see from the photo- my way to make the screen -grid valve
graphs, this makes a neat job, and I found circuit simple.
that it was fatal to have a lot of loose wiring in
All there is, you see, is an H.F. choke,
this part of the circuit. The circuit simply and a .0002 microfarad condenser in the
didn't band-pass properly, if there was too wire linking the unit with the set.
much wiring, which I suppose resulted in
The finished edition of my unit has
extra capacity all over the unit.
lengths of wire going to the batteries of the
I wasn't really sure whether I could add kit set. But I decided on two termina
a band-pass circuit like this to an ordinary blocks for the aerial and earth wires4
screen -grid valve. So I tried it first of all Don't do without these terminal blocks, a4
in the hook-up fashion, before screwing the if you take loose leads to the unit and from
parts down. I forgot to put a fixed con- the unit to the set, you may find that it
denser between the screening grid and earth doesn't work properly.
and I found this essential, although I believe
Of course, I could have dispensed with
if there is plenty of high-tension available one high-tension lead by connecting a
for the screening grid, this condenser isn't screening grid through a resistance, so that
always essential. It's a point for the it took its H.T. from the anode lead. Later
experts to decide 1
on I may try this, but if you are making up
When I first bought the ganged coil unit the unit I advise you to stick to my original
I didn't know that it was fitted with a plan and have separate battery wires for
L.T. switch. It's a fine idea and in my the anode and grid.
wiring.

unit' it makes the wiring easier. The wave -

The anode wire goes to the 12o -volt

change switch of the coils turns the whole battery - tapping, and the screening grid
unit off. It saves having an L.T. switch on tapping goes to some other point on the
the panel. I had three spare L.T. switches,
(Continued on page 1064)
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N.7 OU can't believe all you hear,

The artistes .speak or play in one

J. even in B.B.C. broadcasting!

of the upstairs studios. For the

I don't say this in any disrespect to the B.B.C., but rather in
admiration for the B.B.C. engineers
who can manufacture echo for the
superimposing on music and radio
plays, so that listeners hear a combination of echo and real broadcast.
The new echo -rooms at Broadcasting House enable any degree of
echo to be heard in connection with
music and plays. The effect is
sometimes uncanny. Echo adds to
the realism of music, up to a point,
and it also enables the B.B.C. play
producers to get the effect of actors
talking in a huge hall, when actu-

purpose of echo making it is better

for the original broadcast to take

place in a "dead" studio, devoid of

echo, for then the manufactured

echo can be added just as the music
controllers or play producers wish,
without confusion with the studio's
natural eclio.
The microphone is connected
direCt to one of the amplifiers in the

control room on the eighth floor,
but the wires pass through a potentiometer which acts as the echo
control. If no manufactured echo
is needed, the potentiometer knob

is turned so that the studio mike "
is connected direct to its land -line
amplifier. Immediately the echo is
needed, the potentiometer is turned

ally they are speaking before the

Our Special Correspondent tells you how
"mike" in a small studio.
Some of the Broadcasting House the B.B.C. engineers manufacture artificial
studios are big, and there is plenty
back and part of the output is
of echo. The big concert hall has the echo in the transmission of radio plays and switched through to a two -valve
of special orchestral broadcasts.
greatest echo of any of the BroadA.C. amplifier in the echo room
casting House studios. The vaudeconnected to a moving -coil speaker.
ville and dance -band studios run it fairly he is addressing a large gathering in the At the other end of the echo room is a
close, there being more echo in the former Queen's Hall. Echo can be added to music second microphone connected to another
than in the latter.
in just the same way, so that a small type "A" amplifier.
For special effects the reverberation time orchestral combination in the 8A military
This is where the echo is made, owing to
of even the concert hall is not great band studio sounds like a "Proms" broad- the natural resonance of the echo room.
enough. In the concert hall it takes just cast.
under two seconds for any sudden sound to
die away to inaudibility. In the vaudeville Sequence of the Microphones

studio it takes about a second. This is the
How is it done? The pictorial strip at the
reverberation time, or what, the average bottom of this page shows the sequence of
man calls echo.
the microphones, amplifiers, and loudSome of the studios have absolutely no speaker used in "echo making." The echo
echo at all. Two of the studios on the rooms in Broadcasting House are in the
sixth and seventh floors, for speech and basement, sandwiched in between the staff
radio plays, are like this. They are abso- cloak room, the battery room, and the
carpenter's shop. They are plain stone
lutely dead.
And yet the B.B.C. can fake echoes so rooms in which the only furniture consists
that an actor talking in, say, the 6c studio of a microphone, a couple of amplifiers,
(which has no echo at all) sounds as though and a moving -coil speaker.

The reproduced music or speech, plus a great

deal of echo, is picked up by the second
microphone and sent back along the

microphone wiring to the control room, to
be " mixed " with the original signal in any
desired proportion.
The old type of switch gear previously
used in echo manufacture at Savoy Hill has
been scrapped. The new potentiometers
are quick -acting.

An actor can read out a continuous

speech before the microphone and single
(Continued at foot of next page)
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Here is the sequence of the microphones, speaker and amplfiers used in faking echo. A full explxlation is given in the text
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WHAT IT IS FOR

PARALLEL -FE D COUPLING
THE main object of a parallel feed instead of stalloy stampings.
The iron core of a transformer has a
transformer
low -frequency
in
coupling is to stop the direct current great effect on the perforniance. Should
from the high-tension supply fromflowing the core become what is termed
through the primary winding of the " saturated " the inductance of the
primary winding around the core will
transformer.
be greatly reduced.

Saturation of the core is brought
about by passing too much current
through the primary winding.. The

11.1r.+

30,000 OHMS
FIXED RESISTANCE

effect of a reduced primary inductance,
as caused by core saturation, is loss of
quality in the aniplification.
One of the easiest ways of preventing
core saturation is to prevent any of the
anode current passing through the transformer. Then only the low -frequency

MFD.

current, Of an alternating nature, will
flow through the primary and as this
will have a very small value, the high
inductance- will be maintained and the
WITH NICIE
quality will be unimpaired.
ALLOY CORE
G.B.
The method of diverting the hightension from the transformer is quite
The standard connections for parallel -feed are simple. In the anode circuit, in which
shown above. Note that a fixed condenser is we should normally insert the primary
connected in series with the primary winding

nected to the primary winding through
a fixed condenser, which if sufficiently
large will effectively pass all the low
frequencies but will of course act as an
absolute barrier to the anode voltage.
Sometimes the resistance -fed trans -

Kt+
30,000 OHMS
0-5 MFD.

TRANS

t
winding, we put a resistance. The
Why, you may ask, must we prevent anode of the valve thus gets its potential
the anode current flowing through the through the resistance, though as some
primary of one transformer and yet of the voltage will be dropped across
allow this to happen with the primary the resistance it is advisable to- keep
of another?."The answer is that some down the value to about 30,000 ohms.
The anode of the valve is then contransformers have special alloy cores

FURTHER ,investigation shows that the

powerfuhThissian transmission now, heard

on Leningrad's former wavelength-namely,

r,000 metres-is not that of the Old Komintern

G.B.

L. F.TRANs
L.1:

With parallel -feed coupling it is possible to gain
a greater step up ratio by connecting as shown
above, with the primary winding in series with the
secondary

former is connected so that an increased

step-up is obtained, by connecting the
primary in series with the secondary,
thus increasing the ratio of primary to
secondary turns.
HOTSPOT.
orchestra will be conducted

'

OUR LISTENING POST
By JAY COOTE

station, but MoscOw' (Trade Unions), previously on 1,304 metres. A- few nights ago
I picked up a call "and an announcement in the part of the constructors. Much is expected

French to the effect that if, as one of, thouSands `from this latpst design in broadcasters.
of listeners, I cared to let the Soviet authorities
If you are a late-bedder or an early riser

know how. I received the' broadcast I would

you may be rewarded by searching for a few

regarding its proposed use of ,the 1,200 -metre

English.
Finally, in

by Eduard

Kuenneke, a composer of tuneful musical
comedies and operettas. On Saturday, Novem-

ber 19, you will also hear a relay of Paul
Whiteman's Band from the United States.

"FAKING ECHO AT THE B.B.C."
(Continued from page 1041)

be rewarded ,with_ a picture postcard, or South American broadcasts" which just at sentences can be selected by the play prosomething or other of equal 'value So now present are being logged by listeners in these ducers for the superimposing of echo One
you know.,., From what I learn, however, 'tests Isles. They are all situated at Buenos Aires, moment the actor can sound as though he
by the Moscow-Noghinsk,..5oo-kilowatter will namely, LS9, La Voz del Aire (215.8 m.) ; is talking in a tank, and the next moment
be made shortly on, 1,481 metres. '"4- To`secure LS6, Radio Bernotti (222.2 m.); LS8, Radio
a favourable channel for ;this ",super -power Sarrniento (243.9 m.); LS2, Radio Prieto there is no echo at all, so that he appears to
transmitter, various alterations are being made (252.1 m.); LS5, Estacion Rivadavia (270.3 m.) ; be in the open air.
in the wavelengths of the Russian stations; and LR9,' Radio Fenix (291.3 m.). In these
The effects studio where the bangs, hoots,
so we may haVe to identify them all over again. notes I have previously mentioned LR4, and crashes are produced for synchronising
Radio Splendid;'and LR3; Radio Nacional, in radio plays, is treated to have no echo at
Radio Luxembourg
but during the last fortnight it is the broadcasts all. Loud crashings in the effects studio
Radio Luxembourg, although ready to start on the lower wavelengthS which have been sound thus like Mull thud. But by the
up', has not yet fixed a' definite date for its most heard. As a rule, these studios put out time the play producer has switched the
formal opening; apparently strong protests their calls pretty frequently, and announce- noise through the echo room circuit, one
have been lodged by aviation anthorities ments are usually made in both Spanish and
channel.

In the meantime,- you may hear

more tests carried out on wavelengths round
about this prohibited area, -as when I tuned
in Radio Luxembourg ,towards lunch, time
a few days ago, I found the transmission on
1,25o metres; previously it had been on r,190
odd metres.

Leipzig also is operating nightly on 389.6

.

grammes which the. B.B.C.- propose to offer casting House had fallen down.
us during their birthday week, I hear that on
What is troubling the play producers at
November 14 Berlin will take part in the present is the narrow volume limit. Even
celebrations -by giving us a light opera pot- the loudest noise cannot be too loud. The
pourri entitled Halloh,' London Hier -ist Berlin
(no translation necessary).- It will be broad- dials -of the progiamme meters, which are
cast from the Berlin Funkhaus and the watched during echo manufacture, are

metres, and has handed over its former
channel to the new 17 -kilowatt station built
for the Franyfurt-am-Main service.Plea'Se
alter your logs accordingly. Within the next
few days you may hear tests on 532.5 metres
by the 6o -kilowatt transmitter recently com-

pleted at Erdinger Moos to broadcast the

Munich programmes. There again signals
should be good, as both transmitter and aerial
are results of considerable experimenting on

would imagine that a wOrld-chaos had

addition to the special pro- arrived, and that the whole of Broad-

This issue of " Amateur Wire-

less " is published on a WED-

NESDAY and in future " Amateur Wireless " will be on sale
EVERY WEDNESDAY.

calibrated from I to 7 and all sounds must
be kept within these volume limits. The
softest sound must not cause the needle to
move below 1 on the scale, nor the loudest
to make it jump above 7. "Loud noise" in
broadcasting is thus only a matter of graduation. The echo control engineers have
to be very quick with the potentiometer knobs to get a true -life effect.
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P[SLAPG-What -difference has' two years made to radio reception ? What are you missing by
using old valves ? ,Mullard research will tell you that. It has given you the finest range,

of 2 -volt valves- on the market valves that give -you performance you' never, dreamed

has discovered a Jkon-vibrating filament and conquered micro
phony in the P.M.1HL: it has produced .the P.M.22A

low -consumption pentode for,

portables. Now it is looking ahead

experiment and improve to give you still

better radio in.
" &scribed 0 tflIS 1Sialt dr* :;;..

,cified for .tre "New Century
)

Milliard. P.M. 1.2.

21 Mu11ar4f.jy.1.,..1:1-1L.

(2) Mul(erchPiA4.1-12V.
I

Mull a[A.P.M. 22A.

ifullard

[THE - MASTER ITALVE

Whenever you want advice about your set or your valves-ask T.S.D.Mallard Technical Service Department-always at your service. You're
under no obligation whatever. We help ourselves by helping you. When
writing, whether your problem is big or small, give every detail. Ask T.S.D.

Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W .0 .2.
Arlie

To Ensure Speedy Delivery; Mention Il A.W." to Advertisers
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ELECTRIC RADIO
ELECTRIC RADIO PERFECTED

Designed by Telsen Technicians and
Engineers, the " Macnamara" marks
an important advance in All -Electric
Radio Receivers. Perfect in every

detail, it incorporates the finest developments of modern Radio Design;

operated from A.C. mains with a

power consumption of only 58 watts. It
has the rare combination of a remarkable range of reception with a sayerlative degree of selectivity. Utilises

four Mazda valves-Screened Gad,
Detector, Pentode and Rectifier.

SUPERB REPRODUCTION

Incorporates a specially designed
Afov:ng Coil Speaker of the energised

field type, ingeniously fitted into a
rigid and solid cabinet, the product
of the foremost experts in Radio
Cabinet design. Exhaustive experiments in the combination of cab:net
and speaker acoustics has resulted in

such outstanding fidelity of reproduction and tonal realism as to immediately inspire the phrase, " The
Golden Voice." Additional external
speakers and a gramophone pick-up
can be used if desired, sockets being
provided for their connection.
SPECIAL

'SEPARATOR' CONTROL

A unique device of extreme value for
adjusting the degree of select.Vity
when receiving both local and distant
stations, with the unusual advantaqe
that neither the tuning nor the fidelity
of reproduction is affected. This

control is also a valuable adjunct for
varying the volume front maximum
to a whisper, even on the local station.

A JOY TO OPERATE

Single knob tuning-Illuminated Dtal
marked in actual wavelengths. The
essence of simplicity. Turn the d.al
to the wavelength of the station .re-

quired-and there it is. Anyone can
obta.n a large number of stations.
But so clever is the design that as
experience is gained the large catch

of the beginner is increased day by day.

AERIAL NOT ESSENTIAL

The fr ncipal home and continental
:furious 'nay be received with -out the

aid of an aerial, as a special dev.ce
incorporated in the receiver prowdes
for the use of the mains as an aerial.
Thus only when a very large number
of stations is required is an outside
aerial necessary.

CHOOSE YOUR CABINET

The receiver

is

available in two

models-in a beautiful superbly fin-

THE BEST THAT RADIO CAN OFFER
by the leading radio technicians, and built throughout of British

components in Britain's largest radio manufacturing organisation, the
MACNAMARA is the finest radio receiver of its kind ever produced. Fcr
DDESIGNED

it is as nearly perfect as human minds and
hands can make it-not only in its amazing

range, its remarkable selectivity and its

absolute simplicity, but also in its glorious
tone . . . that superb fidelity of reproduction which inspired
Golden Voice " . . .

the phrase " The

ished solid walnut cabinet of restrained
modern design (No. 315) at 15 gns.,
and in a plan oak framed (unstained)
cabinet (No. 312) at 12 gns. Model
No. 312 is produced for those who
desire to refit the receiver in a cabinet

Hear it at your dealer's to -day. Until you
do, you will never realise how much you
have hitherto missed in radio reception,

to the.r own particular tastes and requirements, whether it be in type,
design, quality or finish.

enjoy the best that radio can offer.

and how easily you can now afford to

MODEL 312 In a plain oak farmed (unstained)
eab.ner, produced for those who desire to refit the
receiver in a cabinet to their own particular tastes
and requirements.

Ott CAN BE HAD ON 12 MONTHLY

I1GNS

PAYMENTS OF 20/-., after payment of Initial Deposit of 35/ -

MODEL 315 In a beautiful superbly finzi:hed

solid walnut cabinet of restrained modern design.
OR CtN BE HAD ON 12 MON1HLY

15045

PAYMENTS 07 25/-. after pay-

ment of Initial Deposit of 45/-

Manufactured by

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A BIG FAMILY
of late by ,the behaviour of their sets. A wanted signal may fade, the unwanted
T is most appropriate that the five - station is tuned in and found to be coming atmospherics, mush, and background noises
million licence mark should have through splendidly. In a few moments its don't. Hence, as the amplification is autobeen reached just before the B.B.C.'s fine, manly voice gets smaller and smaller.. matically varied, you have the impression
tenth birthday, and this achieve- It may even be reduced to complete silence. that, though the signal remains steady, the
ment will add to the cheerful atmosphere Heavens ! Have the batteries run down ? " noises off " show a rhythmic increase and
of the celebrations. What astonishing Has the mains voltage dropped ? Has a decrease in strength.
progress in ten years! When the old 2L0 transformer burnt out? Has one of the
005P
came into action there were not more valves thrown up the sponge ? No, for
A PRETTY PROBLEM
than about 30,000 licences in the country; hardly have* you leapt to the set with a
OME years ago one of the Big Noises
now nearly half the homes of Great Britain vague idea of doing something about it
in wireless delivered himself, half in
are licenced to receive the broadcast than the signal begins to return to its first
jest, of the opinion that it would be
programmes. Rather better than every fine strength. It goes on building up and
no bad thing if wireless receiving
tenth member . of our population-men may become presentlS, so overpowering sets contained
about one valve per mile of
women, and children-is now a licence that the reaction knob has to be turned in distance between
the 'transmitting and the
one
direction
and
that
of
the
volume
holder, a proportion which beats even that
receiving
station.
idea was, of course,
of the U.S.A.
control in the other. There is nothing to be that the less you His
press
valves, the
alarmed about. You are simply experi- better, on the whole, is your
.50.46
the quality. But
encing
the
unpleasant
phenomenon
known
HOW MANY MORE ?
one valve per mile is going a little bit too
OME years ago, when the two - as fading, and nothing that you can do will far, as I realise, at the present time. When
any effect upon it, for it is due to my eight -valve super -het is in use I have
million mark was reached, there have
were many who prophesied that causes outside your set.
rather better than one valve per two miles
we were nearing the saturation
for the reception of B.P., which is fifteen
point and that no further important
AND NOW THE OLD HAND
miles away from me. To turn down the
increase could be looked for. Since then
N the course of a lone,b experience I set sufficiently for a 50-kilowatter at a
we have merrily added another three
can never rememberfading having range of fifteen miles takes a bit of doing,
Millions, and the curve; to use a valve
been quite so marked as it is at the believe me ! In fact, I have had to fit two
term, shows no signs of reaching its upper
time of writing. As a rule, it affects separate volume controls,- and even they
bend. Just how far can we go before it only rather distant stations and chiefly do not suffice by themselves. The first
begins to flatten out? The total number of those occupying wavelengths in the lower consists of variable grid bias up to 18 volts
homes in our country is about eleven and half of the medium waveband. Long -wave negative on the high -frequency valve; the
a quarter millions at the moment, though stations are usually held to be -practically second volume control turns down the
this number is increasing steadily. At a immune from fading. Just now, though, wicks of the intermediate -frequency valves.
guess, I should say that the probable even the most powerful stations on the But to prevent the loud -speaker from being
saturation point lies somewhere between medium waves are suffering on many blown up I have to turn the frame aerial
seven million and eight million licences. nights, and fading has been very bad right to its minimum position; that is, pt right
I believe that we shall go fairly quickly up up at the top of the band. On the evening angles to an imaginary line between me and
to the' six -million mark and that the curve before these notes were written, for B.P. These three expedients altogether
will then rise rather less steeply.
instance, Budapest was varying from suffice to tame the London Regional and
41 4.
enormous volume to something very near National sufficiently, and I think that you
THOSE BIG CONDENSERS
silence. Stranger still, some of the long will agree that my valves are working well
wave unstations have suffered to a certain within their powers.
MAY have been particularly
lucky, but I have had quite a bit of extent, but the most curious thing of all is
trouble in the last eighteen months that quite distinct fading has been noticeSUPER-HETS AND TONE
or so with condensers of capacities able upon one's local high -power station
C ONTROL '
between i and 4 microfarads of the paper at a range of only fifteen miles 1
MENTION
of my big super -het.
dielectric type. One of these I luckily
4100
reminds me that I fitted it recently
tested out after buying it and before
THE ONLY CURE
with a tone -control transformer
putting it into use. When ioo volts were
HE
only
cure
for
fading
is
to
be
with splendid results. - This particuapplied to its terminals there was a steady
found in automatic volume control, lar super -het is an especially selective one;
current of rather more than one. milliwill one day be incorporated for this reason I used to cut too much bass
ampere ! It was, of course, immediately
Jwhich
in every receiving set intended for with it. I have tried in the past various
replaced by the makers. Another broke the reception
of distant stations. At present kinds of fixed tone correctors, with fairly
down badly after less than a week's work it is to be found
in only a minute percentage good results, but the variable corrector is
and the third was the one responsible for of our sets. Automatic
volume control is really a revelation. I had not realised before
the noisiness in my big set. This one had obtained by the use of the
-mu that some stations require more or less
been in use for rather more than a year,' I valve for high -frequency variable
amplification tone correction than others-nor, in all
admit; but the life of condensers should be purposes. You know that the amplification
I suppose, had you. This is not
much longer than this. It isn't as if I used given by these valves varies according to probability
question of sideband cutting through
a very high H.T: voltage. In every case the amount of negative grid bias; the aultra
selectivity; it occurs because the
the supply was not from the mains, but stronger the bias, the less the magnifica- engineers
in charge of the control -rooms of
from a r8o-volt- accumulator high-tension tion and vice verge. A special control stations hold
differing views on the
battery. Nor, I may mention, were any valve is used which regulates the grid bias subject of tonewidely
-balance. Thus one station's
of these condensers used in the plate circuit in accordance with the strength of the transmissions may
give a good deal more
of a pentode valve.
incoming signal, increasing it as the signal weight (or a good deal less) than another's
Jr JO
waxes and decreasing it as it wanes. The to, the bass. With fixed tone control you
FOR NEW READERS
net result is that, though signal strength have the impression that the quality of the
IllANY new readers who are under- may be going up and down, the output from transmissions varies a great deal; but when
going ' their initiation' into the the loud -speaker refrains constant
you have tone control adjustable by the
delightful pastime of long-distance
The only drawback to the use of auto- mere twiddling of a knob you find it
listening have probably been puzzled matic volume control is that, though the possible to obtain the same tone -balance
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On Your Wavelength!

Oa

00

from most of them. I can honestly say
that my pleasure in listening to foreign
stations has been enormously increased by
the use of the tone -control transformer in

!0

(continued)

second is screening. In the bad old days
we found it necessary to place our high frequency coils or transformers the best

part of a foot apart in order to produce

WET " STATIC "

FRIEND of mine, who lives on a
high spot of ground near an open
common, tells me .of a curious

both super -heterodyne and "straight" - anything like stability-and even then- it
experience he had during the recent
receiving sets.
Often wasn't very like -it. On the L.F. side stormy Weather. One wet evening, his set,
of the set we used to keep components at without apparent reason, suddenly developed
46.50

WHO DID IT ?

HERE was quite a pother in some of
the lay papers over the recent
jamming of Moscow's transmission.
What happened was that as soon as
Comrade Somebody or other advanced to

literally arm's length, not realising that a type of low -frequency disturbance not
our troubles were due more to back - unlike motor -boating. He switched off the
couplings than to what we were pleased to aerial and re -tuned the set on the earth
call interaction. In modern sets we make lead (which ran inside the house to the
full use of screening on the H.F. side and nearest water -pipe). The disturbance at

decoupling where necessary. Comparathe microphone to deal with his English tively few L.F. transformersor chokes are
postbag a constant note with considerable screened at all nowadays, but, thanks to
power behind it was sent out flat on the intelligent use of decoupling devices,
Moscow's frequency. To vary the pro- we can pack them almost as closely as
ceedings, strings, of "vies" were sent out potatoes in a barrel without any evil
instead of the constant note, and there effects.
were brief intervals during which the
THE BLAT TNERPH ONE
transmitter was presumably listening to
HE five -fold relaying of programmes
discover what point had been -reached in
to the Empire will be accomplished
the Russian broadcast. As soon as the
postbag business was finished the jamming
by means of the Blattnerphone, an
ingenious machine which has alceased and reception, was once more possible. Nobody seems to know who did it. ready done splendid work for the B.B.C..
The B.B.C. referred inquirers to the G.P.O. In case you have forgotten what it is, the
and the G.P.O. sent them on to somebody Blattnerphone records from a single item
else. I won't express any opinion on the to a complete programme upon a thin steel
ethics of the business; speaking, though, as tape. The method is quite different from
a wireless man, I can testify that the that of the gramophone recorder, for the
jamming was very effectively done, who- tape is not cut by a stylus or "played" by a
needle and pick-up. During the recording
ever was responsible.
40 JO

process, the tape is magnetised with varying

intensity over its whol length ;'it contains,
SETS OF YESTERYEAR
HILST still lost in admiration of the in fact, a magnetic record -of whatever takes
neat and compact layout of the place before the microphone in the studio.
" New Century Super," I had Complete programmes have already been
occasion to visit a friend whose "canned" in -this way for re -transmission,
enthusiasm for wireless dates, like my and a running commentary on the Derby
own, from a time many years before the was sent out from GsSW by means o f the
beginning of the era of broadcasting. I Blattnerphone tape for the benefit of
took with me a copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS

beauties of the design. Then he remarked netised, can be used over and over again.
"A bit different, isn't it, from the big sets

which I built when it was the very last

minutes, after which the receiver settled.
down to quiet behaviour even on the outside aerial. It was all rather mysterious,
but, after thinking the matter over, it
occurred to the victim that the disturbance
-must be due to raindrops falling oh the
outside aerial. If the drops were- formed, or
passed through, a highly charged area they
would bring clown with them small charges

of electricity; and such of these as fell
directly on the aerial might well set up

intermittent surges of current, sufficient to
account for the temporary disturbance.
44010

AERIAL ELECTRICITY
1THOUT prejudice,: as the lawyers
say,

I think this is a very likely

particularly, as the
first valve was a detector. It is
certainly true that raindrops falling on to
explanation,

an aerial from a thunder -cloud will induce
quite a heavy charge, as I have more than
once both seen.6and heard a stream of small
sparks passing across -the plates of a series

tuning condenser during such a storm.
Generally speaking, I prefer to earth the

outside aerial when thunder .is about, and

Australia, hours after the race itself had to work, from an inside wire or. rame aerial,

and we spent some time discussing the been run. Blattnerphone tapes, once magof just a few years ago ? I have still got one

once disappeared, though it came on again
as soon as the set was switched back to the
outside aerial. This lasted- for about ten

IN THE

B.B.C.

BIRTHDAY

neither of which can possibly produce any
THERMION.
alarming symptoms.

PROGRAMMES

thing in efficiency in its day. It's up in the
lumber room; let's go and have a look at
it." We went. From beneath a collection

of the kind of things that you do find in
lumber rooms we extracted a gigantic
cabinet. "'this," said my friend, "was the
very finest 'thing in six -valve sets but a
few years ago." He produced a foot rule
and ' we measured it. The cabinet was
42 in. in length (forty-two !) by 12 in.

from front to rear and i o in. in height. The
full-sized layout plan of the "New Century

Super" goes comfortably into a double page of AMATEUR WIRELESS. To give a
full-sized plan of this old set it would have

needed to continue over no less than six
pages, and even so its full depth from front

to rear could not have been fitted in. Yet
the "New Century 'Super" contains the
same number -of valves and its efficiency
is, of course, vastly greater.
4410
WE HAVE MOVED FORWARD!.
HE chief reason why modern sets- are

so much more compact is that we
have realised the importance of two
factors. The first is decoupling; the

Some of the arlistes appearing during the B.B.C. Birthday Week I rogranute3. (Back),
Cicely Courtneidge, Horace Kenney, Billy Bennett and Jean de Casalis. (Front) Jack
Hulbert, Leonard Henry, 'Maurice Winnick, Kae de Ccsta, Paul Whiteman, Cl lie Potter,
Marius B. Winter, Peter Dawson and Claude Hulbert
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In this article J. H. Reyner raises an interesting point regarding present-day transformers
AFRIEND o mine remarked the other in loud -speakers is calling for better transday that he could not observe the formers once again.
'difference between a " good" transformer
Let us analyse the transformer for a
with an excellent response, curve and a moment. It consists of two windings
"poor" one with a curve like the proverbial wound round an iron core. , Through one
camel's hump. This vague general state- of these windings-the primary-we pass
ment served to start the train of thought the currents from the detector valve. The
suggested by the title of this article.
secondary winding is provided with several
The performance of a transformer is, of times as many turns as the primary, so that
the voltage developed is several times as
great, giving us a ' step-up. " Thus the
EMI III
11111111111
MI
II
mg FURZEIIILL LABORATORIES.
voltage which we apply to the output valve
111111111111
1111 44- cAueRATion crux 111
MINIM
is not merely that from the detector, but is
6 111111111111
NI IN 1111111111 multiplied by the effective step-up ratio of
`:.1111111111
MEIN
MI the transformer.
111111111111
11
",t 1111111111111
This step-up is, in fact, the reason for
1111111111111MEMMIIIIIIIIIIMUM using
a transformer at all. It increases the
11111faillaillINV.11111Matalig1111
amplification of the set and consequently
3
IligiriffinffiliM!!!!!VA.E'
gives us louder signals. The step-up is
2 MIMI 111HIMPER/111111111111111111\10

HI 11MM

MIIIIII1

111:4

1111111!011111111111111111111M1111111111i
1111 1
''' ') I
FRE°UENCY

Ulla
III 11

1

on to the grid of the next valve. In the
middle and low frequencies this shunting
effect is not serious, but it causes a considerable loss of the upper notes unless
proper precautions are taken.
The amplification of the low frequencies
depends on the inductance of the primary
winding.

Unless this is sufficient the detec-

tor valve will not supply its full voltage to
VOLTAGE IS
LOST HERE

EFFECTIVE
RESISTANCE

,

LEAKAGE
INDUCTANCE

roughly proportional to the number of
turns on the secondary, relative to the

primary.

If the secondary has four times
H.T.
as
many
turns
as the primary, the step-up
g
g gig gg
1
ratio will be about 4 to i. It will not be
Fig. 1. The high and low frequencies tend
exactly this figure for two reasons. In the
Fig. 2. The effective primary voltage is
to be lost with a transformer, unless special
first place the transformer has to amplify
only a fraction of the voltage supplied to
precautions are taken
currents of various frequencies, so that the
the valve
course, linked up very closely with that of conditions under which the transformer is the transformer and a drop in amplification
the rest of the set. If the loud -speaker is a used are continually changing. This results - again results. These two effects are both
poor one and is badly matched, then the in in a loss of the low and high frequencies so illustrated in the curve of Fig. i which is an
substitution of a really good transformer for that normal performance is only obtained actual response curve taken on a typical
a poor one will produce no audible improve- about the middle of the frequency scale.
inexpensive transformer. The loss of ampliment, but the modern loud -speaker is
The high frequencies are lost because of fication is very evident at both ends of the

gt" "

MEI

ffi

capable of reproducing a much more
extended frequency band than the older
types and it is no longer possible to adopt
this line of argument. The improvement

the self capacity of the windings.

This acts

scale and the modern loud -speaker would be

like a condenser connected across the quite able to notice the difference between
secondary which shunts the currents and this transformer and a good one.

prevents the full voltage from being passed

THE FIVE MILLIONTH LICENCE !

(Continued on page 1o62)

Mr. Cecil Fox, the London listener who took out the five -

millionth wireless licence, is here seen " taking delivery"

of his licence at the General Post Office, London. Below
Is the reproduction of the actual licence
,
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IN FUTURE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO OBTAIN YOUR COPY OF "A.W." ON WEDNESDAY

(Intaltur Wiraz.S3
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SETS Of TIE SE4SON

MACNAMARAms
91 ir,
.. 4
bOLDEN VOICE REcEivEvil

EaMigila31341111111

"I

4

pais

isti
RIGHT away let me say that the name the makers have shown an intimate touch
AA
%fa
of this set is more than justified. The with present-day conditions in the ether,
.ev
..,
"golden -voice" reproduction we have and, what is equally important, they have
Nf!
heard so much. about has certainly -been- rightly ,vistialised- two. types of listener-,
achieved. To those who know the- diffi- the listener who knoWs nothing of radio and
culties of getting a really full tone from a has little finesse with knob twiddling, and
table cabinet, due to restricted baffle area, the more informed listener who knows all
will be amazed, as d have been, at the rich- about theInside- of the set.
ness and depth of the bass delivered by the
For each class of set user this- new set mains aerial; for an external loud -speaker;
energised moving -coil loud -speaker in this admirably caters. While the veriest novice double -fuse protection for the mains;
safety mains plug; hum adjustment for

would be able to bring in, say, a dozen
mains; simple plug -and -socket adjustIt is not just "sales talk "-the golden foreign stations without being able to help noisy
voice is there for all to hear. The designers him:self, the slightly -more technical opera- ment for the mains voltage.
In my tests in South London I used a
are to be praised for having found a -tor; by a nice sense of balance between
cabinet that is at once attractive in appear- 'aerial input and reaction boost up, would 6o -foot aerial on a 205 -volt A.C. supply. I
ance and capable of doing full justice -to the add. very greatly to this log, and bring up noted how subdued was the mains hum.
new prodlict of. the TeLsen factories.

the total to as much as thirty stations, all Nothing could be heard of the hum during
clear of each other, and reproduced on the
_depth of the bass was the- extraordinary 'self-contained loud -speaker with full volBRIEF SPECIFICATION:
amount of volume that could be handled ume.
without any trace of distress. Altogether,
How, then, is this wonderful flexibility of
Makers : The Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.
on the score of output, this Macnarnara set control obtained ? Strange to say, not by
Price : 15 guineas, with figured -walnut
cabinet, or 12 guineas with plain
is as good as anything I have ever heard in any -revolutionary technique. What the
cabinet.
the three -valve line, and is much above the makers have done is to utilise a phenomeValve Combination : Screen -grid high -freaverage.
non that ought to be widely known, but
quency amplifier (Mazda ACS2), detecTheJcabinet of the model I tested was the
tor (Mazda AC2/HL), and pentode
deluxe type, but I think it is a fine idea to
If you reduce the input to the screen -grid
loud -speaker.

What surprised me almost as much as the

,

valve and make up the strength of the
wanted station by in -creasing the reaction,
you get better selectivity. That is the simple
fact the makers have taken full advantage
of.

The aerial input is varied by a series

condenser, which, at the last section of its
travel towards maximum, brings in a "cutout switch, so that the condenser is
"shorted."
Reaction, so essential in a three-valver,
not only for getting volume on the distant

stations, but for the selectivity aid just

mentioned, is wonderfully smooth in this

(Mazda AC/Pen), with- mains rectifier
(Mazda Ul..112o /35o) .

Controls : Single main -tuning knob, with
super -imposed trimmer. Separator Con-

trol, with cut-out at its maximum.

Wave -change switch. Reaction control.
Mains on -off switch at back.
Type : Table -cabinet mains set with selfcontained energised moving -coil loudspeaker.
Remarks : One of the, finest all -electric
three's yet tested. Remarkable depth of
bass and immense volume without distorti9n. Flexibility of operation a great
feature.
-

set.

Tuning is done very sensibly with a two gang condenser with variable stator move- reception and only a faint noise was proment on the aerial condenser section. The duced . when the set was de -tuned from
main tuning is done on the large knob, actual signals.
On the mains aerial I got amazingly good
which rotates the two rotor plate sections
of the gang condenser, and also an illumi- results from the foreigners. At least
nated tuning scale marked in medium and twenty-five stations came in at full strength.
Selectivity is very much in the hands of
long wavelengths.
The Macnamara receiver has many unique
features which make it outstanding and the
set caters for either beginner or expert

The trimming is done by a super -imposed the operator. Called the separator, the
aerial -input condenser exerts a great
liary control works an ingenious " shadow " influence on the ability to separate adjacent
effect on the dial, and indicates how the stations. I got the new high -power Leipzig
adjustment is going in terms of the wave- station clear of. Toulouse-takes some
doing, that ! And just as easily that very
length settings.

knob on the main tuning knob. This auxi-

market this set with a plain oak cabinet at a
The circuit of this. admirable set is quite
lower price for those who want to put the
a straightforward arrangement of three
chassis in cabinets of their own.
The chassis 'is chromium -plated through - valves. Loose coupling for the aerial; high Out. It is surely unique in this? Oh the frequency transforther between the screen
top we find the three receiving valves, the grid and detector valves; parallel -fed low -

,

-

difficult pair of stations, Post Parisien and
Bre dau; were quite clear of each other.

London Regional had a two -channel
spread each side of it. I was able to get
Strasbourg quite clear of the home stat on,
and Scottish Regional, theigther side, was

rectifier valve for the mains, and the two frequency transformer; pentode output.
without a trace of the L7ndon station.
screened coils, which have a ganged wave - Such are the main items of the circuit.
On the long waves I got eight stations at
At the back of the chassis there are all
change switch operated on the front with
the odds and ends that go to make a really good strength.
the other controls.
SET TESTER.
Now about these controls : Here again finished set. Pick-up sockets; provision of
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LSOMARO FULLER

has happened

evolution at a stroke

PUT away your existing accumulator.

To -day the curtain is rung up on

a new power -source, giving nearly twice as many hours' current for its
price and size.

It is the Block plate -less accumulator.

Dreamt of by the

famous Faraday's collaborator, John C. Fuller, to whom Britain's battery
industry owes so much, pursued by his son and grandsons, after years of

test it is here at last.

Its secret is the elimination of those weak, heavy,

space -wasting " grids" in which the present-day accumulator's paste is held.

Besides double performance, it retains its full 2 volts even when inactive

- no waste ! Long-lasting, even if you drop it ! A revolution ! See your

BLOCK
116ACCUMULATOR
The dealer at once about this power -source of a new day. Booklet gratis.

2 VOLT AMP

SO

HOURS
CAPACITY

r-/7't

CHOICE OF

BEAUTIFUL
HIGH COLOURS

Advertisement of Block Batteries Ltd. (Sole Patentees), Abbey Road, Barking, London, E.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Meltion "A.W." to Advertisers
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THESE LEA DING EXPERTS ARE YOUR GUARANTEE

This popular
designer needs no introduction. His most
recent success, the " Mascot," is giving
tremendous satisfaction to thousands of
homestliroughouMecomary.

PERCY IV. HARRIS

W.dmma
of sueh f

JA M ES, the

4.mer

Site.'

as the "Century "-IroOlvaaits
SuPe6
N"
60. . "Simple
c.

S. RH
E R FOR It WILK
"Home Lover's
INS, whose
3"
'"fume Levee 411-Pilectric
were "beet and the
sellers"
earlie, this year

Convincing Proof
OFFICIAL DEMONSTRATION o 159 BORO' HIGH STREET

r';:9.ekricZol,DI,;',, MAROC'S,

oa,:nIttlartt.

sn

8'01.'741°,0E1w foren774

"Amateur Wireless" in co-operation with Direct Radio invite
Jor. 1:2 m'4,1- Noe te
you to a demonstration of the " Century Super " constructed
;44eVtlf:
Everyene who hears it is
from Direct Radio guaranteed kits.
astounded. Before you definitely decide on any new receiver come to 159 Borough High
Street and test the remarkable "Century Super " yourself.
jr7te!"

NEW CENTURY SUPER
RADIOGRAM
£

1 3.13. Unitune twin -gang

.0005-m1d. Variable

..
condenser,
Unitone single .0005-rafd. variable
condenser.
113ulgin 50,000 -ohm potentiometer and combined
switch type V536

s. d.

d.

e

18

6

9

6

1 LB.

5

8

3 Wearite super -bet intermediates with pigtails.. 1 11
1 Set Lissen ganged oscillator and bandpass coils

6

..
and combined on -off switch
Four -pin and 1 five -pin valve holders

... 1 10

thin ilex (Lewcoilex)

1 Epoch Twentieth Century permanent -magnet
moving -coil loud -speaker

2 Dubilier 1 -ofd. condensers, type 9200..
1 Dubilier .02 -ofd- fixed condenser, type 9200
1 T.C.C..0001-ofd. fixed condenser

5
2

6
0

1T.C.C..0002-ofd. fixed condenser
1 T.C.CI .001-infd. fixed condenser..
1 Erie 1-megolun grid leak ...
1 Erie 2-megohm grid leak ..
1 A.I. Parafeed low -frequency coupling unit
1 Sovereign .0003 -ofd- pre-set condenser
1 Ready Radio high -frequency choke
2 Sovereign terminal bloeks..

1
1

3
6

-KIT

..
..

1

1
11
1
5

0
9
6

KIT RG2 (A.3 R4.1;0a,u0t,)including 216:4:6
Or 19monthly payments of 21:10:0

KIT RG3

£19:14:6

phone cabinet)
Or 12 monthly payments of 11:17:6

1

.. 4
RADIOGRAM COMPONENTS
.

,

0

-.. 3 /0

0
9
0
0

al/ lrs

U

.

1 Special 152 ' radio -gramophone cabinet
Carried forward

(a) I enclose
for which (b) I will pay on delivery
(c) I enclose first depdsit of

1

1 Collaro 5.30 clockwork gramophone motor with
115
tawntablwand automatic stop
1 Bowyer -Lowe A.E.D. Mark M gramophone
... 1 10
..
pickup
1
1 Bulgin radio -gramophone switch..
'3
1 Imre. 50,000 -ohm volume control potentiometer
,

eVait=)

KIT MODEL 2 (evsisth

VIalvee0

Or twelve monthly payments of £1 /0/ 6.

KIT MODEL 3 atitheVolve4)

£7:0:0

-- 0
12
Z.2.0
£11

1

.
Or twelve monthly payments of £1/2/ 6
(Complete kit as specified with " 150 -

KIT MODEL 4 Consolette Cabinet, Valves, and Epoch Twentieth
Century Moving Coil Speaker)
-

Or twelve equal monthly payments of £117/6.
ACCESSORIES

I Siemens H.T. battery
l Oldham L.T. accumulator, ty. e
I Atlas H.T. unit, type A.K.260

I Epoch Twentieth Century moving-coil

5 .0.0
10
3 06

4 10

0

..
. . 1 15 0
..
speaker ..
..
26
I Selectanet indoor aerial
6
1 Selectanet earth
26
1" Cop " lightning arrestor and lead-in tube
.
.
2
6
1 Bulgin Dual Needle Cup
ANY COMPONENT CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

'l

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

1 Aluminium bracket
6 Yards flex

EMILII, Met., 1 E5122A..

Less

Or twelve monthly payments of 13/-.

To DIRECT RADIO, LTD., 159 Borough High Street, London, S.E.1.

1
1
1

1 Erie 20,000 -ohm fixed resistance
1 Erie 50,000 -ohm fixed resistance

611ollard valves: EI112 Met., 2 I'MLIV Met.,

KIT MODEL 1

CASH. C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENT EXPRESS ORDER FORM.

..

1 Sheet aluminium Poll, 16 in. by 10 in. ...
1 Ready Radio fuse and holder ...

valves(AR 'aCnPrad1141ruat'-

10

91/citing-Lee wander plugs, marked 0.13.+,
013.-1 O B.-2, B.T.-. II T.+, 11.1.+1,
..
H.T. +2, H.T.4-3, /LT.+ 4
2 Belling -Lee spade -terminals, marked
L.T.+

1 15 0

valves and cabinet).
0.
Or 12 monthly payments of 21:4:0

1

4 Belling -Lee terminals, marked: Aerial, Earth,

9

,

RG1 (Full kit with all radiogram
accessories, but excluding g 12:3 ;6

13

.

9

£19 14 6

0

45

-

Bought forward 17 18
1 Belling -Lee wander plug, marked G.B.-3, I
length of screened connecting wire and 1 yard

CENTURY SUPER TABLE MODEL

NAME

cross out line

not applicablef£

Ak/D33,SS

Amateur Wireless, 12/11/32

CASH-C.O.D.-EASY PAYMENTS
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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BUILD THE

SIEMENS 120 -volt Super -rapacity H.T. type VN,
El 4 0.
OLDHAM 120 -volt Super Wet H.T. accumulator.
Or 12
5,500 ma. hour capacity, 14 1 0.

monthly payments of 7/6.
ATLAS A.C. 300 Super Mains :Unit, incorporating

"BAND-PASS"
H.F. UNIT

H.T. 159 volts, 25 nt'A. L.T. charger. and
grid bias, 1) to 16 volts, 11 10 0. Or 12
monthly payments of 12,,
ATLAS DC 13 23 Super unit for D.C. mains,
11 19 1.

f.T.ASA.2, A.C. Mains Unit. Super H.T. only.
120 volts 1.2m A. 22 12 6. Or 9 monthly pay.

WITH A
DIRECT RADIO
TESTED KIT

',lents of 6 6.
ATLAS A.K.22. A.C. Mains Unit, as above, but
with L.T. charger, £3,17;13. Or 10 monthly
payments of 8 6
ATLAS-A.C.244, A.C. Mains Unit, H.T. only. 123
volts 20 tit'A., £2. 19 6. Or 9 monthly pay.
ments of 7 6.
ATLAS A.K.260, A.C. Mains Unit, an above, but

with L.T. charger, £4 10 0. Or 10 monthly

payments of 10:-.
R. & A. Victor Super Permanent -magnet moving coil speaker chassis, £3,10,0. Or 10 monthly
payments of 7,9.
W.B. P.M 2 Super Permanent -magnet moving -coil
speaker chassis, £4, 5 0.
Or 10 monthly
payments of 9'6.
R. &. A. Bantam Saner permanent -magnet
moving -coil chassis, £1 7 8.

The Century Super
159 " Cabinet

R. &. A. Super Challenger permanent -magnet

moving -coil chassis, £1 151.
W.B. P.M.4 Super permanent -magnet moving -coil
chassis, £2,2,0.

BOWYER LOWE A.E.D. Mark III Super pick-up, 21,10/0.
COLLAR() super induction gram°. motor for A.C. mains, 22/10/0.

COLLARD complete gramo. playing unit, incorporating induction
motor, pickup, volume control and automatic stop, £41010. Or
10 monthly payments 00.91,
Super radiogram cabinet in walnut, 23/10/3. Or 10 monthly
payments of 8/,

monthly payments of V,

.Note. -All movipig-roil speakers incorporate input transformers
and can bn supolied with special" 159 " walnut cabinet, 25;- extra.
BLUESPOT 44K Super magnetic type speaker In oak cabinet, 4212:6.
Or 10 monthly payments of 6,'-.
R. & A. Typo 50 Super magnetic speaker chassis, 15/...

BOWYER LOWE A.E.D. Super pick-up volume control, 8/6.

B.T.H. Minor pick-up and tone arm with self-contained control,
£1/5/0.
COLLARO 11.30 Super automatic stop double spring e:amo. motor.
B.30, £1.13,-.

BLUESPOT 66KC Super chassis, 19/9.

BLUESPOT 100U Super inductor chassis, 01.11/6.
BLUESPOT Major chassis and 66R unit, £2,10,0.

PICKED KITS SPECIALLY TESTED
" RADIO FOR FOR YOU BY DIRECT RADIO

"STATIONMASTER THREE" SEALED KIT

BATTERY MODEL " A " with Table type
Cal duet and Valves. £6/11/0. Or 8 monthly payments of 15/6.
BATTERY MODEL " B " with Console
type Cabinet, Valves and Celestion speaker.

£7/10/0. Or 10 monthly payments of 17/-.

A.C. MODEL " C " with Walnut Console
Cabinet, Mains Valves and Magnavox
Mos ing-coil Speaker, 014/0(3.
Or 12
monthly payments of 28/-.
A.C. MODEL " D," Chassis only with Mains
Valves, 110/0/0. Or 12 monthly payments
of 18/8.

TELSEN
" AJAX " THREE KIT. -Kit 1 (less Valves
and Cabinet), 13/1/13. Deposit 10/, and 8.
monthly payments of 7/6.
Kit 2 (with Valves, less Cabinet). 04/4/3.
Deposit 10/-, and 11 monthly payments
of 7/6.

1 Lissen dual -gang hand -pass coil assembly combined with on -off switch
..
1 J.B. Unitune twin -gang .0005-mfd.

variable condenser with panel trimmer

2
1

0

17

6

18

6

1 4 -pin valve bolder

EPOCH 99K Super de Lune permanent -magnet moving -coil chassis
0717/0. Or 12 monthly payments of 13/9.
EPOCH A.2 Super 'dance Orchestra Model speaker, 1313/0. Or 10

THE MILLION "

d.

s.

..

1 Drilled ebonite panel, 9 by 6 in
1 Baseboard, 9 by 8 in, Easynx..

Kit 3 (with Valves and Cabinet). 24/19/3,

Deposit 18/, and 11 monthly payments
of 8:8.

"JUPITER 3" KIT. -Kit 1 (less Valves

and Cabinet), 13.171). Deposit 10/-, and
10 monthly payments of 7/8.
Kit 2 (with Valves, less Cabinet), 15118/3.

Deposit 151-, and 11 monthly payments
of 10/6.
Kit 3 (with Valves and Cabinet). 0811113.
Deposit 20/-, and 11 monthly payments
of 11/1

READY RADIO
MODEL " A "

" 303 "

(with Valves,
Cabinet sod gloving -coil Speaker), 00(17/6.

Or 12 monthly payments of lals.
Modell
B
(complete kit with Valves
only, 13/1010. Or 10 monthly payments

of 8/,

METEOR S.G.3 MODEL "A " (with Valves.
Cabinet and Moving -coil Speaker), 08)17/8.
Or 12 monthly payments of 17/-.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS. We
specialise in Radio for Export.
Goods to your exact specification

are very carefully packed and insured, all charges forward. Terms :
Cash with order, or deposit onethird with order, Balance C.O.D.

METEOR 5.0.3 Model "B" (complete kit with
Valves only). £517/8. Or 12 monthly pay-

1 Dubiller .03-mfd. non -Inductive cow,
denser, type 9200
1 Dubilier 3-mfd. condeneer, type 9200.
1 T.C.C. 0002-rafd fixed condenser, type

1 Sovereign .0005-mfd max pre-set con-

Mallard Valves and " 159 "

3

6

2
3

0
9

1

3

6

..

4 Belling -Lee terminals, marked : A, E,

Output +, Output-

10

..
1 Erie 10,000 -ohm resistance
2 Sovereign terminal blocks
3 Belling -Lee wander plugs, marked:

1
1

0

0
A

2 Belling -Lee spade terminals, marked:

L.T. +, L.T.-

4
4

1 Belling -Lee sereen.grid anode connector
3 Yards thin flex (Lewcoflex), connecting

wire and sleeving..
1 Mallard calve, PM12
1 Cabinet

ments of 10/6.
KENDALL-PRICE 9.0.4 (complete kit with

.

..

1

0

18
15

0

6

£4 - 8 - 6

Cabinet.),

17/1010. Or 12 monthly payments of 14/,

KENDALL-PRICE

A.C.

MAINS

UNIT.

Complete kit with Mallard Valve, 26/1212.
Or 12 monthly payments of 12/6.
KENDALL-PRICE £1.0.3. Complete kit with

Valves and C111.ittet. 16/1213.
monthly payments of 12 6.

Or 12

KENDALL-PRICE 8.0.3 (A.C. Mains Modell.

Complete kit with Valves and Cabinet.
116/8/7. Or12 monthly payments of 30/,

KENDALL-PRICE

ALL -WAVE

THREE.

Complete kit with Valves and Cabinet,
84117/3. Or 12 monthly payments of 9/-.

KENDALL-PRICE TWO. Complete kit with
Valves and Cabinet, /3/7/6.
Or 10

monthly payments of 7/6.
KENDALL-PRICE THREE Complete kit
with Valves and Cabinet. 24/3/2. Or 10
monthly payments of 8/6

SETS

S.

Kit Model 2 3 13 6
(wall Values, less Cabinet)
Or 10 monthly payments of

Kit
Model 3
(with Valves and Cabinet)

80

48

Or 10 monthly payments of

10

Moving Coil Laud Speaker Chassis incor-

porating input transformer for Power or
Pentode Valve. Sent on 7 days free trial
with satisfaction or money
returned guarantee.
Send
/ ma
P.O. for

FOR PERFECT REPRODUCTION

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."

d.

2 17 0
Or 8 monthly payments of 8 0

Direct Radio's New 1933 Permanent Magnet

ACCESS-

ORIES AND GADGETS
PRICE 1/- POST FREE

£

Kit
Model 1
(le. Valves and Cabinet).

SPECIAL OFFER

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

OF ALL

6

..

1 Varley "Junior" H.F. choke ..

denser

6

6
(1.4
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"Stations all round the dial..,
at full loudspeaker strength"
Yorkshire owner's tribute

to efficiency of the
Cossor Melody Maker
'DONCASTER
1st October, 1932
Dear Sirs,

"1 cannot say how pleased! am
with the performance of your Model
335-range, volume, tone, selectivity
are all that can be desired. Rome,

Radio Pans, Berlin and stations

all round the dial come in at
full loud speaker strength. I
have had more expensive radio but

my 335 is the best I have had yet.
Without doubt it is the finest value

BATTERY

for money radioon the market.'
Yours truly,
Signed
The original of the above letter
may be inspected at our Head
Office: Cossor House, High bury Grove, London, N.S.

MODEL 335
with Self -Contained Loud Speaker

Kit of Parts includes Cossor 220
V. S. G. Variable - Mu Metallised
Screened Grid, Cossor 210 H. L.
Metallised Detector and Cossor 220.P.
OutputValves; Individually Shielded
Coils, Cossor L F Transformer: All -

-

Metal ChasSis and all parts for as-

sembling the Receiver as illustrated ;
handsomely finished cabinet 18/ in.
high, 13/ in. wide, 10') in. deep and
10 in.
Balanced - Armature Loud
Speaker with rear adjustment. Provision is made for fitting Gramophone
Price
Pick-up Socket. and Plug.

£7. 17 . 6

SCREENED GRID
CIRCUIT

Hire Purchase Terms: 17/6 deposit
and 9 monthly payments of 71.5

BY every post, from all over the country, we receive
letters like this-definite proof of the outstanding
performance of the Cossor Melody Maker. This
remarkable receiver is definitetyro-day's greatest value

ALL,,METAL
CHASSIS

in Screened Grid Radio-it is right up-to-date in

design, it uses Cossor Variable -Mu Screened Grid

SELF-CONTAINED
LOUD SPEAKER

Valves, individually Shielded Coils, All -Metal chassis,

etc., etc. Send at once for a free Constructional Chart
which tells you how to save money by assembling the
Cossor Melody Maker at home-no wireless knowledge
is necessary-please use the coupon.

ALL ELECTRIC
MODEL 337
wilh Self -Contained Loud Speaker
Kit of Parts includes dossor

M.V.S.G. Variable Mu Metallised
Screened Grid, Cossor 41 M.H.
Metallised Detector, Cossor 41 M.P.
Output and Cossor 442 B.U. Rectifier Valves ; Individually - Shielded
Coils ; Cossor L.F. Transformer ; All -

Metal Chassis Cossor Mains Transformer and all parts necessary for
assembly. Handsomely -finished cabinet -18 in.x 173 in.x 10; in., Balanced -

Armature Loud Speaker with. rear

CossoR

/0e

l free

f,,.

y:1

0

All -Electric Models for A.C.
Mains only. 200 to 250 volts
(adjustable). 40- 100 cycles.
Prices

%

.1.e.

. 15 .

and Is monthly payments of 21/-.

..(/'

c''"yti\0,..,
,
4..,, 4.6s ' red, -14
es.

£11

Hire Purchase Terms : 25/- deposit

MELODY MAKER

c'e ''<t.0 P.6
Q,,,i,.. 44,,,
.....<,

r, Coss

a,

Provision for fitting
adjustment.
Gramophone Pick-up Plug and -Jack.
Price

do not

apply

in

1. F. S.

,,.

et. ' ...
J-

gi.0,., QtOt.

'ey

%

,

`24,

BATTERY MODEL 334

ALL=ELECTRIC MODEL 336

Kit of Parts,

Kit of Parts, similar to All -

similar to Battery
Model 335 except that no load
Handsomely
speaker Is supplied.
finished cabinet 91 in. high, 131 in.

,, %
03 '`e2/04c:<0
4 ,',:,.. .09.,

' e4.,, (31}A %.`"id`'
- deep.

l Price
in.

£6 . 7 . 6

eci,. v. s- Hire Purchase Terms: 141- deposit
'a,

"

and

9

monthly payments of 14/-

Electric Model 337except that no

loud speaker is supplied. Handsomely
finished cabinet- 101 in. high. 171 in.
wide and 101 in.
deep.
Price
Hire Purchase Terms: 19/6 deposit
and so monthly payments of 19/6.

£9.15. 0

Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

A. C. COSSOR, Ltd., Highbury

Grove, London, N.5. Depots at
Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow,
Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester,
NeWcastle, Sheffield, Belfast and
Dublin.

91623
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niuteur Wu-viv,"

Mt B. B.0 UNCTION
RECTOR SPEAKS OUT
" 1 Want ,orne Plays"

. . . . "1 Want Comedies"
says Val Gielgud in an interview with Whitaker -Wilson

VAL GIELGUD is the easiest person in on translations from Italian novels; but

the world to interview. He is easy
because he is definite. " What do you
want me to tell you ?" he asked. I told
him I wanted him to speak his mind on the
subject of dramatic productions.
" I want some plays," he began. I
thought that highly dangerous. Surely
you get enough sent in ? " I suggested.
" Forty a week, but rarely do I find one up
to standard." " That comes of raising the
standard," I said. "I think I have raised

that is just what I do not want to do.

You know as well as I do that it is not
every play that can be adapted for the
microphone. Stage plays and microphone
plays have very little -in common. The
trouble is that half the plays I get have been

the round of the West End theatres and
have been rejected. 'The authors seem to
think that we thrive on what the theatres
don't want. It is a mistake, I assure you."

The Right Type of Comedy
the standard, and now I have to keep it up,"
was his reply. "Look here, you have lis"I want comedies," he continued. "As
tened to more plays than most peaple. You many as I can get, but I do not want these
must have done, as -critic to AMATEUR broadly funny plays. The sort of humour
WIRELESS. You must admit that we have that needs a comedian comically dressed up
put on some really good shows recently, and the usual stage surroundings is no good
such as The Matterhorn, Waterloo, Bread, to me. The lines must 'be delicate such as
Conversations at the Dance, and your own those in
fIrren."
"To :See Ourselves," I suggested.
I agreed. Bread I have always con" Exactly ! There was. ot a broad line in
sidered one of the best short plays I have that play, which happens to be an adaptaever heard.
tion. It was not written for 'the micro"Very well," said Gielgud. " We are not phone."
going to dry up, even if I have to rely

Val Gielgud, the Production; Director
of the B.B.C., who is responsible for
radio plays, comedy and vaudeville

humour is not going to entertain anybody
when he is alone. I am confident that the

only humour that I can deal with suc-

cessfully by wireless transmission is the
delicate humour that makes a man
chuckle to himself as he listens. Unfortunately, that is where the shortage occurs."

Effects and Plays
"Of course, the effects help a great deal."

"Most certainly they do, but a play that
effects department is
doomed to failure from the beginning. The
" You are definitely against broad hu- lines must be -there and the plot must be
mour, then ? "
easy to follow. You cannot expect people

depends on the

Decidedly for this pur- 'to listen to a muddle. If the play has a
purpose-like Bread had-you must not

pose. You yourself have said
(in your notes in AMATEUR
WIRELESS) that you could
have laughed had you someone else to laugh with. You
have been hard on some of the
vaudeville comedians for
va.0
humour that could only legitimately belong to the music hall stage. Very well. You can

take your own words and

apply them to the situation

we are discussing. I have to
cater for someone who may

be alone in the house, sitting
in an easy chair, smoking a
pipe.

He thinks

he will

listen to the play I give him.
As it is labelled a comedy, he
expects to be amused. If I give
him something with the knockabout comedian style of
humour he won't even .smile,
though he would roar his head
off at the same thing if he were

The Effects Department is an important factor'in the
broadcasting of a play, but if the play is to be successful

too much reliance must not be placed on it

rely on the purpose. You must have some
good, stronab thought behind it.

"I think half the trouble lies in the fact

that people do not listen carefully enough."
" Then it is our business to see that they
are compelled to listen. One of my greatest

fears is the man who listens to a play and
ashes the dog at the same time. That is
not giving me a fair chance. If I undertake
to provide the right thing, the listener must
do his bit."
" People do not realize what it means to
put on a play. I tell you I am proud of my
department and have no hesitation in saying so. Some of our plays-take Conversations at the Dance-presented real difficulties owing -to so many studios being
used and so many different effects being
brought into play. This department exists
for solving those problems. As Productions

Director here, I have set before me an

ideal ; Radio Drama must be a real thing.

It can only be real if and when the listener realises that we are seriously engaged

at a theatre -with a thousand in trying to make it real. He must do his
others to roar with him.
part if we are to succeed.
" I am personally keen on Shakespeare
" It is useless to suggest that
the wireless audience is the for the wireless."
Shakespeare? Of course you are. My
largest conceivable. It 'is
nothing of the kind. It is opinion is that Shakespeare wrote for the
the smallest. From our point wireless, only he did not know it. He
of view it is often like a depended on his lines for his effects, which
theatre with only one person brings us back to the place from which we
,sitting in the stalls. Broad started."
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TUNING THE "NEW
CENTURY SUPER"
Helpful hints and tips, by W .james, on working a super -het and taking

full advantage of the wonderful performance of a set of this type
WHEN first trying the "New Century
Super" you will be struck by the ease
of tuning in spite of the extremely good
selectivity. There are two tuning controls.
The first is for tuning the aerial circuit
to the wanted station. This control has an
auxiliary tuner, there being the two
circuits of the band-pass coil. No attempt
need be made to gang these two circuits,
for although a two -gang tuning condenser

station by using the volume

denser -if this is necessary.

minimum.

control

and the auxiliary

control of the aerial circuit

condenser. Often the volume
control will have to be used to
reduce the strength of a signal.

Always try reducing the
strength by adjusting the
volume control and then
tuning the oscillator and aerial

is used and the coils are matched, it is circuits. The station will then
easier to tune in a station roughly and be brought fully into tune,
then to adjust the auxiliary tuning con- and the interference will be in
If on the other hand full
volume is obtained and the
The trimming condenser attached to the tuning condensers are not

Using the Pre-set

back half of the two -gang unit is therefore
unscrewed and left. In the aerial circuit is
a pre-set condenser. If the knob of this
is unscrewed, its capacity will be reduced
to the minimum. The coupling of the aerial
will then be the minimum. Tuning will be

accurately adjusted to the
station, traces of interference
may creep in. These remarks
should be particularly noted,

as it is surprising how many
people fail to tune properly.

Mr. James, who collaborated in
the design of the "New Century
Super" giving it a final check

as sharp as possible, but the input to the

One of the charms of a good super- tivity the various high-tension voltages)

with this pre-set condenser adjusted to

weak a signal as possible. Tune it as
accurately as possible and then try the
effect of applying different high-tension
AMODEL of the "New Century Super" voltages. The volume control is con-

heterodyne receiver is the ease with which should be adjusted about the values given
set will be reduced.
week. There are slight differences in'
`When, on the other hand, the pre-set stations are received. But although it is last
components,
and in the wiring, with the
easy
to
receive
stations
it
is
advisable
to
condenser is adjusted to its maximum
capacity, the input to the set is likely to tune properly and the set can be mastered result that it will pay to adjust the voltages.
be too great. At the same time the tuning in a few minutes.
Adjusting the High Tension
In order to obtain the maximum sensiwill 'be broader. It is therefore possible to
vary the results by adjusting the pre-set
Tune in a weak signal and then experi.
condenser and in order to obtain the most
ment. You may notice no difference if
satisfactory results the set should be tested Testing the " New Century Super" testing with a strong signal. So have as
various capacities.
You will probably find, when your aerial
is a large one, that the condenser can be set

in the North of England

supplied complete by Direct Radio, Ltd., nected to the multi -mu screen -grid valves.
about half way. If, on the other hand, the
aerial is on the small side more capacity was taken for a test in the West Riding disIt is advisable to have this full on or
trict of Yorkshire-some twenty miles east of practically so when testing in order that
can be used.
the
Northern
Regional
transmitter.
I prefer the best possible aerial on the
The first impression justified the well-known these valves may be adjusted to the most
grounds that the ratio of signal strength to slogan
of " One station for every degree of the sensitive state for receiving weak signals.
noise is usually greater than when a small dial." Making allowance for interference and
Tuning in a large number of stations is
aerial is used. There may be a local a natural slight spread on the higher powered a matter of spendinr,b time, and it is surcondition which would upset this theory, stations, this slogan is certainly an apt descrip- prising how many hours can be spent in
but as a rule a large aerial is the better.
tion of the " Super's" performance in the bringing in the numerous stations within
You can cut down the input by adjusting North. A short test brought in a host of the range of the set. Many readers will
the pre-set condenser. The second tuning foreigners, including French, German, Italian, probably have suitable valves to hand,
condenser is connected to the oscillator and Spanish, and Russian.
though they are not the particular
No attempt was made to keep a detailed even
is used to tune this circuit to a frequency log,
valves mentioned last week. If they have
as
in
the
short
time
available
for
testing
above or below the frequency of the the "New Century Super" there was no characteristics like those specified then

incoming signal.

opportunity for definitely logging the call they may be used.

The difference is that of the middle signs and announcements of some of

the
The multi -mu screen -grid types must
fainter stations heard; only an account could be fitted in the intermediate frequency
be kept of the total bevy of stations.
amplifier. These valves have characterOne or two late sittings showed that America
suitable for grid bias control such as
was "on tap "-if not every night, at least on istics
is included in this set, and good results
every occasion that the set was given a test.
In ordinary working a striking feature was would not be obtained by fitting the
must do is to adjust the oscillator until a that
the usual bugbear of super-bets-second- ordinary screen -grid valves.
signal is heard.
A pentode output is used, and the
channel interference-was entirely absent.
Some idea of the "Super's" capabilities can question may be asked whether a triode
Tune Carefully
be gauged from the fact that during the pre- power valve will be satisfactory instead of

frequency of the amplifier. For example,
if this is 126 kilocycles, then the oscillator
must be tuned 126 kilocycles away from
the incoming signal. You do not have to
worry about this, of course, as all that you

try out, which took only a little the pentode. The results will not be quite
Now do not make the mistake of tuning liminary
over an hour, forty stations were logged on the
hurriedly. Nothing is gained by moving medium waves and eight on the long. Of as satisfactory. For one thing, the quality
the dials quickly. The best plan is to course, this log was considerably extended in will not be as good and secondly there
will be a loss in sensitivity. But still, al
move the controls very slowly indeed. later trials.
Then you are not so likely to pass over a
Mdhlacker could be cleared from London triode could be used if these points are
Regional and Konigswusterhausen from Daven- remembered. There will then be a sparel
station.
high-tension lead, H.T.+3.
You can build up the strength of a weak try. Need more be said for selectivity?

A further test report of the " New Century Super " is given on page 1076
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entirely new show on the same lines-but

ISCHA ELMAN was once regarded
as a prodigy. He was born in

with perfect lines throughout. It does not do
to let any show down, even for two minutes.

Russia in 5895, and made his debut in
St. Petersburg (as it then was) in i9o4
at the age of thirteen. I heard him for
the first time in p9d5..

Prodigies are rare, of course. Most of
Mischa Elman, the famous Russian violinist
them die it their early twenties. Occasionally it does happen .that a prodigy stands Peach the best of our microphone playup against the unnatural intellectual power wrights. I have not forgotten his Bread
and goes on like anyone else. Mischa yet. Nor' -West, however, was not quite
Elman has been fortunate in this respect. up to his standard. All the craftsmanship
He has matured and has contrived to keep was there and the lines
sound all
up his strength as well. Thus we have through, but I thought he were
relied too much
the pleasant experience of hearing him at on the effects department.
Not that I
forty-one playing with the ripeness of sixty. should ever discourage that excellent
His playing in Queen's Hall last Wednes- department ! The effects improve every
day must have taken listeners by storm. time I hear them.
Still, plays must not
Never has Tchaikovsky's gorgeous violin depend too much on what
effects provide.
concerto received such treatment. I have Perhaps Peter Creswell was a little too
spoken to more than one violinist since, zealous' and too determined to make the
and this opinion has been emphatically play real and full of life. I must say
substantiated.
it hekl me to the end.

At that same concert Adrian Boult

succeeded in

producing

a remarkable

performance of Cesar Franck's D Minor
symphony. Perhaps you will remember
I suggested {when it was done at a Prom.)

that you should look out for it.
NON-STOP VARIETY
On the whole, I was disappointed with
the non-stop variety show.

It all seemed

forced to me, somehow. Nobody was very
funny. Olive Groves, by the way, should

not attempt character songs. This is the
first time she has done it. I hope it will

be the

last. She has an exceedingly
attractive voice. I thought she sang Roger
Quilter's - June" delightfully, but I quailed

in horror when she " went comic." To

begin with, her songs and lyrics were not
comic-not even remotely so. It is unwise
to try that sort of thing when you happen
to have a voice. Leave it to those who
have no voices. All through her character -

singing, good notes, properly produced,

kept squeezing their way through and
spoilt the illusion.

The Hon. Harold Nicholson talked sound
sense to his Lowbrow Listener. He told
him he was lazy-mentally inert. He told

him that he was arrogant and that he
took every opportunity of scoffing at people

who attempted to use their brains. That
is the sort of gospel I like to hear a man
preach. I am very definitely on the side
of the man who tries to understand good
music and art generally. These talks may
do some good.

I was greatly interested in Nor' -West.
I have always considered Mr. du Garde

I was pleased with the string Serenade
later that evening. Short programmes of
good string music-as opposed -to actual
chamber music, which is above the average

listener-do a great deal of good. I am
convinced of that. If only those who are
really trying to improve their knowledge

of music could realise the value of these
programmes

(which

might

be

loosely

termed " Mediumbrow"), I am sure they

would obtain a great deal of aesthetic
pleasure from them.

May I urge you to follow these "Consider
Your Verdict " series ? I recommend them

as pleasant brain exercises; also they teach

you a little about the law.
I listened with the greatest interest to
the action for danTages for trespass to land.

It has always been a matter of surprise
to me that the notices (which used to be
Jack Hulbert and his Follies seemed to more
common than they are to -day) to
me to be much the same as they were the the effect
"Trespassers will be
last time I heard them. Both Jack and Prosecuted, Bythat
were obeyed because
Claude were funny-they generally are- people thoughtOrder"
they really could be
but some of the show bored me a little. prosecuted for trespass.
It always has
The six -minute review was the best; been a fact that, unless damages
can be
though not new to me, it seemed quite proved, any owner bringing an action
for
fresh. I have heard worse, certainly. I
gets very little out of it
hope the good brothers -will concoct an trespass
This particular case was very well
thought out. It was so naturally put
before us, as members of the jury, that it
PROGRAMME POINTERS
might have actually happened. That, of
The idea of the Non-stop Variety shows
course, is the charm of the whole idea;
is undoubtedly good so long as the pace does
not appear forced.

I was not particularly
keen on the one I heard this week, but I
point to the value of having items in vaudeville timed. It is not very complimentary

to vaudeville in general or to any one of
them in particular that I suggest the method
be made a general rule. My idea is that
while vaudeville is so patchy, and while so

much " truck" is broadcast to fill spaces

between the few good items we get, it is not
a bad idea to have it timed so that listeners
can ,switch off while items are in progress
which they know they will not enjoy. It is
very sad to make such suggestions, but surely

we have had enough proof of the fact that
the vaudevilles are merely a succession of
items, some good and some not at all good.
The vaudevilles have improved lately, on

the whole, and I am sure every effort is
being made to bring them up to a high
standard. On the other hand, there are
still many artistes who fail us time and time
again. The remedy lies in the hands of the
vaudeville department.

When

the shows

are good all through there will be no need

to time the programmes ; until they are -good
all through perhaps it is not unreasonable to
make the suggestion.

the cases seem real and not manufactured
for purposes of entertainment.
I wonder what your verdict eras?
Personally

I thought that the plaintiff

weakened his case by deliberately waiting
to spy upon these young lovers who were
on his land. -On the other hand, the young

people certainly put themselves within

reach of the law in a technical sense.
The Wireless Singers occupied the half-

- hour between 5.3o and 6 on Sunday
evening. I thought I had never heard
them sing better. Their really soft passages

were most attractive in the madrigals.
Stanford Robinson's " Weep You No More,

Sad Fountains" was a worthy setting to

Some of his harmonies
pleased me greatly. The last song, " Blue Eyed Spring," produced a somewhat
strange effect on my ears. The tonality
well-known words.

was so queer that I began to think the
choir was singing in one key and the
soloist in another.

It could not have been
so. really, but it had that effect.
WHITAKER-WILSON.
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9kNEW CENTURY SUPER AS A
\s1

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
THE "New

Century
Super" makes an excellent radio -gram. The
receiver unit has such an excellent performance that you
will not be disappointed with

the radio side of the instrument. The low frequency
side of the " Super " is designed to give good quality
and a useful output, so that
excellent record reproduction
is assured.

The set can be used in a

complete

radio -gramophone

cabinet, as shown by one of

the accompanying photographs. This is the best way

to make use of the " Super "
as a radio -gramophone, for it
results in a fine piece of

furniture, as well as a high-

performance receiver and
electric gramophone. But if

you want to use an ordinary
acoustic gramophone, with a
pick-up fitted on a tone arm,
and with the " Super " housed
in its own table -type cabinet,

then you can simplify construction, at least so far as

This is the actual receiver

portion of the "New Century
Super" as shown in the
cabinet on the opposite page
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table, pick-up, volume control, and
switch are fitted on
the
motorboard.
The "Adaptagram"
cabinet is of a

'\N

any case this would mean

This fine set can be converted into a radiogram by the
simple' addition of a few components. Housed in the
radio -gram cabinet, it makes an excellent piece of furniture. The accompanying article tells you how to make
the few alterations enabling record reproduction to be
obtained with the " New Century Super."
modern design in keeping with the general
design of the " Super."

The Motor -board Arrangements
A brief description of the motor -board
equipment will be given, so that no matter
whether you use a console type of cabinet,

such as the "Adaptagram," or a small

radio -gramophone table cabinet, you can
complete the motor -board equipment.

The motor board must be drilled for the

gramophone motor, the pick-up,

to fit this latter component on the board
instead of on the front of the cabinet. A
clockwork gramophone motor is specified,
" New

Century Super" from the mains can, of

course, use an electrically -driven turntable.
You must then take particular care to keep
the motor wiring well away from any of the
set leads, for fear of induction.
Both the pick-up and motor are supplied
with drilling templates, so that the mount-

ing centres for these parts can be gauged.
If the pick-up is mounted correctly, it will
have a practically negligible tracking error,
but if you simply guess at the right

Harlie).

more often for radio than for gramophone,
it is hardly worth the complication of

both switches are very simple.

If the "New Century Super" is used

high -frequency valves when the set is used

Needle bowls can be mounted on the

cut out the unused detector oscillator and

as a gramophone amplifier.

difference is in the type of
switch needed.

The grid connections with

The grid of the second detector is taken to the centre
point of the double -throw

switch. One point is taken to

A simple
single -pole double -throw switch then suffices to change over the grid connections.

the .0002-microfarad grid con-

needles can be dropped straight out of the
pick-up grip into the bowl.

This scheme is shown by Fig. T.
For long periods of gramophone working

the "New Century Super"

Volume Control

before the second detector stage, as they are
not serving any useful purpose in the gramophone circuit. Only the second detector and
pentode output valves are used for gramophone amplification. Fig. 2 shows the

waste needle bowl right underneath the
pick-up head in its position when moved
away from the record, so that the waste

The photographs of the turntable equip-

ment show that the

radio -gramophone
change -over switch and volume control are

mounted close to the pick-up arm. When
the volume control is close to the pick-up,
the grid leads are kept as short as possible
which is always an advantage. If the
cabinet is not too big, however, you can, if
you wish, mount the volume control on the

side of the cabinet, still keeping the leads
from the pick-up to the control and from the

control to the set short, direct, and w ell
spaced away from any of the set wiring.

There is not much point, however, in

having a radio -gramophone change -over
switch on the cabinet front or side, and in
CABINET
1-Special radio -gramophone (Peto-Scott
"Adaptagram").
SUNDRIES
1-Wander plug, marked: G.13.-3 (Clix,
Belling -Lee, Eelex.)

x-Dual needle bowl (Bulgin).
1-Length of screened connecting

VOLUME CONTROL
1 -50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Colvern, Var-

One yard thin flex (Lewcoflex).
1-Permanent-magnet moving -coil loudspeaker (Rola, type 1,5PMP).

ley, Bulgin, Lissen, Watmel, Lewcos).

any extensive alteration of
the set's wiring. The main

motor board and it is a good plan to put the

RADIO GRAMOPHONE SWITCH
1-(Bulgin, Ready Radio, Tunewell) or

1-Double-pole change -over Switch (Wearite).

fitting a radio -gramophone
change -over switch, and these
are shoWn by the circuits Figs. z and 2.
In both cases the system of changing over
froin radio to gramophone is the same, and
the difference is in the filament switching.

fitting a double -pole double -throw switch to

EXTRA COMPONENTS FOR 74-M "NEW CENTURY SUPER" RADIOGRAM
GRAMOPHONE MOTOR (Clockwork)
1-With turntable (Cabaret).
GRAMOPHONE PICK UP
1-(British Radiophone, Lissen, Bluespot,
Clarion, H.M.V., B.T.H., Marconiphone,

Switching
There are two ways of

turntable spindle, you will probably result
in a considerable tracking error and record
wear will be accentuated.

radio -

gramophone change -over switch, and the
gramophone volume control, if you decide

but those who are working the

for the pick-up boss, with respect to the

extending a considerable
amount of wiring.

(Goltone).

\

it is inadvisable to run the four valves

scheme of connections for a double -pole
double -throw switch to
cut out the filament

denser, and when the switch

is clicked over to this position

works in its ordinary way as
a radio receiver. The other
side of the double -throw
switch is taken to the pick-up
wiring and volume control.
The other side of the volume
control

is taken to an ad-

ditional tapping on the grid -

circuit of the first detector,

oscillator

and

H.F. valves when the
"New Century Super"
is used as a gramophone
amplifier.
The differ-

ence in the

filament
connections
between
Fig.
Fig.

and

I
2

is

small and

neither
arrangement
necessitntes

wire

This is the actual receiver portion of
the "New Century Super " as shown
in the cabinet on the opposite page

THE "NEW CENTURY SUPER" WAS DESIGNED BY THREE LEADING EXPERTS-W. JAMES, PERCY W. HARRIS AND RUTHERFORD WILKINS
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9kNEW CENTURY SUPER AS A
\s1

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE
THE "New

Century
Super" makes an excellent radio -gram. The
receiver unit has such an excellent performance that you
will not be disappointed with

the radio side of the instrument. The low frequency
side of the " Super " is designed to give good quality
and a useful output, so that
excellent record reproduction
is assured.

The set can be used in a

complete

radio -gramophone

cabinet, as shown by one of

the accompanying photographs. This is the best way

to make use of the " Super "
as a radio -gramophone, for it
results in a fine piece of

furniture, as well as a high-

performance receiver and
electric gramophone. But if

you want to use an ordinary
acoustic gramophone, with a
pick-up fitted on a tone arm,
and with the " Super " housed
in its own table -type cabinet,

then you can simplify construction, at least so far as

This is the actual receiver

portion of the "New Century
Super" as shown in the
cabinet on the opposite page
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table, pick-up, volume control, and
switch are fitted on
the
motorboard.
The "Adaptagram"
cabinet is of a

'\N

any case this would mean

This fine set can be converted into a radiogram by the
simple' addition of a few components. Housed in the
radio -gram cabinet, it makes an excellent piece of furniture. The accompanying article tells you how to make
the few alterations enabling record reproduction to be
obtained with the " New Century Super."
modern design in keeping with the general
design of the " Super."

The Motor -board Arrangements
A brief description of the motor -board
equipment will be given, so that no matter
whether you use a console type of cabinet,

such as the "Adaptagram," or a small

radio -gramophone table cabinet, you can
complete the motor -board equipment.

The motor board must be drilled for the

gramophone motor, the pick-up,

to fit this latter component on the board
instead of on the front of the cabinet. A
clockwork gramophone motor is specified,
" New

Century Super" from the mains can, of

course, use an electrically -driven turntable.
You must then take particular care to keep
the motor wiring well away from any of the
set leads, for fear of induction.
Both the pick-up and motor are supplied
with drilling templates, so that the mount-

ing centres for these parts can be gauged.
If the pick-up is mounted correctly, it will
have a practically negligible tracking error,
but if you simply guess at the right

Harlie).

more often for radio than for gramophone,
it is hardly worth the complication of

both switches are very simple.

If the "New Century Super" is used

high -frequency valves when the set is used

Needle bowls can be mounted on the

cut out the unused detector oscillator and

as a gramophone amplifier.

difference is in the type of
switch needed.

The grid connections with

The grid of the second detector is taken to the centre
point of the double -throw

switch. One point is taken to

A simple
single -pole double -throw switch then suffices to change over the grid connections.

the .0002-microfarad grid con-

needles can be dropped straight out of the
pick-up grip into the bowl.

This scheme is shown by Fig. T.
For long periods of gramophone working

the "New Century Super"

Volume Control

before the second detector stage, as they are
not serving any useful purpose in the gramophone circuit. Only the second detector and
pentode output valves are used for gramophone amplification. Fig. 2 shows the

waste needle bowl right underneath the
pick-up head in its position when moved
away from the record, so that the waste

The photographs of the turntable equip-

ment show that the

radio -gramophone
change -over switch and volume control are

mounted close to the pick-up arm. When
the volume control is close to the pick-up,
the grid leads are kept as short as possible
which is always an advantage. If the
cabinet is not too big, however, you can, if
you wish, mount the volume control on the

side of the cabinet, still keeping the leads
from the pick-up to the control and from the

control to the set short, direct, and w ell
spaced away from any of the set wiring.

There is not much point, however, in

having a radio -gramophone change -over
switch on the cabinet front or side, and in
CABINET
1-Special radio -gramophone (Peto-Scott
"Adaptagram").
SUNDRIES
1-Wander plug, marked: G.13.-3 (Clix,
Belling -Lee, Eelex.)

x-Dual needle bowl (Bulgin).
1-Length of screened connecting

VOLUME CONTROL
1 -50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Colvern, Var-

One yard thin flex (Lewcoflex).
1-Permanent-magnet moving -coil loudspeaker (Rola, type 1,5PMP).

ley, Bulgin, Lissen, Watmel, Lewcos).

any extensive alteration of
the set's wiring. The main

motor board and it is a good plan to put the

RADIO GRAMOPHONE SWITCH
1-(Bulgin, Ready Radio, Tunewell) or

1-Double-pole change -over Switch (Wearite).

fitting a radio -gramophone
change -over switch, and these
are shoWn by the circuits Figs. z and 2.
In both cases the system of changing over
froin radio to gramophone is the same, and
the difference is in the filament switching.

fitting a double -pole double -throw switch to

EXTRA COMPONENTS FOR 74-M "NEW CENTURY SUPER" RADIOGRAM
GRAMOPHONE MOTOR (Clockwork)
1-With turntable (Cabaret).
GRAMOPHONE PICK UP
1-(British Radiophone, Lissen, Bluespot,
Clarion, H.M.V., B.T.H., Marconiphone,

Switching
There are two ways of

turntable spindle, you will probably result
in a considerable tracking error and record
wear will be accentuated.

radio -

gramophone change -over switch, and the
gramophone volume control, if you decide

but those who are working the

for the pick-up boss, with respect to the

extending a considerable
amount of wiring.

(Goltone).

\

it is inadvisable to run the four valves

scheme of connections for a double -pole
double -throw switch to
cut out the filament

denser, and when the switch

is clicked over to this position

works in its ordinary way as
a radio receiver. The other
side of the double -throw
switch is taken to the pick-up
wiring and volume control.
The other side of the volume
control

is taken to an ad-

ditional tapping on the grid -

circuit of the first detector,

oscillator

and

H.F. valves when the
"New Century Super"
is used as a gramophone
amplifier.
The differ-

ence in the

filament
connections
between
Fig.
Fig.

and

I
2

is

small and

neither
arrangement
necessitntes

wire

This is the actual receiver portion of
the "New Century Super " as shown
in the cabinet on the opposite page

THE "NEW CENTURY SUPER" WAS DESIGNED BY THREE LEADING EXPERTS-W. JAMES, PERCY W. HARRIS AND RUTHERFORD WILKINS
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"THE 'NEW CENTURY SUPER' AS A RADIOGRAM"-Continued
Dias battery. A 5o,000 -ohm potentiometer PMIHL detector to work efficiently as the
is used as the gramophone ;volume control first stage of the grambphone amplifier.
(which is quite a separate control from the The normal bias on the pentode output is
sufficient, of course.
The Rola speaker recommended is

-fitted with a tapped input transformer.

Thus no special output circuit is needed in
the New Century Super." This console type speaker can be fitted into the " Adaptagrain" cabinet. If an external speaker is
used, then it may be advisable to ha've an
output unit, especially if the external
speaker has not its -,own input transformer.
With the independent radio and gramophone vo3urne control fitted to the radio gramophone addition of the "New century
Super," the user has a fine control of performance, both on radio. and gramophone
working.. The 5o,000 -ohms radio -volume
control enables the signal to be magnified
enormously if this control is set at maximum
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Fig. 2. Complete radiogram switching
which cuts out the valves not in use

and by turning the control to minimum,the
local station can be brought down to comA broadcast of Hereford's most famous
fortable volume.
industry, the making of cider, is included
The gramophone control, in just the in the Midland Regional programme on
same way, enables record reproduction t5 November 24, when a relay will be taken
be obtained at anything from a mere from the famous cider factory in the county.
whisper up to the full
volume output of this
fine set.
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Here is a rear view of the "New Century
Super" Radiogram which shows how the
set and accessories are fitted

radio volume control) and one terminal of
this is connected through a flex lead to the
grid -bias battery tapping.
In working, this tapping should be tried

in first the ifvolt negative tapping and
then in the 3 -volt position. A small
amount of bias is needed to enable the

VOL.

by
three experts, 1
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Centu ry
Super " is the
best that you
can build.
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Dimensioned diagram of the motor -board

The parts which you will need to build the " New Century Super " Wireless Receiver
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
1 --,-Twin gang .0005 (3.13., Unitnne 2 type 13.
or British Radiophone, Polar, Utility).
1-Single .0005 (J.13., Huang type Al, semi screened, or Polar, Utility).

Parish "Ohmite," Lissen, Erie, Telsen, Goltone.
Dubilier, Tunewell).
2-One 20,000 -ohm and one 50,000 -ohm resistance

(Graham -Fetish, " Ohmite," or Lissen, Erie,
Telsen, Goltone, Dubilier, Tunewell).

Fuse and holder (Ready Radio, Lissen, Bulgin,
Belling Lee).

One aluminium bracket. (Peto-Scott).

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES FOR
TABLE MODEL
Cabinet with baseboard, 16 ins. by 10 ins. and

ColLS
it-Super-bet intermediates (Wearite, type OT2).
1.-Ganged oscillator and band-pass coils with

VOLUME CONTROL

TRANSFORMER

VALVE HOLDERS
0-Eight four -pia and one fire -pin (Telsen, Lissen,
W.B., Goltone, Bulgin, Ready Radio, Lotus.)

120 -volt H.T. battery (Lissen PoWer type, or

TERMINAL BLOCKS
2-Sovereign or Listen, Goltone, Telsen.
TERMINALS
4-Marked Aerial, Earth, L.S.+, L.S.-, (Clix, or

Ever Ready).
2 -volt accumulator (Listen, Exide, Oldham, Pertrix,
Ever Ready).

on -off switch Listen).

1-1..F. coupling unit (Telsen 10-1 or Lissen,

Slektun, Bulgin, lgranic, Vatley, Ferranti,

Lotus, Goltone, Tunewell, Form*
H.F. CHOKE
1-11.F. choke (Slektun Super -het
Radio, Climax.,

Graham -Fetish,

Wearite, Telsen, Goltone, Listen).

Ready
Tunewell,

.or

PRE-SET CONDENSER

1-.0003 max. Sovereign or Listen, Formo, Telsen,
Farley, Igranic).

FIXED CONDENSERS
2-1-mfd. (Dubilier, type 9200).
1-.02-mfd. (Dubilier, type 9200).
S-One .0001, one .0002, and one .001 (Listen or
Dubilier, T.C.C., Totten, Ctottoue, Sovereign,
Graham-Farish, Franklin).

RESISTANCES

2 --One 1-meg. and one 2-meg. grid leak (Graham -

1-50,000 potentiometer and combined switch
(Bulgin V.S.30).

13elEng Lee, Fele*
G.B.-1,
9-Wander plugs marked
14.T.+2,
G.13.-2
B..T.+3; H.T.+4 -(Clix, Belling, Lee, Eelex).

2-Spade terminals marked L.T.-, L.T.+ (Clix,
Belling Lee, Lelex).

SUNDRIES
0 yds. connecting wire and sieeving (Lewcos or
Jiffilinx).

'One piece of aluminium foil 16 ins. by 10 ins.
4Peto-Scott
Six yards thin Rex Lewcoflex).

,..

643'

panel drilled to specification (Direct Radio).
Cabinet Loud -speaker (W.B. Mansfield or Blue
Spot, Lissen, Epoch, R. & A., Celestion Igranic.

Drydex, Oldham, Ever Ready).
10 -volt G.B. battery .(Lissen or Drydex, Pearl;

H.T. unit (Atlas A.E.200 or Ekco, Regentonc.
Listen, Climax, Heayberd).
One coil aerial wire, (Electron).

Earthing device (Graham -Parish "Filt").

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES FOR
CONSOLE MODEL
Cabinet
(Cameo
"Windsor,"
Myers -Hunt
" W hi tehall-de-luxe."(
Chassis loud -speaker (Rola F3PMB or W.B.,
Sonochorde, R. & A., Epoch, Listen, Blue
Spot, Ormond. Igranic).
Batteries, accumulator, H.T. unit, and aerial and
earth equipment as. for Table Model.

Use the full-size print as a template for fixing baseboard parts.
Place print as shown, pricking
through holes with awl

STEP-BY-STEP PICTORIAL
DEMONSTRATION OF BUILDING

THE "NEW
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Before fixing the oscillator condenser cut away metal foil round
baseboard to avoid
feet on
earthing

For position of the coupling unit,
fitted towards the end of the job,

carefully prick through the fullsize print

Cut away the metal foil before
mounting the metal supporting
Lracket for the volume control
A".ir 4111/ A11111111111Mg

Take care that the foil does not
bulge and thereby short-circuit
the fuse or choke

Use the full-size print as a template for fixing baseboard parts.
Place print as shown, pricking
through holes with awl

STEP-BY-STEP PICTORIAL
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Before fixing the oscillator condenser cut away metal foil round
baseboard to avoid
feet on
earthing

For position of the coupling unit,
fitted towards the end of the job,

carefully prick through the fullsize print

Cut away the metal foil before
mounting the metal supporting
Lracket for the volume control
A".ir 4111/ A11111111111Mg

Take care that the foil does not
bulge and thereby short-circuit
the fuse or choke

Mounting the pre-set condenser
and terminal blocks. Put the

terminals on the blocks before
fixing them

Make the leads from the variable

condensers and

control

as

short

as

volume
possible

First step in wiring-make the connections

for the valve holders,
coupler, and choke

Refer to the full-size print before
inserting the valves in their
holders, as valve holders are also
used foi the coils

is

1"
ing

lle ts:c.r

f al connection
pigtails
coil

Ovariable-mu valves

Finished chassis slides into the
The control spindles
cabinet.

protrude

through

the

drilled

panel to take the knobs

POINTS TO WATCH WHEN BUILDING YOUR
TO tack down the metal foil is an easy job if you use
gimp pins. Drive them in every 2 in.

The metal foil must be cut away from the fixing
bushes of the oscillator condenser and the volume
control, otherwise they will be shorted to earth and
the set will not work.
Take care when making the counter -sunk holes under

NEW CENTURY SUPER"

For the component fixing you can use
round -head black screws of No. 4 gauge.

and i-in.
These will

avoid chipping the bakelite mouldings of the components.

Note that when wiring up the components the fullsize print gives the order of wiring.
Do the wiring with No. 20 -gauge round -tinned -copper

the baseboard for the condenser fixing that these
are not too large, or the fixing screws will go right
through the wood.
Make a point of cleaning the metal foil around the
fixing screws of the three -coil unit, otherwise you
may get a bad contact; these screws are used as

wire, with I- or 2 -millimetre insulated sleeving.
The full-size print referred to in the above instruc-

earthing points.

E.C.4.

tions

is

a

blackprint, issued free with " Amateur

Wireless " dated October 29. Readers who prefer to
work with a blueprint can obtain it by sending Is. 6d.
to " Amateur Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London,
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avoid chipping the bakelite mouldings of the components.

Note that when wiring up the components the fullsize print gives the order of wiring.
Do the wiring with No. 20 -gauge round -tinned -copper

the baseboard for the condenser fixing that these
are not too large, or the fixing screws will go right
through the wood.
Make a point of cleaning the metal foil around the
fixing screws of the three -coil unit, otherwise you
may get a bad contact; these screws are used as

wire, with I- or 2 -millimetre insulated sleeving.
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is
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blackprint, issued free with " Amateur

Wireless " dated October 29. Readers who prefer to
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Fitting the finished chassis of

the " New Century Super "
into the console cabinet

Fitting the finished chassis of

the " New Century Super "
into the console cabinet

ibis

large

scale view shows the actual high-tension

and grid -bias tappings that must be used to ensure highest

efficiency when working the "New Century Super."
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MAKING

SUPER- HETS

SIMPLE!

Band.Pass and Oscillator coils-

ivavechange and filament
witching -combined for the
first time in a single unit !

USED IN

THE

This new Lissen Super -het Coupling Unit makes Super -heterodyne
construction as simple as the building of a straight circuit-makes the
operation of a Super -het as easy as that of a simple receiver. In this
one unit are incorporated ganged band-pass and oscillator tuned cir-

NEW

cuits, exactly matched for single -dial operation, and with switch

CENTURY

SUPER
PRICE

3CrCOMPLETE

COMBINED

WITH
WAVECHANGE

AND FILAMENT SWITCH

incorporated for changing the wavelength band and also to operate the
filament circuits of the receiver. The unit can also be used as an H.F.
amplifying unit in receivers where the design calls for high amplification
before the first detector.
"Amateur Wireless" have based the design of their star set-the NEW
CENTURY SUPER -on this Lissen Band -Pass Super -het Coupling

Unit, and it is responsible for the simplicity of both design and
operation of this receiver and for the phenomenal sensitivity.

ISSEN
SUPER HET COUPLING UNIT

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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70
logged at my

HERE ARE MY
London Regional
Grat

(irenoble
Wilno
Budapest
Sundsvall
Riga
Vienna
Brussels
Florence
Prague
GlenIts
Trieste
Belfast
Nurnberg

Barentry Nationai
Eiffel Tower
Warsaw No.1
Motels.

Ealundbarg
Genoa

Barrel.,

Strasbourg
Brno

Brussels No. 9
Milan
Foote Parisian

Cork

North Regional

Goteborg

Langenberg

l'opoJJ

Rabat

Lille

Rome
.Stockholm
Moscow

Katowice

Bratislava
ffeilsbers
Train
Cardiff
Bordeaux

Radio Stasis

North National

Peewit},

Toirusu

Kaunas
Hviseu

..Lahti

Radio Paris
Midland Regional
Bucharest
Toulouse
Lteos
Scottish Regional
Algiers
Stuttgart

Itileersum
Bournemouth
Neuronic
rigmena4
Swansea

Land. National
Harlin
Oslo

Kies
Leningrad

ISSEN
The ONLY set you can build
yourself, employing Metallised
Screen Grid, High Mu Detector
and Economy Power Pentode
Valves
Here's a list of stations ! Actually logged
by a constructor at the first time of trying
out a newly assembled Skyscraper ! What
a record ! What endless nights of entertainment ! And everybody who builds
the Skyscraper gets results like this.
Hundreds of appreciative letters prove it !

GREATEST CHART
EVER PUBLISHED -

ti GREATEST SET

EVER BUILT !

Never before was there such a set
within the reach of the home constructor. Never before such power
from any battery set. Never before
so many stations as the Skyscraper
brings in. It is the only set on the
market that you can build yourself
employing Metallised Screened Grid,

High Mu Detector, and Economy
Power Pentode Valves. No factory
-however well equipped-can build
a better receiver. No manufacturer,

can produce a
receiver whose results will surpass
those you will get from the Lissen
Skyscraper you build yourself. It
however large,

is the only battery kit set that can
delivez such power-yet the H.T.

current consumption is far less than
that of the average 3 -valve set.

KIT COMPLETE WITH

METALLISED S G HIGH MU DETECTOR
& ECONOMY POWER

PENTODE VALVES.
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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SPEAKER STATIONS
first try -out of the wonderful

SKYSCRAPER
Lissen have made the building of the Skyscraper extremely simple
for you. Elaborate care has been taken to ensure your success by
giving-in the Skyscraper Constructional Chart-such detailed instructions and such profuse illustrations that everybody, with no
technical knowledge or skill at all, can build it quickly and with
complete certainty of success.
You buy the Lissen Skyscraper Kit complete

with valves-a Lissen Metallised S.G., a

High Mu Detector, and a Lissen Economy
Power Pentode Valve, and the price is only
89 6. Or you can buy the Lissen Walnut
Consolette Skyscraper Cabinet
and Loud -speaker combined as
illustrated. It holds all batteries,
and accumulator and loud
speaker as well. It makes everything self-contained. A special Pentode
Matched Balanced -armature Loudspeaker of great power is supplied with

the cabinet, and the price of the Sky-

scraper Kit complete with valves and this
cabinet end loud -speaker is only £6 5s.
The most complete and compact receiver
as well as the most powerful set you can
possibly build for yourself ! Ask your

dealer for your FREE copy of the
Skyscraper Chart, or post coupon below.

GREAT LISSEN
CONSTRUCTIONAL

CHART

FREE
ASK YOUR DEALER

OR
POST THIS COUPON

COMPLETE IN CABINET es. e
WITH LOUDSPEAKER ALIWOS
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You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by readers and does not
accept responsibility, for the letters published. Letters cannot be published which do
not bear the sender's full name and address

Many modern people will agree that
dance music would soon lose its attraction
if it were played without syncopation
As people have changed with the times,

stations with a tremendous
amount of fading; foreign stations are om
chief source of amusement. In a densely
populated district like Tyneside it seems
dance music has done likewise, but it is a great shame that conditions are so bad.

apparent that the " Not Crazy People "
A Lightning Puzzle
yet to do SO.-A MODERN SYNCOPATOR
SIR,-Several weeks ago my home was have
struck by lightning, the charge coming (North Woolwich).
down one of the chimneys and jumping
Praise for the " Century Super "
across from the fireplace through the
SIR,-With reference to H S.R.'s letter
floorboards on to the electric -light point
it is more apparent to me every day
in the room below. It seems that part of
the charge went along the neutral wire lots of folk have missed the best in radiothrough the fuse box to earth (of course " The Century Super." Aberdeen is receivblowing all the fuses) and the other charge able down here, and the Scottish "twins"
went down an extension wire feeding the are overpowering.
Let's hope these unfortunate ones will
" mains " wireless set (Ether Searcher,
1931). The H.T. unit is fitted with,input remedy their past mistakes and ,build the
fuses, and both of these were blown, but ''New Century Super," then they will
when these had been replaced the set realise what modern radio reception is.
H. W. (Llandudno).
refused to function on the H.F. side. On

testing the S.G. valve I found that the

filament was intact, but it refused to pass
any H.T. current, and so I have come to
the conclusion that the cathode must have
lost its emission through receiving a heavy
charge from the earth.

I thought that it might be of interest

to your readers, and should welcome any
opinions as to what did actually happen.

I would mention that all this happened

one night when the aerial was earthed and
the set was not being used.
V. B. (Ashford).

The New Patents Act

In the second place his opinion that

United States have a higher reputation
than British patents is not founded on fact.
W. T.

Modern Dance Music
SIR, -I have read with interest the letter

on "Syncopation" sent by the "Not

Crazy People" of Woking

When they refer to the murdering of

modern dance music, I hope they are not
confusing syncopation" with "hot music
as played by some of the negro dance hands.

I presume they realise that "syncopation" was introduced into dance music to
prevent the plain music from becoming

monotonous, but at the same time not
disturbing the rhythm of the tune.

However, the B.B.C. says that it should
be all right, so that settles it.

T. C. A. H. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).

"ARE OUR L.F. TRANSFORMERS
GOOD ENOUGH ?"

{Continued from page 1047)
There is, however, a further serious

This particular transformer
was rated to have a 3+ to I step-up. In'
other words, the secondary had 3+ times
as many turns as the primary. Yet it will
discrepancy.

be seen that even at the maximum point the
actual step-up is only 2.6, and that at the

low and high frequencies it is much less.
Hence, we are not only losing in quality,
but the actual signal strength is suffering.
The First Portable Super -het
The explanation of this effect involves
theory and is a little compliSIR,-In your paper of October 29 I transformer
notice a letter from Electrical Devices cated. The loss arises from two factors.
Co. (London), contesting the statement that One is the resistance of the windings, which
the Gramophone Co. had the distinction is usually neglected, but is quite important,
of being the first concern to introduce a and the second is the leakage between the
windings, i.e. the fact that the magnetic
portable super -heterodyne receiver.
As far back as February, 1927 the writer field produced by the primary does not all
designed an 8 -valve portable super -hetero- affect the secondary, so that some is wasted.
These effects may be represented by a
dyne for the Radi-Arc Electrical Co. of
resistance
and choke in series with the
Bennett Street, Chiswick, and this set was,
if I remember right, very favourably transformer primary as shown in Fig. 2,
from which it will be clear that the full
reviewed by your papers of that time.
This set was self-contained and was very voltage from the detector valve is not

SIR,-The letter from E.C.A. relating to popular at that time, and was shown at
the New Patents Act should not be the Radio Show of that year.
HARDY ELECTRIC LTD. (London, W.)
allowed to par.'s without comment. In the
first place, his statement that there is to
A Newcastle Grouse
be no extension of the Official search is
SIR,-In your issue of October 29, you
inaccurate. The search has already been
published a letter from an Aberdeen
enlarged, and the area of investigation
will be systematically extended as time listener (H.S.R., Aberdeen) calling attention to the woes of listeners in that part
goes on.
patents granted in Germany and the

Regional

applied to the transformer, a good deal
being lost on the way. We can minimise
this loss by reducing the resistance and
leakage inductance of the windings, but

this again costs money.
Our design is thus a matter of compromise between cost and performance, and the
point at which the Compromise is adopted
depends on the other factors in the circuit,
principally the loud -speaker. As already
of Scotland.
loud -speakers are developing so
As a Newcastle listener I can safely mentioned,
that some improvement in transvoice the same opinion in regard to the rapidly
formers is becoming necessary, and our old
Newcastle station. The shortish wave- ideas require modification. The introduclength is certainly not a success; in fact tion of parallel -fed arrangements is a step
to thousands it is worse than that, it is towards providing the better response
a calamity. Crystal sets are now a required without too much additio,nal
complete washout, and hundreds of valve expense.
sets (many expensive all -electric modern
The second question, that of the actual
3- and 4 -valve sets) are unable to tune in step-up, as compared with the turns ratio,
to this station.
however, is one which still seems to merit
As in Aberdeen, we cart only get the attention. It would appear, therefore, that
The Editor invites letters from readers on
all interesting radio subjects. For the
most interesting letter published each

week a general-purpose valve or other

component to the same value will be given.

the time is ripe for better quality transformers. With the improvement in our

knowledge of the subject it should now be
possible to -provide a really good curve with

a high step-up at a cost not seriously in
excess of the present prices and the results
will certainly justify the extra few shillings.
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High TensionA Current
HALF -PENNY A WEEK/
That's all your
H.T. current costs

from this Lissen
I.T. Power Unit

Low first cost is practically your only outlay

because the cost of running a Lissen Eliminator is
so small that your meter will hardly register the
current it takes. No current from any eliminator

is smoother or more silent than the current of a
Lissen Eliminator. No eliminator output is more
constant, none is so free from hum. 'Every Lissen

Eliminator will deliver-

20mA Output
in perpetuity-

Your or5t
DOWN

sufficient H.T. current to feed the largest receiver,
with the biggest power valves you are ever likely
to use.
Large smoothing chokes-big condensers-no chance of
motor -boating.
Decoupling arrangements incorporated in

every eliminator-you connect the Lissen Eliminator almost as
you would an H.T. battery. Everything has been thought out
for you-you simply put the eliminator in. Lissen have made
eliminators safe by totally enclosing all the current -carrying

parts in high-grade insulating material-see also the thickly
insulated " cab -tyre " flex.

From the four types of Lissen Eliminators mentioned on
this page you can choose one which exactly suits your set.
The type you want is easy to choose. Your dealer will
help you, or write direct to factory.
Every Lissen Eliminator is available for a small
initial payment and easy gradual purchase terms.

D.C. MODEL "A"

D.C. MODEL " B "

1001110, or 200/250 volts.

gown and 5 monthly payments of 5/6.

100/110. or 200/250 volts.
Cash price 39/6. Or -5/down and 8 monthly payments of 5/-.

A.C. MODEL "A"

A.C. MODEL " B "

100/110, or 200/250 volts.
Cash price 60/-. Or 5/ down and 10 monthly payments of 6;6.

100/110 or 200/250 volts.
Cash price 75/-. Or 5/ -

Cash price 27/6. Or 5/.

ISSEk
HIGH-TENSION

down and 10 monthly payments of 81..

Ment;nn

"A

Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Promo!' Atten'ion
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Set builders will be interested in this description
of a wide range of components embodying many
novel features
components such as the Filt

The Gard lightning protector is a worthy

The Graham Farish vertical holder
(another component which is exceptional
value for 6d.) is a similar aid in construction
as it enables any Graham Farish Ohmite or
Megite leak, or any similar small component
with end caps to be stood in a vertical posi-

tion, and the connection made to the base
by a second terminal.
The finish of all the Graham Farish parts

in the Graham Farish range are causing companion to the Filt percolative earth is exceptional and the mechanical details
POPULAR
so much favourable comment that the and the combination,. of these two com- of the moving parts are such as to satisfy

interest in other components of the range ponents results in an efficient and safe
aerial -earth arrangement.
is apt to be overshadowed.
Among the new parts are the Litloss
It may, therefore, happen that there are
some newcomers to radio who do not know variable condensers (solid dielectric) and
that Messrs. Graham Farish make a very the Megite potentiometer -type volume
wide range of home -constructor parts of all controls. An idea of the value offered in

the most discriminating set -builders.

St. John Ervine's play, The Ship,
which is to be broadcast from Manchester
on November 14, has been chosen especially

for inclusion in the Birthday Week pro-

Even keen radio farts may not have connection with the Lit -loss condensers can grammes.
A chocolate worker from .York will
met some of the latest additions to the be gauged from the fact that these low -loss
solid dielectric variables are obtainable at describe a day in his life in a talk from the
range.
only as., in types suitable for tuning or Leeds studio on the North Regional wavereaction control. The Megite potentio- length on November 14.
The first part of the Liverpool Philmeters, real precision jobs, cost only
harmonic Concert is to be relayed to North
3s. 6d., for types up to 25,000 ohms.
kinds.

1

Four favourites, the Audion R.C. unit,
vertical holder for leaks and chokes, valve

holder and one of the wide range of Lit -loss
variable condensers

Regional listeners on November 15. Sir
Useful Fixed Condensers
Thomas Beecham will conduct the proThe value offered in small moulded gramme, which is purely orchestral.
Henry Holst takes his part in the Birthbakelite parts is exceptional. A really

well -made four -pin valve holder costs only day Week programmes when, on November
6d. .It is a low -loss component with ample 15, he is to give a violin recital of works by
contact area for the pins. Fixed conden- contemporary composers on the North
sers with tested mica insulation cost only Regional wavelength.

The soloists in an orchestral concert on
November 16 for North Regional listeners

A large' number of the new Graham
Farish parts are shown by the accompanying photographs. These illustrate some
-old favourites, such as the Gard lightning
protector and the Ohmite fixed resistance.

are Rispah Goodacre,the Sheffield contralto,
and Stephen Wearing, the Liverpool
pianist.
1

Ohmite Resistances
The Ohmite resistances were among the

first composition types to be introduced
and were certainly the first reliable components of this type. Composition resistances previous to the introduction of the

(Left to right), one of the many Megite
potentiometers, grid leak holder. Ohmite

resistance and a typical Graham-Farish fixed
condenser with flat or vertical mounting

Ohmite types had been looked upon with a
certain amount of suspicion. The precision is. for all capacities up to .00.1 microfarad,
construction and exact ratings of the Ohm- and rs. 6d. for those up to .or microfarad.
ite resistances showed how useful this type These fixed condensers are provided with

of component can be. The new Ohmite special moulded fixing brackets, so that
resistances are available in a very wide they can be mounted flat or vertically,which
is a handy point in construction.
range.

" HOW I IMPROVED RANGE AND
SELECTIVITY "

depends very largely on how you adjust the

battery. With the screen -grid valve I am

GANG -CONDENSER

using, I find I need 90 volts on the screening

MOUNTING

values for yourself as it makes a lot of
difference to the " punch "you get out of the
valve.

Here is a detail to be noted in connection

with ganged condensers. The L-shaped feet

supporting this chassis are adjustable for

pre-set condenser. My aerial is a fairly
big one and I find that if the pre-set condenser is screwed down too far the unit
doesn't band-pass properly and I don't get
very startling selectivity.
But when I slack the pre-set condenser off

to about half -way, and adjust the booster

carefully, at the same time as I tune the

Well, now just a word about fitting the

set, I get Rolls-Royce results.
A friend of mine copied my booster, but
at first he was disappointed with the results
because he didn't bother abOut the series
aerial condenser, and also because he forgot
that there was a series aerial condenser in
his old set. I think you will always find it

unit to the set. If you have an old set

which is going to be rebuilt, then you can

build the unit complete in the new set.

But if (as in my case) you are only making
up the booster because you want to avoid
rebuilding the old set, then you should fix
the unit at the side of the set's box, so that
you won't need long wires.

worth while connecting a piece of wire

across the terminals of the existing pre-set
condenser, if you have one.
ARTHUR FALLS.

You simply :take the aerial and earth

wires off the set and fit them to the booster.
The booster is connected up to the set with

very short wires. You must do this ; if
you have trailing wires you will get rid of
all the "punch" that the screen -grid valve
is creating.

choke and capped -type grid leak

Of course, you will have to tune the unit it took me about half an hour to get used
at the same time as the set. I found 'that to matching up the dial readings. It

(Continued from page 1040)

grid lead ; but you had better try different

The Graham Farish "Fa" percclative earth
needs no introduction; nor does the Gard
lightning prctector, shown o the right of
this photograph. In the cen're are an H.F.

height. Both end feet must be set to exactly
the same position, for otherwise there will
be a constant strain on the chassis

The Merseyside Military Band is to take
part in the North Regional programme on
November 18.
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Graham Famish says

IF YOUU SET'S
WORTH A

DOLLAR

it's worth the trifling outlay entailed in fitting these two
components. FILT, the efficient Earth, will prove that your
set is capable of infinitely better results titan you had believed.
GARD is a necessity on every aerial, it safeguards your set, even
your home itself, against the menace of lightning. Take my

tip-fit both.

You'll never know how good your set can be till you fit
FILT. FILT means "efficient earthing-a vital factor in
good receptiorr. Greater volume, increased range, reduced oscillation, mains hum and crackle eliminated.
Hundreds of listeners have expressed their surprise at
the improvement obtained by FILT.
Simply bury the copper receptacle containinv.' the wonderful FILT chemical which spreads through the earth,

attracting moisture and making a highly conductive
area several feet deep. FILT keeps moist and highly

C111_ EYE

ecovnducery otuivnec,eearthing

set paenrfdeeptulYritaynd

File is a patented device and prreeedings
will be taken in all cases of infringement.

giving you

111

cs

ri

11-1 cs

11-1

CAVU

ARRESTER

G VINING

This nationally fatuous little Arrester provides permanent and coniplete protection
against lightning and static interference,
and makes it unnecessary to switch off the
set during a storm... The GARD is simply
fixed between earth and aerial. It needs
no attention. Its protection is permanent.
Definitely does not affect reception.

CIRAIHAM
FAIIAS11-1 COMIDONIENTS
GRAHAM LAMM ILID.a MASORA HIM BROMLEY, KENT
You will Help Yourself and Help Us By Mentionng "A. W." to Advertisers

matens- Wu elesj
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A weekly _review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
LISSEN LOW -FREQUENCY CHOKE tory in use as an inter -valve coupling MELL OTONE PERMANENT NEEDLE
ANEATLY made low -frequency choke choke. As a smoothing choke the resistTHERE have been many attempts to
which we have tested this week is the ance is rather high, but the choke is
produce a gramophone needle which
one recently placed on the market by obviously not intended for such purposes. does not require to be changed. The
Messrs. Lissen. This choke is conventional
difficulty is to obtain a satisfactory comin appearance and is housed in a small
promise between a hard needle which will
moulded bakelite case which is finished a
not wear out too quickly and one having
mottled maroon in colour. Holes are
sufficient softness to avoid tearing up the
provided to facilitate baseboard mounting,
and two terminals complete with terminal

record.

base..

culty. It is made of solid gold tipped with

of 6o henries with xo milliamperes direct
current in the winding. The measured
inductance was approximately 128 henries
with no direct current, this falling to about

manner to the ordinary fountain pen nib.
It is claimed that if this needle is mounted

The Mellotone Permanent Needle is an
ingenious attempt to overcome the diffi-

tags are mounted on the casing near the

a special material in a rather similar

The choke is rated to have an inductance

85 henries at 2 milliamperes, and then
dropping much more slowly until the

in a pick-up or sound box and is first
" run in " on an old record that it can
then be used indefinitely without changing.

We found that the running -in was very
value of 6o henries at ro milliamperes was
essential since there is distinct wear on the
reached. The D.C. resistance of the choke
The overall dimensions of the choke are record for the first four or five times of
approximately 2 % in. by 21/4 in. by 3 in. playing. After this the needle behaved
is approximately 1,600 ohms.
This choke should prove quite satisfac- high.
(Continued on page 1o68)
Lissen general-purpose low -frequency choke

ROLA

Made in Europe's most modern

Moving Coil Seaker Factor

MODEL 11F5 -P11
SPECIFIED and USED
for the

AMATEUR WIRELESS
"NEW CENTURY SUPER"
(Console Model)

The three experts who
designed this outstanding Heterodyne receiver
used and specified this
model because of its
wonderful tonal brilli-

ance and unique fidelity
of reproduction.

!ZOLA
SPEAKERS
for better
Radio Reception

.

More copied in appearance BUT NOT
IN PERFORMANCE than any
other unit in the Histor of Radio.

Fitted as Standard by the large
Majority of British Manufacturers.

The World's Finest

Reroducers.

3216

Over I Z Million in use.

Complete With

multi -ratio
transformer.

Ask your Dealer to demonstrate
Rola or Write to -day for Illustrated Leaflet.

The

British
Rola Co. Ltd.
Brondesbury Works, 179 High Road,
Kilburn, N.W.6.
Telephone - - Maids Vale 3O17-8-9
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Graham Faris!, sags

"MU CAN'T 1HE
MORE CIATICAIL
1-1-1A% I AM
I don't know what tests you make of the Components you
buy, but I do know that every one I sell is tested far more
stringently before it leaves my factory. It has to be not only
capable of doing the job for which it is designed-but it has
to bear electrical stresses greater titan will ever he required
in practice before I allow it to bear my name. That is why
you can trust every Graham Farish product to the limit.

CCSE"St-S

SOLIDLt.piel-eCrIC

very carefully constructed instrument
compact in size and efficient in design, witi:
A.

accurately gauged hakelite dielectrics and
solid brass pigtail connection to moving
vanes. Made in all capacities up to .0005
mfd. in log mid -line, straight line capacity

and differential types. Used by 1,nany.lead, ing manufacturers and specified -in sets by
famous designers. One hole fixing; supplied complete with terminals.

EACH

Of new design, wound to give high

imped-ance on long and medium

wave -bands. Has small self -capacity
with large inductance.
Totally

enclosed in moulded case.
Every Wireless Enthusiast should

have a copy of the-C.F. Coinportent

EACH

Book. Send a postcard request for
your copy, free by return.

CliQA11-1A811

COMIDONIENTS

GRAHAM PARISH LID., MASONS HULL BROMIEL 16IA11.
Please Mention " A.W." When Corresponding with Adv2r:i3:!rs
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" WE TEST FOR YOU "

which it adopted last season of changing due to the relative positions of the coils
over the aerial tapping on both wavebands and the capacity coupling provided by the

(Continued from page 1066)

so that the best conditions may be obtained
very satisfactorily for some hundreds of in each case.
playings. We used it for some months and
We were very impressed by the perthere was no noticeable record wear during formance of these coils on test. Not only
that period. The point appeared to remain was the signal strength excellent, being
quite good as the high frequencies were little below that of a single coil, but the
still well reproduced.
was particularly sharp. Used
It is essential, however, that the needle tuning
with a full outdoor aerial only six miles
shall not be removed from the pick-up. from Brookmans Park we were able to
If this is done it must again be run in on cut out the transmissions of both stations
an old record until it settles down again.
in less than ro degrees and obtain several
BRITISH GENERAL BAND-PASS other stations in between. North Regional
was received quite comfortably in daylight,
TUNER
THE band-pass tuner still continues to which indicates that this selectivity has
he very popular, and we were interested not been obtained at the expense of signal
to receive from The British General Manu- strength.
In point of fact we measured the selecfacturing Co. one of their latest forms of
band-pass tuner. This is a very compact tivity at various wavelengths and found
device measuring only 31/2 in. by 23/4 in. by that it was reasonably constant over the
3 in. high. The arrangement of the coils whole scale so that there is clearly a happy
is somewhat unconventional, the two balance between the inductive coupling
short-wave sections

being arranged at

right angles to one another but a little off

centre so that there is a small coupling
between them. The long wave sections

receiver.

A final feature is that the coils sell at

9s. 6d. only, which is very little more than
one pays for a single coil these days. We
can recommend them to those users who

want to obtain selectivity without much
trouble.

The second Subscription Concert of the

Belfast Philharmonic Society, which will be

relayed from the Ulster Hall on November 25, will be notable for the appearance
of Elizabeth Schumann.
With a view to minimising disturbance to

manager, working in conjunction with the

neath the base moulding.

Metropolitan Vickers Company, has evolved

The tuners are designed for use with
an external condenser normally of -04
microfarad capacity. One of the various
non -inductive condensers now on the
market should be used for the purpose.
A simple but effective rotary switch is
carried underneath the base and serves

g
a

generally similar to the aerial model, but
the tapping point is taken approximately
mid -way up the coil. Two such coils
can be linked together, so that one switch
operates both wave -changes, and such a
combination gives a particularly selective

reception by sets situated closely to the
Edinburgh tram lines, the city's transport

are wound on slotted formers carried under-

to change over the connections from one
waveband to the other. It is noteworthy
that this firm has continued the practice

external condenser.
There is an anode model which is useful
for high -frequency coupling. This is

a specially designed choke coil to be fitted
on the trams. One or two trams have now
been fitted experimentally with the appli-

ance, and definite tests are being carried
out.

From a French paper's programme of

from other countries : " B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra; Chef d'orchestre, sir
Henry Hall."
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Graham Farish sags

IT COSTS ME
MC% EY
.0.

It costs me literally thousands of pounds to tell you about my
products. My business instincts, my Scottish caution tell me
it would be money wasted to exaggerate my claims. That's
why you can safely follow my recommendation to try G. F.

Believe me, you'll find them a step ahead of
any you've tried before.
Components.

The popular and efficient resiolances for all general purposes.
All values 300 ohms to 5 megohms.

1/6d. each.

BETTER THAN WIRE WOEND

In a co:up7e:e range of capacities, up:ight
or flat monnting. Regis:ered design Na.
723271.

Every condenser

is

tested

oil.

750 volts D.C. The capacities are accurate
Ivititin fine limits, and every condenser can
be thoroughly relied upon,
.03005 n:fd. to
.005 mfd. to
.034 mfd.
.01 mfd.
_

®1

CUAIHAM
COMIDONESITS
GRAHAM IFARHH 1:1D., MASONS HIM BROMLEY, NEW,
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Adalwitrep will Ensure Prompt Attention
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METEOR S.G.3:
The Set
for All -World

All -Wave Radio

The first and only Kit Set
to give you all the wonderful features which made the
"S.T. 300" famous, plus the
additional advantage of
ultra -short-wave reception

£3.15.3

or 9 monthly payments of 9:9.
Complete Kit of Parts
with full instructions

Complete Kit of Parts with set
of three Mullard Valves (metalised Screened Grid, Detector
and Power) with ftill instructions.

Complete Kit with set of three

Mullard Valves and full instructions, with beautiful walnut

cabinet fitted with new type
speaker
superb reproduction.
moving -coil

giving

£5 . 7 . 6

£8. 17.6

Or 10 monthly payments
of 12/6.

Or 12 monthly payments
of 17/-.

The Meteor S.G.3 Consolctte Cabinet can be purchased
Pike 21 . 15.0
separately.

COVERS ALL WAVELENGTHS
LONG - MEDIUM - ULTRA -SHORT

SUPER4HARP SELECTIVITY

30 STATIONS GUARANTEED

MOVING000IL SPEAKER

Post coupon now and we will send you
B22c-,p a

book,eyo writtenal

aboutby
Mr. G, A Kendall,sixp
the Meteor S.G.3 and 303 and contains complete

\-

TESTED IN ALL DISTRICTS

instructions, plans and photographs showing
how to build these wonderful sets,

I---.-- --.------ - -- - - -I
COUPON
I
1 To READY RADIO Ltd. (Book Dept.), Eastnor House, raekheath, S.E.3. I
:
Ple se send me a free copy of theMeteor.S 0.3 and 303 Book and tell me about
I
I your aRegistered Users' Schema. I enclose I id.stamp to cover postage.
I

I

NMI?.

I

I Address
1

i

L.

.

A.W.I 3.

I

Obtainable from all Dealers.
Manufactured throughout by Ready Radio Ltd., at Eastnor House,
Blackheath, London, S.E.3

EiLlpyitEV,

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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BATTERIES

oRY

Yes, for long life-that's

why you should buy

'7

Pertrix Batteries. There
is no empty boast behind
this contention. Pertrix

Batteries do last-defin-

itely longer than any

other batteries. It is the
patent construction, and
the consequent absence

of corrosion in the dry
batteries that causes the
length of service.

Pertrix Accumulators,
with their strong construction and robustly made plates, give the
same long service.
Buy the line that lasts you

longest-Pertrix Dry Batteries and Accumulators.

thlianx

C
A

r3A c
ERIE

Skm

r

BRADA,.
l

Advt. of Britannia Batteries Ltd., 233, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
Branches : Manchester, Glasgow, Bristol, Dublin.
Works : Redditch, Worcs.
Telephone :Temple Bar 7971 (5 lines).

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A. W." to Advertisers

1=taw W" eksi
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WHEN BATTERIES GIVE TROUBLE
AHIGH -RESISTANCE high-tension

supply is likely to give trouble. The

ordinary dry battery has a reasonably

low resistance when new, but after it has
supplied the set for a while its resistance
increases.

As the..battery supplies current to all

the anode circuits of the set, it follows that

because of the resistance they may be
The word may is used because,
if each supply to the set is de -coupled, the
coupled.

super has no reaction control and the

magnification obtained depends upon the
circuits. It is possible, naturally, to

adjust the circuits so as to obtain the

maximum amplification, but then the
circuits are left alone and only the tuning
controls are used.
A few resistances and condensers
effecReaction introduces a variable factor.
tually de -couple the circuits and enable Some people can use the reaction control
more consistent results to be obtained.
to obtain fine results, but others seem not
to be able to manage the tuning so well.
NOISY CONDENSERS !
The result is that the same set in the hands
ACONDENSER that is satisfactory of various people puts up varying perfrom the electrical and mechanical formances.
This is not true to anything like the
points of view for tuning over the normal
broadcast bands may be troublesome for same extent of a super. The tuning is
relatively so easy that the operation is
short wavelength work.
Noise is the thing to avoid. When some quickly. mastered. A super -heterodyne set
tuning condensers are adjusted a noise is -is no more - -difficult to build than an

circuits will not be coupled by the resist- heard. This may be traced to a poor
contact between the rotor vanes and the
ance.
If, on the other hand, the circuits of the rotor terminal.
A friction contact is usually not satisset are not properly de -coupled there will
be trouble. The trouble may not be very factory. There must be a suitable pigtail
apparent when the resistance of the battery connection. Then again, the slow motion
is not very great, but the chances are that drive must be sound. Any looseness is
the stability and the quality have suffered bound to give trouble and it is, of course,
to avoid slipping or backlash.
to some extent. In bad cases a howl may necessary
appear or the set may oscillate at low - The drive must be positive and' earthed
frequency (motor -boating). The quality as a rule.
will be poor when the set is on the point A SUPER -HET ADVANTAGE
of being unstable.
ONE of the things which I like about
As a rule a 2-microfarad condenser conthe super -heterodyne type of set is
nected between -the positive and negative
helps matters, but for the best results the certainty with which considerable
the circuits of the set should be de -coupled.

The ordinary set, with its reaction
control, requires a certain amount of skill
in order to obtain the best from it.' The

ordinary set, and I anticipate that when
it is realised what a fine set the "New

Century Super " is it will be euilt by many
readers,

MAINS VALVE L.T.
.C.mains valves are designed to be
heated with current at four

volts. 'In practice the voltage actually

applied may be a little above or below
this if only on account of the variations in
the pressure of the mains from normal.

A voltage of slightly over four is not

likely to reduce the life of a mains valve.

But if the voltage is, say, 4.5 or more it

should be expected that the valve will have

magnification can be obtained.

(Continued on page 1074)

The J.B. "Unitune," like all the new J.B.
Gangs, is matched to within half mmfd. plus
half per cent. it gives exceptionally fine

tuning, the trimmer of the front section
being operated independently from the
receiver panel by means of a second
knob concentric with the main tuning knob.

Both " Unitune " and "Nugang"
type A.I have a rigid one-piece
chassis and heavy gauge wide spaced aluminium vanes. They
are supplied with disc drive
and bakelite escutcheon piate.

Specified

in the Amateur Wireless

New Century Super
J.B. Unitune 2, type D

.

.

J.B. Nugang, type A.1 fully screened

I 8/6
10/6

(or 9:6 without screening lid)
Advertisement ofjachson Bros., 72 St. Thomas' St., London, S .E .1

Telephone Hop 1929
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is no alternative for Dubilier

Condensers; the designers of the New

"Century Super" realised this and
This is the Dubilier Type 92 0 non -inductive Condenser
which has been specially designed for by-pass purposes
in H.F. circuits. It has a working voltage of 250 D.C. peak
and the capacities specified in the New "Century Super" are
One .02 Mfd. Type 9200 - - - Price 2 Two
1 Mfd. Type 9200 - Price 29 each
The following Condensers and Resistances are also specified
One .0001 Mfd. Type 670 - - Price
One .0002 Mfd. Type 670 - - Price 1:One .01 Mfd.
Type 670 - - Price 2'One 20,000 Ohms Cne Watt - Price 1iOne 50,000 Ohms One Watt - Price 11One 1 Meg.
Grid Leak - Price 1:One 2 Meg.
Grid Leak
- Price 1; -

specified Dubilier exclusively.
Don't ruin the performance of your set
by using condensers of questionable
quality. Dubilier have brought condenser dependability within the reach
of everyone. The Dubilier range meets
every constructor's demands. It includes

the condensers you need at the prices
you want to pay.
Build yotir New "Century Super" with
Dubilier Condensers and Resistances

and be assured of the finest results.
DUSKIER CONDENSER C. (1925) LT?
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3

maIeur Wirdesi
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It depends upon whqe tke condenser is, condenser should have a very high value
In the case of a coupling condenser of insulation resistance as a leak may cause
in a resistance amplifier, for example, a noises, but a filter condenser having a
a life of below normal. Now a transformer leak might introduce noises and affect slight leak may be quite satisfactory.
is used between the mains and the circuit. the working. Yet a by-pass .condenser
If this is a good component it will give may have a slight leak and not cause the
The opening of the Herefordshire County
four volts when supplying the valves. The least trouble. It is advisable that a grid Week series of broadcasts for Midland
voltage across "the 'heater winding will be
Regional listeners begins on November, 21,
more than this when no valves are conwith remarks by J. S. Arkwright, Chief
nected, but if the transformer is a well Steward of Herefordshire. This will be
HUMMING MOVING COILS
designed job the pressure will not be much
followed by an historical phantasyAn
,energised
moving
-coil
speaker
will
over four volts.
" Hallowe'en at Hereford."
hum loudly if the current supply to its
A cheap transformer will give much more
magnet system is not free from ripple.
The first industrial relay in the Herefordthan four volts, however, and the point is
When a mains -driven moving coil is
shire Week will be broadcast in the Midland
that if this cheap transformer is not
worked through an L.T. rectifier, it is
Regional programme on November 22,
designed to give exactly four volts at the
sometimes a help to put an electrolytic
from a farm near Hereford. Although it
current load, the valves may be over -run.
has been difficult to arrange appropriate
A good transformer would be satisfactory
noises to illustrate the talk to be given by
for supplying, say, three or four valves,
Mr.W. G. C. Britten, special arrangements
as the voltage would not vary much.
(Continued from page 1072).

used.

-

have been made which will be revealed
at the time of the broadcast.

DOES YOURS DO THIS ?
T is surprising for how long a good con 1 denser will holdb a charge.

It shOuld be noted that in the Wright

If you connect a paper condenser -of,
say., 2 microfarads to a i2o-volt battery
and then remove it, you can get a strong
spark by touching the terminals with a
screwdriver. Leave a charged condenser
for twenty-four hours and if it is a good
one a strong spark will still be obtained.
If the condenser has a slight leak some or
all of the charge will disappear. This may

seem at first sight to be a considerable
disadvantage, but- it may not be so.. A
slight leak may do no harm at all. The
leakage current is very slight and is not

enough to worry about, so far as the actual
current passed is concerned._

To LT
+ RECTIFIER
SUPPLY

_ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSER

and Weaire announcement on page 959 of
"A.W." for November 5, the price of the
super -het type choke was given as 6s. 6d.
This should be 4s. 6d.

The first demonstration set designed to

use Ostar H.V. valves has been lost or
stolen from the car of one of the British

condenser across the magnet windings torepresentatives. The British representative

cut out hum.

The connections for a

smoothing electrolytic condenser are shown

by the sketch. You must keep the polarity

right or the electrolytic condenser will

become a path of low resistance and will
need to be " re-formed "

of Ostar valves is particularly anxious to
trace this set, which is built entirely with
special components unobtainable in this
country, and any information -should be
addressed to Mr. Eugen Forbat, i Rosebery
Avenue, E.C.I.

411112,11101O=NIM

...111.1111111111=1111.

"We're Fluxite
and Solder,

The reliable
pair,
Famous for
Soldering-

Known everywhere

LAYERS

Wherever there's

Wireless-

There you'll
find US,

We SOLDER ALL
CONNECTIONS
Without any

fuss !"

Fee that Flux' te and Solder arc always by you-in the house, garage, workshop

-anywhere where simple, speedy, soldering is needed. They coot so iit,t,,
but wil" snake scores of everyday articles last year; longer ! For Pots, Pans,

Silver, and Brassware; RADIO; odd fobs in the garage-there's alcvais
something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

All Hardware and Ironmongery
Stores sell Fluxite in tins, 8d.,
1/4 and 2/8.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE

Hardening Tools and Case Islardeninz.
Ask for Leaflet on improved method.

NEW "/UNIOR" SIZE, 4i. ner tin

Smokers make
doubly sure by
getting Quality

and Quantity
in the Cigarettes

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts for years in constant use.
Contains special- "small -space" soldering iron.

with ohn-heating metal handle; pocket blowlamp, Fluxite. Solder. etc.; and full instructions.

COMPLETE. 7/6, or LAMP
only, 2/6.

rLUXITE, LTD.
(Dept. 323)
110THERHITHE,

HDDIFOND)1

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

110 for 6'°
20 for 11P
titt.103ei
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YOU MUST HEAR IT TO BELIEVE
HOW PURE REPRODUCTION CAN BE
1"
REMEMBRANCE

DAY

Give generously

for your
Po PY

Hearing

is

believing.

Compare

the Igranic D.9 with some other
speaker and you will decide in
favour of Igranic. Never before
have

you

heard

such

faithful

reproduction of every note
throughout the register-of voice
and instrument alike.

RECOMMENDED
FOR THE

PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING COIL LOUD -SPEAKER

HEAR IT AT YOUR

DEALER'S NOW!

NEW CENTURY SUPER

Write to -day for fully illustrated Catalogue
No. D.173 of complete new range of Igranic
Quality Components.
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., 149 Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.C.4.

SEND FOR THE 1932 CATALOGUE
CVS-41

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W.

=tear Wireless
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J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS MAKES A FURTHER

TEST OF THE "NEW CENTURY SUPER"

a greater distance from Brookmans Park this
might be done.
I have always .found that if a receiver on
trial' in London shows a good performance,
considerably better results can be obtained
from it in less congested and more favourable

localities. Notwithstanding the fact that in
Bordeaux -Lafayette, North National, my area I still feel the swamping effect of the
A S promised last week, I have carried out London;
Brookmans Park giants, no difficulty what1-1- a second test of the "New Century etc., on the medium band.
soever was experienced in separating MohSuper," not so much with the object of demon5
-KILOCYCLE
SEPARATION
lacier from London Regional, and such broadstrating the ease with which Continental and
As regards the first named, there was no casts as those from Hilversum, North National,
other transmissions may be logged, but to

try out the circuit in regard to the capture of difficulty in getting the German clear of both Goteborg, Breslau, Brussels No. 2, Brno, and

broadcasts which, in most instances, are found Daventry National and Radio Paris, and Strasbourg; Hamburg, Scottish Regional,
Warsaw was received without any interference Rome, Paris PTT, Beromuenster; Langenberg
difficult by the average listener.
from Mntala, but this .success was not achieved and North Regional t could be tuned in indi-

with Eiffel Tower. There is, as yon may see
." SEARCHING" TESTS
Much depends, obviously, even in the case from the list of broadcasting stations pubof the "New Century Super,'! on the care with lished weekly in AMATEUR WIRELESS, only
which a set is tuned; but in this instance the 5 kilocycles separation between the Frenchcontrols at our disposal. are such that little man and the Pole, and, consequently, such
expert knowledge is required. Within a very a performance could not be expected. For-

vidually, providing judgment and care were

used; except, now and then, in some instances,

of a slight background t.,vitter, the trans-

missions were clearly received.

A MOST EFFICIENT SET

short time you will get the "feel" of these tunately, as a rule, FL closes down early.
Of the more distant and lesser heard stathree important knobs and will quickly realise Lahti could be heard faintly in the intervals tions, I logged Palermo, Riga, Belgrade
how much can be achieved by a judicious of Radio Paris and Huizen; here again we have (faint), Madrid (EAJ7), and, before this stahandling of the reaction -cum -volume control only 7 kilocycles separation either way. Other tion was on the air, Moscow Stalin on the
and trimmer, or compensator incorporated long -wave stations were tuned in with ease.
same wavelength. Bergen and Algiers when
At times the Breslau broadcast was free working at the 'same time were located, but
with the aerial tuner. The actual search is

from all twitter, but at others it suffered 'from inseparable; later, when the Norwegian station
the presence of Poste Parisien. There is pre- closed down, Algiers was received at readable
sumably 9 kilocycles between them, but over - strength on the loud -speaker. As a final test,
modulation on the part of the latter might be towards 2 a.m. I tried again for transatlantic
will give you the position of each carrier wave. the cause of the trouble. Much better results signals. Apparently conditions were unfavourThrough an oversight, I forgot to affix an were obtained in the case of Bratislava, able for the capture of North American broadaerial at the start and was only using a short Heilsberg, and Turin, all of which, apparently, casts, but I logged two concerts from Buenos
rubber -covered lead from the set to my test were strictly on their wavelength, and Glei- Aires-namely, on 303 and 316 metresbench; it was barely three feet in length, yet witz and Horby were well heard while London identified as LR4, Radio Splendid, and LR3,
I logged transmissions from four B.B.C. sta- National was working. Leipzig could not be Radio Nacional. Faint music was also picked up

made by slowly turning the oscillator (right)
condenser; with the least reaction you will
find the set alive from the start and the successive "zips" you hear as the dial is twirled

tions, Poste Parisien, Rome, and Nurnberg
before discovering the omission.

I set myself out, on -this second test, to
carry out the separation of tricky transmis-

cleared where I carried out the test, but at on 423.5 metres, but could not be recognised.
My second test has amply confirmed my

sions, such as Konigswusterhausen, Warsaw,
and Lahti on the long waves, and Milhlacker-

In future you will be able to

obtain "Amateur Wireless" on
Wednesdays.

original opinion of the "New Century Super";
it is undoubtedly one of the most efficient
sets AMATEUR WIRELESS has offered to its
readers.

They are replacing inefficient
valves, and are thus
putting new life into countless receivers. Better

sensitivity, purer and more powerful output is the
result of fitting All -British Clarion Valves. Don't
blame your receiver if its performance is not all you
desire. Fit a Clarion Valve in every valve holder
and note the wonderful improvement.
WRITE FOR NEW LEAFLET.

.1
810

l 'lit 4

kl--maritialk

CLARION RADIO VALVE Co

TYBURN R? ERDINGTON.BIRMINGHAM

7 DUKE ST. ADELPHI; LONDONw-ca.
Hoidens
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4331111PONENTS
TELSEN SCREENS.
Provided with series

of fixing holes and
movable terminals. 2,,
Also with hole for
mounting S.G. valve
. .
horizontally

/6

TELSEN SPAG.
HEITI FLEXIBLE

RESISTANCES.
Made from finest
nickel chrome wire,

wound on a cotton
core, and stoved and
impregnated. Moils.

Lure and corrosion
proof. In resistance

values of from 300
to 100,000 ohms, at
prices from

.

.

. 6d.

These invaluable outfits contain all the necessary requirements
(including baseboard, terminals, battery cords and all accessories)
for the construction of any of the Telsen Receivers employing
either the Telornor or Drum Drive and Condenser Assembly

TELSEN GRID

LEAK HOLDER.
Holds any standard
size or
of Grid
With spring
contacts and solder

respectively-e.g. the Telsen Ajax 3, Triple 3 and Nimrod 2

Leak.

ing tags in one piece,
and easily accessible
terminals and fixing
holes

" DRUM DRIVE " AND " TELORNOR "
CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS

(Telornor) and the Jupiter S.C. 3 (Drum Drive and Condenser
Assembly). The various Components differ only very
slightly in each outfit ...

316

6d.

TELSEN FUSE
HOLDER. A most

inexpensive precau.

tion against burnt.
The
out valves.
firmly held fuse bulb
ensures a perfect
contact which cannot
become loose ,

6d.

TELSEN POWER

TELSEN

For mounting the Telsen Power

TERMINAL BLOCK.
Provides two insulated termi
nals, mounted on a bakelite moulding. Very

FUSE HOLDER.
Fuse. Soldering tag connections provided,
but wire connections may also be made
under the clip screws

6d.

convenient for aerial and earth,speaker,

pick-up, extra battery connections, etc. 6d

TELSEN R.C.
COUPLING UNIT.
A complete assembly in a compact and con.
venient form for effecting Resistance Capacity

Coupling in the L.F. stages of a receiver,
conforming in design to the Telsen L.F. Trans.
formers and Chokes. The Unit incorporates
a 50,000 ohms wire wound anode feed resistance

and a .01 mfd. coupling condenser. For best
results it should be preceded by an H.L. type
of valve having an impedance of approximately
between 10,000 and 30,000 ohms, and be con.

nected to an H.T. supply of not less
than 80 volts

4!'

RADIO COMPONENTS

TE LS EN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE 100% BRITISH
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in " A.W."
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AN UNUSUAL
CIRCUMSTANCE

. . . SPECIAL

The closing down of one of the largest gramophone factories

in the world enabled us to purchase these Super Triple
Spring Gramophone Motors. Identically similar to those in
use by the B.B.C. at Broadcasting House, they will play four

or three 12 -inch records at one winding. The
remainder of the stock is now being offered to readers of
"Amateur Wireless- at only a fraction of the original list
price. This may be your last opportunity. Send your
10 -inch

order quickly, or write for illustrated leaflet.

OFFER
to -A.W.'°

Readers
The Finest
Spring Motor
in the World.

SELFRIDGE'S
Special offer of a limited number of the

CLIMAX AUTO -BAT
150 VOLTS AT 20 M/A

Made by

GARRARD

The makersclaim that there

no other British A.C.
Midas Unit on the market
to -car. capable of giving
Ix

an output of 20 mia. at 150

volts, at a similar price.

Onceagain Selfridges estabIieh a new record low -price

level for a reliable Mains
Volt.
Meetinghouse metal rectification.
Variable voltage switch for

The Actual Super

TRIPLE SPRING

all supply voltages from
200 v. to 250 v.

Motor SPECIFIED

(40-100 cycles), or
105 v. to 123 v.
Three
tappings:

for the Radiogram

version of the

66/75 v., 801100 v..

NEW CENTURY
SUPER
List Price

and 1201150 v.

20 mfa. maximum
anode current at

maximum voltage.
Dimensions : 61 In.

£4:1 :3 OFFE

by 51 in. by 31 in

Metal case fitted
'with earth terminal.

This Super Triple -spring Motor embodies
three distinct spring drive units and is thus

No live parts ex-

motor

plate, speed regulating

ORDER

handle, and automatic brake. All bright parts
All working parts
heavily nickel -plated.
totally endased. Silent running, silent wind.

every satisfaction.

Order early, quan-

CABARET ELECTRIC CO., 170, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,
S.W.I. and 238, High Street, Lewisham, S.E.I3.

STUDIOS

Originally
Priced

You are assured of

Postal Order and Money Orders should be
crossed and Treasury Notes sent by
registered post.

IN THE
B.B.C.

I.E.E. Regulations.

POST YOUR

lever, safety

friction clutch, 12 -inch turntable, winding

USED

posed and no possibil2y of shock.
Complies with all

If you cannot call

three times as powerful and long -running as
ordinary single -spring motors. Fitted with

tities are limited,

SELFRIDGE'S PRICE

40f -

52/6

Every Ounce

Of Efficiency
from your Loudspeaker
Obviously this is the aim of every listener who
is any judge of quality.
Designed on a principle which has been adopted

by the B.B.C. in its own studios, the Howe Box Baffle
definitely eliminates boominess and speech distortion

due to resonance.
The complete Kit ready for fitting into your existing cabinet
costs 20/- including Royalty, or with a Knockdown
Cabinet, 30/-.
The Baffle can also be supplied complete in Cabinet ready
for use from 35/-.
Send P.C. for full details to :-

F. MCNEILL & Co., Ltd. (Radio Dept. 4) Lamb's Passage,

EARL HAIG'S LEGION

APPEAL FUND
' Legion Work during the past II years has
included:
27,521,343 spent in relieving distress (3,558
voluntary benevolent commiteesi
2,186 families assistel to emigrate.
175,003 spent in Housing lebeme for disabled.
£163,443
schemes.

advanced

to

finance

employment

Sanatorium an3 Training Settlement maintained for tuberculous (total population 703).

NOV 1111
REMEMBRANCE DAY

Thousands of men placed in employment annually.
270 disabled men permanently employed making
Poppies.

16,909 men set rp in business.
R75,833 granted to V. Dunstan's to help blinded men.
1932 is a very difdcolt year for the n -es who served 1914-18, so PLEASE
PAY VERY GENEROUSLY for your Poppy on RETd EMERANCE DAYNOVEMBER 1.1, and if possible seal a donation. Poppy Day Donations
shouLl be sent to Capt. W. G. Willcox, M.B.E., Organising Secretary, Ear(
Hates (British Legion) Appeal Fund, 28 &denim Square, London, S.W.L.

Bunhill Row, E.C.1.

THE "GEORGE WASHINGTON"
PICK-UP

304

You know the story of George
Washington, but whether there
is anv truth in it or not we are
unable to say. What we can vouch far, however, is the fact that our
Mark 111. Pick-up always tells the truth.
With no minor resonances to add coloration, the reproduction from the
record is a faithful replica of the original recording, and if you appreciate
music, this is the pick-up you must have.

Send for Bowyer -Lowe & A.E.D. Ltd,
catalogue.
Diamond Works, Brighton.

IS YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER
WORTHY OF YOUR SET?
Read all about Modern Loud -speakers

in the BIG SUPPLEMENT in the

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
NOVEMBER ISSUE
Now On Sale, of all
Bookstalls and Newsagents

148 PAGES, USUAL PRICE If -

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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WHAT YOU EXPECT
FROM RADIO BATTERIES

POWE R

YOU GET ALL THREE WITH
IEMEN
s.

RADIO BATTERIES
and they fast
Try one in YOUR set

?heti cost no `nore that'
ordinary batteries and
you will be more than
pleased with the result

MANUFACTURED

BY

SIEMENS

BROTHERS

&

CO.,

COMPANIES IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY WHO HAVE

LTD.,

WOOLWICH,

ONE

OF

THE

OLDEST

BEEN MAKING BATTERIES FOR OVER 60 YEARS.

044 -at SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES LIMITED.38/39,Upper
Thames

Street. London, &C.+

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

niabzur Wireksj
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AN IMPORTANT ACCUMULATOR DEVELOPMENT
A member of our technical staff describes a new type of low-tension accumulator
WE

have got to flow between the lead portion of each

so used to set of plates.

the usual construction of the
familiar low-tension accumulator
that it is refresh-

Among the most eminent of the. people take a tubular length of lead for the
concerned with the design of accumulators centre of the cell, and make this the
is Mr. Leonard Fuller, of Fuller accuinulator positive terminal; around this a shell of
fame.

He has been working on battery active material; then comes the separator
medium consisting of glass, wool, and an

design all his life. His father before him
ing to be able to was in the same line. And his grandfather
comment one real was an associate of Michael Faraday. It
step forward, as is this Mr. Fuller who, in conjunction with
b3
Block Batteries; Ltd., has now developed
exemplified
the latest cell the new type of accumulator that is
designed and mar- claimed to overcome all the constructional
keted by Block defects of the standard type of accumulator.
Batteries, Ltd., of

Abbey Road,
Barking.

You know that
the normal
construction of

A Block accumulator in
its bakelite case

an

accumulator,

in

lead

grids are

used

so much " dead weight" so far as the

action of charging and discharging is
concerned. These grids are filled with the
active materials.

-

It has long been recognised that, while
the fundamental action of the lead -plate
accumulator is so sound that it could
hardly be improved upon, the actual con-

struction has been in the nature of a

compromise. When the accumulator is
working the action between the plates is
not entirely uniform, and there is a

tendency for a great part of the current

IL

ACID SPACE
NEGATIVE

Part section of Block accumukt .3r showing how

the current passes at a uniform rate through
lead oxides. The fine lines illustrate the current
flowing through the central positive lead conductor to the outside negative lead conducting
container

SOVEREIGN DUAL RANGE COIL TYPEW.S.

Vario-chokes, Volume Controls, Fixed and
Semi -variable Condensers, H.F. Chokes,
Spaghetti and Midget IVirewound Resist-

ances, Push-pull Switches, Fuseholders
and Coils of all descriptions, etc., etc.
THEY'RE ALL IN THE CATALOGUE

ACCURATELY wound on
slotted bakelite former
with marked terminals
and mounting lugs, this coil
should be used whenever the

need for a standard model
coil arises. The free blueprint
showing how to build the Sovereign Viceroy and Ambassador Sets included with every
coil will be sent FREE on
request together with the
1933

ACTIVE MATERIAL

LEAD ComoucTOR

VALUE

SOVEREIGN ALSO MANUFACTURE

EBONITE SEPARATOR

P

COMPONENT

'6

ACTIVE MATE RIM.

CI.ASE WOOS. SEPARATOR

TO -DAY'S GREATEST

BLUE PRINT

outer covering of perforated ebonite.
The container. is made of lead and, with
an inner coating of active material, forms
the negative plate. Between the negative

plate and the central positive plate there
is a space for the acid electrolyte.

So you see the idea is to make all the
material used in the construction active.
The result is that, for a cell no larger
than the normal 40 -ampere -hour type,
you get a total capacity of 8o -ampere hours, or just double the normal.
Later we hope to receive one of these
new cells for test in the usual way. Mean-

while we can summarise the points claimed
by the makers.
(1) The chief weight of the battery is in
the active material. (2) The active material

as a basis for the plates, though they are

WITH FREE

The basic idea in the new accumulator
is quite simple-like all good ideas. You

Sovereign

has a high capacity due to the uniformity
of the chemical action during charge and
discharge.

(4) -Cell gives twice the capacity per
pound of total weight. (5) Only half the

weight per ampere hour, therefore only
half the size. (6) No plates or grids to
buckle. (7) Construction makes the cell
practically unbreakable.

Nothing else
can restore missing
treble or bass at

will
By changing the setting of a Potentiometer, the response curve of the Multitone Transformer is progressively
altered from a falling, through a level, to a rising charac-

teristic. When the response is level the transformer

ratio is 4:1. True Two-way Tone Control is immediately
at your disposal on any set. In use all that is necessary

is to turn the Potentiometer until the desired overall
response is obtained.

Any good Potentiometer exceeding 0.5 megohms can
be used with the Tone Control Transformer, but the
best results are obtained with the Multitone
Graded Potentiometer (price 3s. 6d.) whi:h
has been specially designed for this purpose.

Our Booklet on Tone Control will be sent post

Catalogue.

free on receipt of a postcard.

Send at once to Dept. 1211.
R I"7-

ELITIMIV1

SOVEREIGN IS
111111111111111111111In

IGN.
MI111111111111111111

MARK

SPECIFIED I N " NEW

vw mom

CENTURY SUPER."

Use Sovereign wherever you
can in building any Set.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD. Sovereign Rouse, Rosebery Avenue,E.C.1

(3) The charge is held for a

long time owing to small local action.

TONE

17176

CONTROL TRANSFORMER

MULTITONE ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD
95 98, WHITE LION STREET, LONDON, N. I.

NORTH 5063

MS'. 29
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Some Notes on Present-day
Short-wave Conditions

EXCLUSIVELY

AROUND THE SHORT-

WAVE DIAL
By SHORT -WAVER

PETO-SCOTT'S

SPECIFIED

NEW

Amateur Wireless

in this week's

CENTURY SUPER

VARIABILITY appears to have been

the main feature during the past week;
reception could not be relied upon to be the
same two days running. W3 XAL, the
(Trade Mark).
experimental station at Boundbrook, New
Jersey, operating on 16.87 metres, should
In Walnut with
be searched for between the hours of r and
contrasting inlaid
4 p.m.; 20 kilowatts are used and on most
Walnut Veneers
evenings .reception is quite good, there
being no static and very little fading.
On 16 Metres
your NEW CENTURY SUPER to a RadioThe various Atlantic 'phone stations on Transform
gram with this Modern Walnut Cabinet-the craftsman's
the 6 -metre band come in at extraordinary last word in style and appearance. Decorated with carefully
volume, but unfortunately, in some cases, matched inlaid Walnut veneers of contrasting colour.
interfere with W3XAL. DJB, at 2 o'clock Hand french polished to reveal the hidden beauty of grain

ADAPTAGRAM

in the afternoon, was nearly inaudible,. only to be found in the finest Walnut, while bringing to
but gradually increased until about 4 perfection the acoustic properties of the correctly proporo'clock was apprOximately R8. I dis- tioned speaker compartment. Gives a new and better
to your Set; adds beauty to your home at minicovered this week that DJB on 19.73 tone
mum cost.
Ready to take your own set, gramophone
metres and DJA on 31.38 metres operate motor, pick-up and speaker. Generous accommodation for
simultaneously after 4 p.m., DJB closing Super H.T. and L.T. Batteries or full mains equipment.

down at 5 p.m. This iS a very sound
arrangement, for when signal strength BUILT LIKE A FINE NANO
- decreases on the lower wavelength, the New Century
Adaptagram
higher wavelength station can be tuned in with front
and the programme received satisfac- illustrated.

torily.

During Sunday afternoon the harmonic
of Rome on approximately 24 metres came
through infinitely louder than the funda-

mental, but after dark the 48,2 -metre

signal was much stronger.
Radio Colonial is a most reliable station

and I should imagine Would be very well
received in the French colonies. During
the past week it hai always been R8 during
daylight.
VK2ME SydneY- was heard -very well
indeed on Sunday morning between 6 and
8, although signal. _strength decreased
after 7.3o. During the afternoon about

3 o'clock it was received again, but the
announcements were in the main part
inaudible. The morning transmission was

quite interesting and was more like

a

"Christopher Stone gramophone recital."
Some excellent records were broadcast,
(Continued on page 1082)

ready

vignetted as

Fitted with motor

board, ready for your
gramophone motor and

own
torte

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,
77 City Road, London, E.C.I.
Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH, C.O.D.,
or H.P.

NEW CENTURY SUPER
ADAPTAGRAM

.104,11 or C.O.D.
arm. Baffle board, if required,
3/6 extra. Carriage and packing 2/6
extra England and Wales.
or 12 monthly payments of 5/9
New Century Adaptagram, as illus-

trated, but already fitted with Cabaret
clockwork motor, British Radiophone

pick-up, Bulgin radiogram switch, Bulgin
Needle Cup, Colvern potentiometer but
Any make of speaker fitted
at cost of speaker only.
less speaker.

Cabinet only

...
...
3s. Od
Cabinet with Radiogram equipment
(6 15s. Od.

for which

I

Cash/Deposit.

E

enclose

Address

Cash

or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid.

FOR
ANY
RADIO
FOR
APPARATUS
DESIGNS
OVERSEAS
PURPOSE, INCLUDING TRANSMISSION.

A.W. 12/11/32

ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
We undertake to solve your Problems, including obtaining

Amateur Transmitting Licence. Whatever your difficulty, write us.

Charges: 3/- per query, lour or more, 2;6 each, with diagrams.

Radio Technical Agency, (Dept. A.W.),
2, Westgate Chambers, Newport, Mon.

.........

-MATERIALS SUPPLIED FREE
in Profitable Spare Time Employment
making Leather Matting at Home

ENQUIRIES INVITED ;

A wander plug may be a small thing but a bad one can cause a deal
of trouble and annoyance. Tb.e Lisenin Positive Grip Wander Plug
ensures perfect contact and therefore perfect reception. It has a
two -point contact which grips firmly in any battery socket no matter
what the variation in size. Wobble, jumping, loss of current are gone
for ever. The famous cone grip also ensures permanent connections
to the leads. Supplied in Red, Black, Blue, Green, Yellow, White

d.

s.

Name

or 12 monthly payments of 12/6

FOR BEST RESULTS USE

Finished Work Bought at Fixed Rates.
Write for particulars, Dept. D420.
ARNOLDS

BRITISH GNERAL

(Wellingborough) Ltd., Wellingborough.

NEWBAND-PASS

COILS

These famous filter coils

in improved form at a
lower price.

The only
effective method of ensuring perfect separation
at small expense. Free
wiring diagrams supplied.

Mahoganite.

RETAIL PRICE 2d. EACH.

9'6

OSEN IPa

Aerial and Anode
models. From all
dealers or direct.

BRITISH GENERAL
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

WIRELESS COMPANY
66 Newman Street, London, W.f.

63

[ fiegistar,e1 Dccignj

Dimensions: 381 in. High, 211 in. Wide,
151 in. Deep, PaneL 18 in. x 8 in., Baseboard 14 In. Deep
........ Mmis
....................,

Brockley Works, London, S.E.4

re\
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elnakat
THE 'EARTH' YOU WILL EVENTUALLY BUY

including one by Reginald Foort and

THE 'CONTINUITY' COPPER EARTH PLATE

More Australians

288 sq. in. earthing surface pith 1.0 ft. copper wire attached,

several others of our leading dance bands.
During the next few weeks listeners may

WELDED-not soldered-JOINT have an' opportunity of picking up AusCorrosion of connection eliminated - Continuity of contact - No
resistance-Where outside earth not practicable place the plate under
carpet on floor.

PRICE 2/6 from Radio Dealers or Post Free (c.o.d.)
From

NIGHTINGALE, 11 EXCHANGE BUILDINGS,
ST. MARY'S GATE, MANCHESTER.

RADIO SUPPLIES

Send your'llst of Radio needs for our gm taVion Kits, Parts,
Everything In itadlo stocked. Prompt delivery;
seven days' approval. Catalogue free. Tayles and Standard
Seta, etc.

Wet 11.1. replacements stocked.
A, TAILOR, ei,STIIDLEY ROAD, STOCKWELL, LONDON

COLVERSTAT

tralia quite regularly as it is more than

VARIABLE

this will be for the duration of the Test
Matches. Ia m given to understand that
the Australian beam station may be also

RESISTANCES

probable that VK2ME will be broadcasting
during the morning as well as on Sundays;

in operation.
On Friday evening for the first time for a

long while, Zeesen was so strong that it
practically obliterated W2 XAF. Luckily,

as it closed down at II o'clock, this did
to Loudspeakers 4/-, Blue Spots 5/-,

REPAIRS Transformers 4/-. Moving Cells, etc.
quoted for. Prompt Service. 12 months guarantee.
Trade Invited. Streatham 0618.

Loud -speaker Repair Co., 2 SHIPKA ROAD, Balham, Loaded

hot matter very much.
Skamlebaek on 31.51 metres carried on
until midnight relaying music from Copenhagen and it was rather too close to
W2XAF to be pleasant. It was transmitting from 2 p.m until midnight and in

the early afternoon was quite a strong
signal.

W8XK on 48.86 metres undoubtedly is

the best station at the present time, and

EAVBERI

it has been receivable on the loud -speaker

every night for the last ten days.
.

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving'

essential par.

titulars. A Fee of One shilling (postal order).
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on,

the last page must accompany all letters.
following points should be noted.

The

Not more than two questions should be sent
pith any one letter.

Type S.T.10

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
be undertaken.
Modifications of a straightforward nature can be

Rating 10 watts.
Values SOO to 50,000

made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of an alteration

Is yours an All Electric Set ?
If your present Receiver is not All -Electric, you

can soon make it so by fitting a Heayberd Mains Unit.

With the extra power then available you will be
amazed at the improvement. Better tone, clean

reception, and a wider range of stations. Models for
A.C. or D.C. ranging from 55/- upwards-according
to the outputs desired. All Units supplied in neat
metal cases, ready to plug in.

to come within the scope of a query. Modifications
to proprietary receivers'and designs published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.
Readers' sets and components cannot be tested
at this office. Readers desiring specific informa
lion upon any problem should not ask for it to be
published in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by
telephone or personally.
Readers ordering blueprints and requiring

for A.C. Receivers using up to five A.C.
Including Transformer, Double
Valves.

Chokes, 16 Mfd. Condensers, Wire -wound
. Resistances, Westinghouse Rectifier, Safety
Fuse, etc.
30 ma. at 150 v., or
OUTPUTS 50 ma. at 200 v.
L.T. 4 v. 5 amps. A.C.
TAPPINGS . 40/120 v.-Var. S.G., 175 v. and
200 v. fixed.
PRICE
127/6.

OSt
for He ayberdl

handbook on

MainsWorking
I enclose 3d. stampiior
New Handbook of Mains
Equipment. Packed with

Technical Tips, Service.

Hints and diagrams

Mr
Address

--

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co..

Specified for the
"A.C. CENTURY SUPER"

technical infsrmation in addition, should address
a separate letter to tb Query Department and

Type S.T.SC.
El

-EASY PAYMENTS -" There's no place Ilhe HOLMES."

The first firm to supply wireless parts on easy payments.
Eight years advertiser m' Amateur Wireless." Thousands
of satisfied customers.

EPOCH

20th CENTURY
P.M. Speaker

Rating 5 watts.
Values 250 to 25,000 ohms. 5/3

Type M.T.

We unhesitatingly recommend-

4/10
Deposit
7 payments of 4/10.

Rating 3 watts.

Values 2S to 10,000
ohms. 4/6

The best in its Class
Any Epoch Speaker supplied on Hire Purchase.
Deposit

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER KIT 89/6 8!3
.. 61/6 6/9
TELSEN AJAX 3 KIT
R.R. 303 KIT, with Valves .. 70:- 7/9
39/6 5/5
LOTUS KIT
16/7/6 10/ COSSOR KIT 334 ..
EXUDE H.T. ACCUM., 120 v. £3
BLUE SPOT 66R and Chassis /2,2/6
32/6
BLUE SPOT 1000

6/ -

5/6
4/6

Monthly
Payments
of 8/3
9 of 6/9
9 of 7/9
7 of 5/5
II of 11/10
9 of 6/8
9 of 4/6
7 of 4/6
9 of 5/3
I I

l Ft FSTION M.C. SPEAKER 47/6 513
5 of 511
EPOCH MINOR P.M.
27/6 511
Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker.

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of the parts you require and the payments
that will suit your convenience, and we will send you a
definite quotation.

10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. E.C.2
One minute from Moorgate Stn

ohms. 5/6

conform with the rutu.

i HEAYBERD MW.1 MAINS UNIT. Suitable

-

Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET
Great Portland Street, London, W.I
'Phone : Museum 1414.

Wire 'wound, smooth in
movement, silent in action,
constant in setting.
For all voltage regulation
and volume control.

COLVERN LIMITED
MAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD
ESSEX

ARKS
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EXACT

AERIAL

Tuner,

250-2,000

1

Works in
conjunction with

-metres.
.0005

able

\s
\\N

sONN$

mfd. varicondenser.

14/- Post Free

If unable to obtain from soar

local dealer, order frookas,and
tee will despatch by return of
sort -

;\

EXACT INDUPAS
Aerial Tuner, 200-

2r000 metres.
Gives
good selectivity when

GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE

tuned with .0005 2"
ganged
condenser.

No screen or special

componeutsrequired.

20f- Post Free
THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.
t(F=II^/1.11X,

vorGLAR

THE

RADIO -GRAM CABINET
ON. THE MARKET

Reduced To

ig

Carriage
to
EV
/
Paid I ! !
quality Guaranteed Improved
Soundly conoructe4 in selected
elk, etc., and hand polished.

SPECIFICATION. -3' 3". likdr,
1'10" wide. I'6" deep. To take pan-

els up to 18" x 7". Panel openin
to suit ret. These cabinets allow
unple room for the following:Pick-up, Motor, Speaker, Batteties, etc., all for the reduced

price of 39/6.

Catalogue Peat Free. From one of the
Largest Mail Order Works in Englaul

W. S. WILK IN, Cabinet Manufacturer, 12-26 Nelson Mews, Guernsey Depot: Messrs. Leate
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
Ltd., 7, Bandage, Guernsey.

Rere"Observer"reviews the latest booklets and
folders issued by trell-known mattufacttsrers. if
yon ti -ant copies of any or all of them FREE ON
CHARGE, Just send a postcard giving the laden
numbers of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to" Postcard Radio
piterature," "AMATEUR IVIR EL ESS," 58161,

Fetter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see that
you get all the literature you desire. MUMi
write your name and address in block letters.

Choose Your Coils

TS it to be' super -het coils, band-pass

EVERYTHING CARRIAGE PAID

'coils, or.dual-range...tuners ? You will find

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER S.G.3 CHASSIS SIT,
Cash or C.0 D., 14/2/8 or 12
monthly

make yOu'r choice in the new Wearite

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 5.G.3 COMPLETE KIT
Cash or C.O.D., E,6/01-, or 12

plenty of coils of all types from which to
booklet. Coils are made specially for cer-

tain " A.W." .sets, such as the Percy W.
Harris "Mascot." Wearite make some fine
short-wave coils, which are also described
in the new book.
-877

Fotos Variable -mu Valves

payments8/3

monthly p.,-ent.

Cash nr C,O.D., 21/19/11, or
monthry payments

There are some variable -mu screen -grid
valves in the new range of Fotos A.C. jobs.

I have just received a folder ,of the latest

types and I think this is a handy list to have
for reference when valve buying. 878

Cash 'or e.o.n..

and an impedance of ro,000 ohms, is in the
new Micromesh range. 'Standard Tele-

phones and Cables, Ltd., have sent me a
foldei Which gives details of this detector
and other Micromesh valves.

879

14;6/6, or 12

monthly payrnenti

READY. RADIO METEORA-.G.3.
Caen or C.O.D., 1811718, or 12
monthly -payments

16/3
5/2
5/6

-

e BLUE SPOT SPEAKER TYPE 100U.

Cash -or C.O.D., 1111216, or 7
monthly. payments

BLUE SPOT 90 P.M.

factor of 8o, a mutual conductance of

-

Cash or C.O.D.. 42!19.'6, or 12

monthly payments

ROLA PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING -COIL

SPEAKER TYPE P.O.

Cash or C.O.D., 121916, or 12

4/6

monthly payments

EPOCH 20C PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING -

COIL SPEAKER.

or 6

6/6

or C.O.D., telibt-, or 12
monthly payments

7/9

Cacti

or

C.O.D., £11151-,

monthly payments
W,B. PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING,
COIL SPEAKER TYPE P.M.2.
Cash

HOW
and WHY
of RADIO

Choose Your Kit
A handy pocket -sized book of Ready
Radio kits and components has just come
to hand. The kits include the " 303" and
the Meteor S.G. Three, while the com-

By ALAN HUNTER

mast and which can be fitted.by means of a

2/6 N ETT.

of a high wall. The folder shows how the
aerial is fitted.
OBSERVER 881

or C.O.D.. 12119,8, or 12
monthly payments
EKCO H.T. ELIMINATOR A.C.I8.
Cash, or C.O.D.,- 53,7,6. Or 12
monthly payments "
REAYSERD H.T. UNIT DID.
Cosa or C.O.D., 64161-, or la
monthly payments

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price

GARRARD INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL 202,
Cash or C.O.D., £2,1.01, or Is

The

book has been expressly written for beginners.
It provides a clear
conception of the general
theory and practice of
This

wireless reception in simple
non -technical terms. It has
been mainly compiled from
the series of articles in

" Amateur Wireless " " The How and Why of
Radio.

ponents range from the dual -wave coil unit
down to the handy jiffilinx wiring. 880

A New Aerial
A folder has been issued describing the
Garthbe'k aerial, which does not need a

bracket to a chimney stack or to the side

Threepence. Published on Wednesdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.

Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d. 6 months. 8s. 9d.: 12 months, 17s. 6J.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques

should be made payable

to

Bernard Jones

Publications, Ltd.'

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or

2'9, post free, from "Amateur Wireless," 58, 61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

W.B. PERMANENT -MAGNET MOVING -COIL

SPEAKER TYPE P.M.4.
Cash or C.O.D., 12121-,

0 R.

always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Commtmications should be addressed, accord.
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

monthly payments

or

8

Sr A. VICTOR PERMANENT -MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE.
Cash or C.O.D.,
or 12

monthly payments

& A "CaALLENGER" P.M. MOVING -COIL
SPEAKER.

or C.O.D., r1/16/0, or 0
monthly payments

Cash

5/9
6/5

6/6

SONOCEORDE PERMANENT -MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
Cosh

or C.O.D., £1/i£/0,- or

Monthly payments

0

CELESTION P.P.M. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.

Cash or C.O.D., 52,7,6, or 12
monthly payolents

ATLAS ELIMINATOR TYPE A.0.241.

-

Cash

monthly payments

6/.4

4/5
5/6
6/3

8/10
4/7

Miscellaneous components, Accessories. etc., etc., suprilie I
CASH, 0.0.D., or H.P. on our own Private System of Easy
Payments.

'

Any items advertised in this journal sent coil U value
over 16f- rent all C.O.D. charges paid.

.-...,----.....
-."--,--..--......To NEW TIMES SALES CO, 58 Ludgate Hilt, 1
London, E.C.4.

I*
io. Please send me (0

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are

0/^1

10/0
7/3

10/2

Cash or C.O.D.. 65,11i-, or 12

salontbly payments
KENDALL-PRICE S.0.4 CHASSIS KIT.

A detector valve having an amplification

Handbook

12

STATION MASTER 3 CHASSIS KIT.

Micromesh

A New "Amateur Wireless"

.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL 335
Cash or C.O.D., 66/7/6. First payment,
balance 11 monthly payments of 11/10
COSSOR MELODY MAKER - MODEL 335.
Cash or C.O.D., 2711711.
First payment,
11 monthly payments of 14,110
SLEETUN SCOUT S.0.3 CHASSIS KIT.

l'elephone :

-4

4

for which I enclose; .1

(b)

0. first payment of £

Central 2716

Your 1833 Catalogue

s

a

.4

0. -

fName

dmM...IMMMIMM.

)P- Address

-4

A.W.12/1.112 .4
=Mk
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amateur WIrciers)

Heil& saN,,,RiT

I I ID

ROADCASTING STA IONS
For the purpose of better comparison, the power
indicated is that of the cattier wave,

Broadcasting Stations classified in order of wavelengths.

BATTERY

30°° Price Reduction

Permanent

Self
Charging
Battery

H.T.

STANDARD.
Now that "The Standard" is reduced One Third in price -Economy is greater than
Based

ever before.

on

the

Leclanche

principle and specially adapted for radio,
this unique battery recharges itself when not
in use. It gives ample current month after
month, year after year. Dead silent background. Brings in difficult stations at their
AND IT IS PERMANENT -the
best.

eventual replacement merely a - matter of

changing cartridges costing a few pence each.
Decidedly Worth Investigating for the double
benefits -Better and Cheaper -are irresistible!
EXAMPLE OF PRICES :

'gilt's,.

5

Price,

complete without trays

-Do

frraLi c.onctiai. ners extra
if

'

'

'

Popular Type Battery for Ordinary Sets.
Model 115, No. 3 size, 12.500 milli Any Voltage
capacity,
Capacity

A"

Station and Power
KiloKiloStation and Power
Station and Power
Kilo(Kw.)
Call Sign
. Call Sign ' ( Kw.) Metres cycles
(Kw.) Metres cycles
Call Sign
Metres cycles
480
6z5 North Regional 50.0
0.12
288.5 7,040 Plymouth
8.0
19.737 15,200 Zeesen (DJB)
120.0
488.6
Prague
614
288.5 1,040 Scottish National 50.0
20.8414,530 Radio Nations 20.0
1.2
0.12
495.9 604.8 Trondheim
288.51,040 Swansea
15.0
25.4 xz,8ro Rome (2120)
500.8 599 Florence (Firenze) 20.0
291 1,o3r Tampere
1.0
25.5312,752 Chelmsford
13.0
508.5 590 Astrakhan (11V35)10.0
291 1,037 Viipuri
(GSSW) 16.0
2.5
509.3 589 Brussels (No. 1) 15.0
2.0
293 1,022 Kosice
31.25 9,598 Lisbon (CTIAA)
15.0
518.5 578.6 Vienna
1.0
293.7 1,021.5 Limoges (PIT)
0.5
31.51 9,520 Skamleback
also
testing on 1,258 m. from 7 p.m.
Hilversum
20.0
8.0
296.12,013
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (DJA)
11.0
(Mon., Wed., Sat.).
0.5
299.11,003 Tallinn
32.26 9,300 Rabat
15.0
525.4 57z Riga
3 1 5 995 North Natiohal 50.0
40.3 7,464 Radio Nations 20.0
80.0
532.9 563 Munich (tests)
0.3
304.9 984 Bordeaux (PTT) 13.0
43.75 6,865 Vitus/Paris
8.0
556.9
Palermo
0.75
538.6
978
Zagreb
(Agram)
20.0
308.8
50.0 6,000 Moscow
10.0
541.5 554 Sundsvall
307.1 976.6 Falun
0.5
0.5
68
5,272 Prague
18.6
550
Budapest
(1)
1.0
309.9
968
Cardiff
545
16.0
198.5 7,510 Riga (test)
1.6
659.7 536 Kaiserslautern
1.0
0.4
311.1 564.3 Vitus -Paris
206 2,460 Antwerp
0.3
1.5
659.7 536 Augsburg
0.2
212.8 959 Cracow
207.61,445 Seraing
18.0
564.4 531.5 Wilnot
1.5
313.9 955.6 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
209.7 1,430 Magyarovar
0.3
1.6
664.9
537
Hanover
§52.5
Marseilles
1.0
315
211.31,420 Newcastle
2.0
1.5
671.2 525.1 Grenoble (PTT)
318.8 941 Naples (Napoli)
1.0
214.3 2,400 Aberdeen
5.2
574.7 523 Ljubljana
1.9
318.8 94z Sofia
214.3 1,400 Warsaw (2)
0.25
(Rodno Radio) 1.0
575.2 521.4 Freiburg
0.25
215.6 2,392 Brussels (Cont.)
10.0
0.25
0.9
319.7 936 Dresden
675
444 Oufa (RV22)
217.1 1,382 Konigsberg
0.8
10.0
678.7 442 Lausanne
0.5
321.9 932 Goteborg
218 1,373 Salzburg
20.0
00.0
719.4 417 Moscow (RV2)
05
325
923 Breslau
219.4 2,376 Beziers
0.8
328.2 924 Poste Parisien
60.0
748
401 Ostersund
1.2
224.4 2,337 Cork (OCK)
1.25
50.0
759.5 395 Geneva
10.0
331.4 906 Milan
225.2 1,332 Fecamp
8.0
335
896 Poznan
1.9
357.1 Budapest (2)
0.5
840
227.4 2,329 Flensburg
200.0
337.8 888 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
848.7 353.4 Leningrad
1.2
230.6 r,3or Malm8
20.0
0.3
342.1 877 Brunn (Brno)
35.0
882
340 Saratov
231.12,298 R. Wallonia
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5'
937.5 320 Kharkov (RV4) 20.0
0.25
232.2 1,292 Kiel
10.0
967.7 3/0 Alma Ata
348 8 86o Barcelona (EAJ1) 8.0
233.4 1,285 Lodz
351
855.5 Leningrad (RV70) 20.0 1,000
0.5
235.5 1,274 Kristianssand
300 Moscow (Trades
Unions) 100.0
352.1 852 Graz
7.0
236.3 2,269.4 Bordeaux100.0
355.8 843 London Regional 50.0
1,034.5 290 Kiev
Sud-Ouest 2.0
100.0
0.6
237.2 1,265 Nimes
60.0
1,048.2 286.1 Tiflis (RV7)
360.5 832 MShlacker
2.0
383.4 825.5 Algiers (PTT)
16.0
238.9'2,256 Niirnberg
1,071.4 280 ScheveningenHaven 10.0
365.3 821.1 Fredriksstad
0.7
239 1,255 Binche
0.3'
80.0
0.5
365.5 820.7 Bergen
277 Oslo
240.6 1,247 Stavanger
1.0
1,083
85,0
1.6
1,107
27r Minsk (RV10)
241.3 2,243 Liege (Exp.)
0.2 . 366.2 819.4 Seville (EAJ5)
242 2,238 Belfast
1.0
368.1 8/5 Bohlen
1.0
1,117.4 268.5 Moscow (Popoff) 40.0
7.5
244.1 1,229 Basle
0.5
13.2
1,153.8 26o Kalundborg
368.5 814 Helsinki
26.0
0.5
256 Taschkent
245.9 1,220 Berne
370.4 8ro Radio LL (Paris) 1.0
1,170
5.0
0.25
250 Istanbul
245.9 1,220 Cassel
372.2 8o6 Hamburg
1.5
1,200
21.0
0.5
378.4 797 Scottish Regional 60.0
1,200
25o Reykjavik
245.9 2,220 Linz
0.8
10.0
16.0
1,229.5 244 Boden
247.71,21, Trieste
380.7 788 Lvov
8.0
779 Radio Toulouse 60.0
1,258
238.5 Vienna Exp
249 1,205 Prague (Strasruce) 5.0
385
35.0
385
779 Stalino (RV26) : 10.0
1,260
238 Bakou
249.7 1,20.1.1 Juan-les-Pins
1.0
10.0
1,275 235.3 Luxemburg
250 1,200 Radio Schaerbeek 0.3
388.5 772 Archangel
(tests) 100.0
389.6 779 Leipzig
75.0
252.9 r,286 Barcelona (EAJ15) 8.0
5.0
394
761 Bucharest
12.0
1,303
230 Moscow
253.4 1,284 Gleiwitz
(Old Kern) 165.0
255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT)
1.0
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
30.0
222.5 Motile
10.0
403
25.0
1,348
258.7 2,268 }Kirby
743 So ttens
217.4 Novosibirsk
259.3 2,157' Frankfurt -a -M. 17.0
408
734 Katowice ......
12.0
1,380
(RV13) 100.0
80.0
261.61,147 London National 50.0
413.8 725 Athlone (tests)
1,411.8 212,5 Warsaw
120.0
413.8 725 Dublin
1.2
263.8 1,x37 Morayska1,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower
Ostrava 11.0
13.5
410.4 720.5 Radio Maroc
(Rabat) 6.0 1,481.5 202.5 Moscow RV1
500.0
265.8 1,228.5 Lille (PTT)
1.3
7.0
266.8 1,124.5 Valencia
8.0
419
716 Berlin
1.5
1,538
295 Ankara
1,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat ) 30.0
267.91,129.8 Bremen
0.3
423.4 707 Madrid (Espana) 2.0
269.4 1,112 Bari
424.3 707 Madrid (EAJ7)
2.0
1,600
187.5 Irkutsk (RV14) 10.0
20.0
270.9 z,zo7.6 Rennes
1.3
1,620
185 Norddeich KVA 10.0
429.8 698 Belgrade
2.8
271.9 /,r03 Cointe-Liege
0.3
431
696 Parede (tests) .
1.5
1,634.9 183.5 Zeesen
60.0
75.0
'273.7.7,096 Turin (Torino)
7.0
689
Stockholm
1,725
174 Radio Paris
435.4
55.0
54.0
276.5 7,085 Heilsberg
60.0
441.2 68o Rome (Roma) . 60.0
1,796
267 Lahti
8.5
279.5 2,073 Bratislava
14.0
447.1 672 Paris (PTT) .
1,875
.760
Huizen
.
7.0
0.75
/55 Kaunas
7.0
281 1,067 Copenhagen
453.2 662 Danzig
0.5
1,935
0.5
282.2 1,063 Lisbon (CTIAA)
2.0
453.2 662 Klagenfurt
2,825
219 Kanigswuster283 1,058 Innsbruck
0.5
455
659 Radio Agen
0.5
Hansen (press) 20.0
283.6 1,058 Berlin (E)
0.5.
459.4 653 Beromuenster
80.0
2,650
113 Eiffel Tower
15.0
283.8 1,058 Magdeburg 0.5
456.6 557 San Sebastian
203.5 Konigswuster283.61,058 Stettin
0.5
(EAJ8) 0.6 2,900
Hausen
(press)
15.0
286 2,049 Montpellier
C.8
485.8 644 Lyons (PIT)
1.6
287.81,043 Radio Lyons
469.8 640 Tartu
75 Konigswuster10.0
0.5
4,000
1.0
472.4 635 Langenberg
Hansen (press) 15.0
288.5 2,040 Bournemouth
60.0

37/8

Otker capacities 2,000 to 25,000 milliantps.

WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FREE BOOKLET.
Figure bow much those frequent battery replacements
Then realise The Standard saves them.
Write for free booklet before you forget.

cost I

STANDARD BATTERY CO., Dept. A.W.
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

.

LET "A.W." SOLVE YOUR WIRELESS PROBLEMS

IIMIINIII111111121.111111111111111111ER1311111111111181111111.111
E

" NEW RADIOS FOR

E

-FOR CHRISTMAS"

(OLD
YOUPlease forward this INQUIRY FORM ( without obligation)

i WE BUY YOUR OLD SET AND SUPPLY
111

VI

.1

a

III

si
III

s

.
.

II

.
u

Lit

II

quote me free your allowance for tha new set:

WITH ANY NEW SEASON'S

Liberal Allowances and Balance Payable
by Cash or Hire Purchase.

Jl

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS FROM SATISFIED CLIENTS

0

EVERY MAKE OF KIT, SET
OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED

My Present Set is: Make

'

-

5

Batteries or Mains
Original Cost of Set

Balance of purchase price would be' payabla by ma as follows:
Plan A. Whole of balance in cash.
Plan B. Whole of balance over six, nine, twelves months.
=Delete

'

I.

Date of Purchase11I
MODELModel and list price

MakePlease

5

1

unwanted words.

NAME (in full)
(Block letters)
ADDRESS

II
IN

Is

II

Ill

I id. stamp, naming RADIALADDIN
your old set and Limited
the new

it will pay you to write for particulars of our amazing exchange
offer, enclosing
model you fancy. A FREE QUOTATION WILL FOLLOW.
Complete transaction executed by mail.
FREE Wireless set to introduce the Radialaddin Club.

§

,
$

II

9

THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
(Dept. A.W.), 47-48 Berners Street, London, w.i.
museum 1821.

w
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DEFINITELY BETTER RADIO -

and Lower Cost! TUNEWELL
shows
you

Prompt Delivery Guaranteed.

Pr.ce List Free on Request.

Choose your components from the Tunewell t` Guide to
MANUFACTURERS' KITS
nnnnnnnn

NEW LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER"

KIT, including Valves. This is an outstanding kit and we can strongly recommend it.
Cash Price, £4,9,6.
And 11 monthly payments of 8,3.

F.Jou mmmmm autonte mmmmmmmm

With

0/.3
order

mmmmmmmm umemern, mmmmmmmmmmmmm woo.

READY RADIO "METEOR" S.G.3
IUT, including cabinet, valves, and moving

cod unit.
Cash Price, 01/1716,
And 11 monthly payments of 16/8.
This
Receiver also tunes to Ultra -short Waves.

Super -Radio," and you can guarantee yourself better

the way!

The new Tunewell Super -Radio components are the most_

Send

the expert and are amazing value for money. We sacrificed

NOW

coupon now for Turiewell "Guide to Super -Radio" which
includes 8 FREE Blue Prints.

these

radio-no matter what set yczt build.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

notable success in radio to -day. They are designed for
profits, but record sales have amply rewarded us. Send

This L.P. Trans-

With

I

I/

order

Cash Price, 1211916.

NEW ORMOND

PERM.
MOVING -COIL L.S. UNIT.

it with much higher
priced Transformers and you will
Compa're

Gust

released)

Gish Price £111816.
And 7 monthly payments of 5/4,

Tappings.

5/-

0,000 volts. A.G. Good response
50/55,000 cycles.

order

5/4
With

5/-

And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.

order

12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH TENSION
ACCUMULATORS.

(120 Volts, 5000

MA.). The cheapest and best High
Tension Supply where Mains are not
available.
Cash Price, 13/15/...
And 11 monthly payments of 7i,

EPOCH 20c
PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL UNIT.
NEW

Cash Price, £1/15/-.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/6.

NEW W.B. P.M.4 PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL UNIT.
Cash Price, f2:2/ And 7 monthly payments of 5,'10.

Rola

Speakers

3ltoo

runewell Radio, Ltd., 54

-

7With
or/er

StatIon

London, N.II.

Road,

I

Please send me
(a) il,iiiide to Super -Radio."

1k) Radiogram Brochure,

order

3 II.T.

20 NIIA output.

note loss. Ratio

With

Cash Price. E211.913.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C.244.

BLUE
PRI NTS

see why it always pays to use
Tunewell. Wound on 4 -section
bobbin.
Insulation tested at
Excellent bass
without high -

MAGNET

FREE

the big value.

NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOVING -COIL UNIT. The finest of theWith
And 11 monthly payments of 5,/6.

8

former is typical of

ACCESSORIES
.,..........,,,,., ....... . ................. ,, .............. ss.
new Permanent Magnet Units.

for

VAMP

TUN EWE LL
Super -Radio Components

I ADDRESS ..

j

L'rose out which n,,t required.

A.W.S

111..USN

PUT SAFETY'

With

5/6

INTO TOUR

order

With

5/ order

Supplied en Similar Terms.

LETTERINGS

All above carriage paid.

Cal

To avoid delay, will customers kindly send first
payment with order.

Ala a

ORS
le51511
Absolutely stable,

Goods ordered C.O.D. are dispatched by return
of post. Post charge paid by us.

silent and reliable.
Composed of solid
carbon. Impervious
to humidity. Never

known to break

down in use. Guaranteed to give per-

fect service. All

values colour -coded

and tag identified.

NI PER WAIT
anions alah, c, Oder I

..gv78 Radio -Gram fa5/.
CABINET for
7 DAYS FREE TRIAL

in all values

21d.

(OR 10/- MONTHLY.)

Toll,lied Oak' and Piano built The
acoustic Tone brings a fide thrill. Makers
to Radio -Press, E.B.C., 3,000 clientele.

TYPE 'EY

TYPE '11'

The sign of Erie 1451.5 ors

Other Models 35/- to £15.

Photographs and List FREE.

PICKETTS Etrbtreir

BELLING -LEE

- TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES-

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

(A.m.) Albion Roar. Bealevheath.

Give long service, improved volume ani,tona.

Very ecaacmical.
Replaiveinentia for Taytee or Viiitnitonf 1,atiteries at law pricer ;

details post free.

Also Bargain List; Rath, Kits and parts as
lowest prices.

A. TAYLOR, 57 STUDLEY ROAD, sraaawz.LL, LO9a3i

Advt. of Belling eg Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

Every Eric Resistor carries
an UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE against opereircuiting in service.

Write for leaflet with Colony Code Chart.

The Radio Resistor Co., I Golden Square,
London, W.1

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning " A.W." to Advertisers
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esnattur Wavle.,"

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Asthe publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona
ides of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced

a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
rdepted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted.
The amount et the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by

Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

SEND FOR COMPLETE RADIO CATALOGUE, 128 pages, THE WELL-KNOWN LESTROLA SUPER THREE
1/8 post free.
Oak Cabinets, beautifully finished, VALVE KIT. Beautiful self-contained futuristic designed

hinged lid, 14 by 7 by 10 in., 7/6; 16 by T or 8 by 10 M., 8/-;
18 by 7 by 10
Baseboard, 9d. C. P. Hundreds
sold.
Other sizes made. Cabinet lists free. Speaker
Cabinets from .5/6; Stand, 30/ -' Radio -gram, flit oak, 37/-:

walnut cabinet, complete kit of high-class components (self-

Ainsdale, Lanes.

contained loud -speaker), free wiring diagram. Built in an
hour. Powerful, selective, perfect reproduction; 20 stations
easily received. 32/6 complete. Twelve months' guarantee.
Let us quote yen for Valves and Batteries; the cheapest in
the country.-L.R.P. Radio Products, 22 Denman Street,

SCOTTISH READERS. -George Lennie, B.Sc., 99 Water-

valves, 30/-.

State nearest station. -F. S. Gibson, 99 Burnley Road,

loo Street, Glasgow, cures Radio troubles. Visits arranged.
Amateur Wireless sets built. Any set supplied, rebuilt, and
repaired.

Piccadilly Circus, W. Two -valve Kit as above, with
SET

MONEY. -Buy

BUILDERS -SAVE

direct from

manufacturers. H.F. Chokes, Transformers, Condensers,
Coils, Loud -speakers, etc., 50 per cent. off list prices. Send

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

ALL OF US NEED A TONIC occasionally, but your

" Pioneer " New Process
Speaker Fabric. Clarifies without muffling. Quality
rolled, uncreasable. Squares: 12 in., 1/-, 15 In., 1/8;
18 in., 2/-: Special sizes pro rata. Post free. -Pioneer,

COMPLETE H.T. AND LT. HIRE SERVICES. Express
delivery over wide area. Charging contractors to Camberwell Council and Oldham Service Station.-Aneloy Radio,
36 Hindman Road, East Dulwich, 5.E.22. 'Phone : New

SERADEX RADIO. -Lists for stamp. Range iipludes
Meters, Chargers, -Condensers, Resistances, Chokes, Trans-

ENGINEERS -IMPORTANT NOTICE. -After months of

BLUEPRINTS
FULL-SIZE
Wben ordering. please send Postal Order, NOT WAWA

FREE. -Fixing

Glue with

14 Fulwood Place, London, W.C.1.

NEW EDITION

RELIABILITY

WIRELESS

GUIDE,

incorporating Station Log, sent post free. -J. H. Taylor
and Co., 3 Radio House, Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.

" UNIVERSAL " RADIO BARGAINS. " Uniklts " 3 -valve
screen -grid kits with valves, 74/-. " Universal " all -wave

straight 3, 28/6. " Wizard" specified, 62/9; competitive,
49/-. Telsen Ajax 3, 49/6. Telsen Jupiter screen -grid 3,
62/-. Shalless Transportable 3, complete with Mullard
valves, Ever Ready batteries, accumulator, moving -iron
speaker, frame aerial, all housed In beautiful walnut
cabinet, 89/6. " Unildtbits " Y.M. moving -coil speakers,
21/-. Dario valves, 3/11. Power, 4/11. Screen -grid, 9/3.
Telsen -Ace, 4/6. Grand, 6/-. Ormond units, 6/11 and
8/11. S.T.300 coils, 5/11 pair. illuminated disc drives,
2/-. Screened coils, 5/0. Polar 3 -gang condensers, 7/11.
Mains valves, 8/3. Screen -grid, 11/6. Rectifying, 7/6.
Thousands of other bargains. Lists free.-" Univerml,"

20 Victoria Road, Peckham, S.E.15.

Back of Tower

2 -volt accumulator needs a " Tonic " always. -Sep advert.

Cross 4074.

intensive effort and research, we are pleased to announce

that our new Hand -book is now out of the publishers'

hands and ready for distribution. Containing 250 pages of

practical guidance, this book is beyond argument the
finest and most complete Handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled. It Is a book that should
be on the bookshelf of every engineer, whatever his age,
position, or experience. The book contains, amongst

other intensely interesting matter, details of B.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.B., A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., F.S.I.,

G.P.O., and every other important engineering examination; outlines courses in all branches of civil, mech., elec.,
motor, radio, aero, and " talkie " eng., and explains the
unique methods of our Appointments Department. We
alone guarantee " No Pass -No Fee." The new " Engineering Opportunities " ie bound to create a mild furore in

engineering circles. See that you get your copy by
writing to -day. Free and post free. -British Institute of

Cinema.

Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31
Oxford Street, W.I.

Promptly and
MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND.
efficiently. Satisfaction guaranteed. Quotations free. -

PERSEUS RADIO, Burton -on -Trent, for Loud -speakers

on -Tyne.

COSMIC

and Receivers of all kinds. Trade supplied. Catalogue 6d.

The Sturdy Electric Co., Dement View, Lipton, Newcastle SEND FOR LEAFLET describing our " Empire " cabinet.

-Nurse, Union Street, King's Lynn.

RADIO

SERVICE

purchase high-class com-

ponents up to one-third list price. Send full particulars
and ask for details of part exchange service. -14 Chapel

Street, Liverpool.
THE " TONIC " keeps any make 2 -volt Accumulator fullyWHARFEDALE M.G. SPEAKERS. -Assemble your own
charged at home. Electric mains unnecessary. Ideal for and save 33 per cent.. Complete kits ready for assembly in
remote places. 7/- each, postage 9d. Particulars, copies an hour. Full Instructions; first-class results guaranteed.
Netherend,
of testimonials, etc., with
Cradley, Birmingham.
BRONZE WHARFEDALE STANDARD MODEL (21
undistorted); latest 61 -lb. P.M. 7 -in. moulded cone,
Kits, Speakers, Components. Your watts
1933
£1, complete. Three -ratio Transformer (30 in. amps.),
old Radio equipment taken in part payment. Top prices etc.,
7/6;
carriage
2/6.
Coupons
accepted.
-Bad
-Auto
-Gram
Co.,
Tulallowed.

keth Street, Southport.

SILVER WHARFEDALE SUPERPOWER MODEL (5-6

THE REPRODOME.-Improves your speaker 100 per cent.

Easy to make.

Blueprint, full
Ensures mellow tone.
instructions 1/3.-Reprodome, 145 High Holborn, W.C.1.

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR LT. AT HOME. Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12 H.T.
10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage 6d. Diagram only, 116.
-R. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.
THE RADIO INDUSTRY. -During the past twenty years

watts undistorted); massive four -claw magnet (57,000
effective lines), linen cone, leather surround, etc., 50/-,
Three -ratio Transformer (50 m. amps.), 10/6;
carriage 3/6. Equals any speaker, regardless of price.
complete.

Complete Speakers, 316 extra.

COMPONENTS SCIENTIFICALLY MATCHED;

3 days'

approval; guaranteed 12 months. -Wharfedale Wireless
Works, 92-96 Leeds Road, Bradford.

I have placed nine hundred students in good permanent
posts. I have devised a Home Study course, followed, if

55/10/- l I I -Power Pentode Two Ediswan A.C. mains
receiver, listed at £12/10/-, guaranteed brand new, complete

-H. I'. Yardley, M.I.E.E., A.I.E.E., Northern Counties

U.13.60/250 rectifier valve, a modern receiver with a high
output, suitable for operating a moving -coil speaker on

desired, by two weeks practical training. Prospectus free.

with new Mazda valves, A.C./H.L., A.C./PEN., and

Wireless School, Preston.

radio or gramophone; carriage paid, cash with order, or
c.o.d.-Seekamp, 46 Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

SUPPLY YOUR FRIENDS WIRELESS requirements and

make money.. Particulars from Wireless, 76 Wiverton
Road, LondOn, ILE 26.
HOME CONSTRUCTORS' KITS supplied C.O.D. Prompt
delivery. A.W. " Wizard " kits, less valves and cabi.ffit,
80/ -' with valves, £5112/3; complete, £6/12/3. Lissen

" Skyscraper " kit, 89/6. All popular Amateur kits supplied.
Inquiries invited. -W. T. Aston, Church Street, Edmonton,
N.9.
COMPLETE KITS for the "New Century Super," or separate

components supplied on special terms; also Speakers,

Batteries, Mains Units; cash or C.O.D.-Highbury Supply
Stores, 44 Highbury Hill, N.5.

POUNDS SAVED ON CENTURY SUPER KITS, eliminatora,

R.K. Moving -coil Speakers, guaranteed new,

unused manufacturers surplus; original price, 6 guineas.
These are highly sensitive and have a wonderful response
to high and low notes, will handle heavy outputs. Available
for 6 volts, 100 volts, 200 volts, D.C. A.C. models, £21101-;
Ask for list of other unused bargains; carriage paid, c.o.d.,
or cash with order.-Seekansp, 46 Farringdon Street, E.C.4
47/13. -Met -Vick A.C. Eliminators. Guaranteed new, with
U.U. 60/250 Mazda valve, manufacturers surplus. Suitable
for screened -grid 3- or 4 -valve sets. Output 40 m/A.,
200 volts automatic bias, 4 volts 4 amps. A.C., early stage
and S.G. tapping. Carriage paid, c.o.d., or cash with order.

Send for list of other unused bargains.-Seekamp, 46 Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

components, etc. Quotations given. -Childs, 29 Moray

discount home constructors. -Write,
Page, 42 Moray Road, London, N.4.

NEW CENTURY SUPER. -Author's Kit A, £5/151-; with

BANKRUPT

Road, London. N.4.

RADIO. -Special

BARGAINS.-Liat free with three-vaiVe

specified salves and cabinet, MN-. S.T. 300 Author's

diagram. New Century Super Kit, £4/17/6; Author's Kit,

Kit A, £2/151-.

valve Kit, 22/8. S.T.300, 42/-. D.C. Eliminators from
15/-; A.C. from 30/-. P.M. M.C. Speakers, 22/6. D.C.
Mains, 18/6. Transformers from 2/9. Dual Coils Base and
Switch, 3/6. Dill's., 1/9. .0005 SM., 3/6. Used parts
and sets taken in part exchange up to 50 per cent. value
new order. Quotations for anything radio per return.
-Butlin, 143h Preston Road, Brighton.

Wizard Author's Kit A, £3/-/-. Challenger
M.C. P.M. Speaker, £116/-. Telsen variable Condensers,
.00025, P/3. R.I. Dux Transformer, 4/11. Ekco Elimina-

tors, A.0 18, £2/15/-. Keen quotations on request.Sers-well Wireless Supplies, 74 Gough Street, London, E.14.

SET WEARITE HET COILS, 20/-; Heayberd D150 H.T.

Unit, £2110/-; Eelex C.T. Frame Aerial, 12:8. -White,
161 Chamberlayne Road, N.W.10.

£5/5/-.

Valves from 4/6.

All parts at keen prices. Three -

WANTED. -Speaker, Pick-up, Components suitable A.C.

GILBERT INDUSTRIES offer following guaranteed bar-

Radiogram. Cheap. -Box 55, " Amateur Wireless," 58-61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

Chokes, heavy, 4/6. 20 h. 10 ma. Eliminator Chokes, 2/8.
Polymet 8-mfd. 435 v. working voltage Electrolyties, 4/-.
, Special Mains Transformer, input 210, 230, 250; output,
2 v. 4 amp. C.T., 4 v. 2 amp., 325-0-325 at 85 ma., 15/-.
-Gilbert Industries, 519 London Road Netitcllff-on-Sea,

RADIO JOURNALIST wants copies of old Wireless Catalogues leading makers, Lissen, Marconi, Cossor, etc., from
1923-1924. Also dealer catalogues of these. State price
and date. -Box No. 77, " Amateur Wireless," 58-81 Fetter
Lane, E.C.4.

gains, all post, paid.. Heayberd.Choices type 757,_50h.
150 m.a., new and boxed, 10/-. TaPped 2 -ratio pentode

for lists or ask us to quote you for anything radio.-

L.R.P. Radio, 22 Denman Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.I.
formers, etc.
Birmingham.

Trade supplied. -48 Wake Green Road,

CRYSTAL SET (6d.)
AW308
ONE -VALVE SETS (is. each)

1931 Crystal Set

Easy to Build One
Short-wave One-valver
B.B.C. One-valver
Portable Short-wave Ons

AW304
AW327

..
25/- Two (D, Trans)
Ten -Station Two (D, Traps)
Inexpensive A.C.2 (D, Trans)

AW330
AW336
AW346
AW348

AW
AW354344

TWO-VALVE' SETS (1s. each)

Midget Two -(D, -RC,)

Mascot Two (D, Trans)
Ideal Regional 2 (D. Trans)
_
Quality 30s. Two (D, Trans)
Music Lover's Two (D, Trans)
New EconomyTwo (D, 'Trans)

W

AAW335573

AW361

WM260
WM265
WM278
WM289
WM286

Family Two D, Trans) ..

Screen -grid Two (SG. Trans)
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans)

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

New Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans)
Home -Lover's All -electric 3 (SG, D, Trans)
P.W.H. (" Mascot " D, RC, Trans)' ..
HL8 ome-Lover'SBattery 3 (SG, D, Trans)
G, , Trans
Radiogram (ShreeD
(.D,RC,) Trans)
New Regional T

..W

AW335A334

AW337

.. AW341

AW343
AW349

World -Ranger Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW355

AW360
Wizard (SG, D, Trans)
WM247
Ether Marshal (SG, D, Trans
Five -advantage Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
WM257
Everybody's A.C. Radiogram (SG, D, 'Frans) .. WM258
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans)
. WM259

Everybody 'sA.C. Radiogram(with automatic G.11.)WM262

New Economy Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
WM263m270
New Plug-in Coil Three (D, 2 Trans)
WM27I
Transportable Three (SG, ), Trans)
Multi -Meg Three (D, 2 Trans) ..
WM288
Percy Harris A.C. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans).. WM294
Prosperity Three for Batteries (SG, D, Trans) .. WM296

-

FOUR -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)

Four Star 4 (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Advance Four (2 SG, Trans) ..
AAW335168
W
Your Home Radiogram, (SG,
RC, Trans) .. AVV358
Brookman's Three -plus -one (SG, D, RC, Trans) W51233
Ether Rover (SG, D RC, Trans)
WM266

Quadradyne (2 SG, b, Pen)
..
Double Band-pass Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Everybody's Radiogram. (SG, D. RC, Trans)
A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen)
..
Ideal A.C. Home Super (Super -het)
Gold Coaster (A.C. Short -waver)
Triple -tune Four (2 SG, D, Trans)
Calibrator (SG, D, RC, Trans)

W54273
WM274
WM276
WM279
WM290
WM292
WM293

..
..

WM300
WM303

Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans)

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)

James Short-wave Super (Super -het)
Simple Super (Sneer -het)

SIX-VALVE...ins

A.c." Century Super " (Super -het)
Ideal Home Super (Super -het)
Easytune 60 (Super -het)

AW328

..
.
AW340
.6.d. each)
AW295
AW295A
WM280

.

W1V1284.

SEVEN -VALVE SETS (is... 6d: .ewamc2h56)
Sutler Senior (Super -het)
Super Senior (Wearite base and .1.:ewcos coils).. WM26I

PORTABLES (is. 6d. each)

Hiker's Two (D, Trans) (1/-) ,
General-purpose Portable (SG, 13-, RC, Trans;

AMPLIFIERS (is. each)

..

UniversakPush- pull Amplifier
.
" A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull)
The Battery -operated Amplifier
.

AW345
AW351
AW300
AW319
AW362

MISCELLANEOUS (is. each)

Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor (6d.)
Short-waye-Super-het Adaptor (6d.)
Ether Searcher Radio
" A.W." Short-wave Adaptor
" Mascot " Mains Unit

"A.W." Trickle Charger
Add-on Band-pass Unit

..

.
_

AW325
AW329
AAAwwW333.355320

.. AW339
AW359

Comes of the "Wireless Magasine " and of " Amateur Wireless " CO,
Inkling descriptions of most of these sets can Le obtained at Is. 31 arts
9d. respectiveiy, east tree. Index letters A.W." refer to .' amateur

Wireless" sets and "WA." Is "Wireiess reszanne."
Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., ",:s,,T,t!er,21,

INFORMATION BUREAU

COUPON
11.14:1FlitillE
1, -

Available until Saturday

NOVEMBER 19, 1932
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Designed on a

A momentous

NEW PRINCIPLE

`W.B.' research

discovery

to give LONGER LIFE

engineers

and HIGHER AMPERE capacity.

Price

the

. . .

The new (patented) Mansfield Magnetic System lifts the whole subject

HOUR EFFICIENCY
Type E.L.M.4. 45 a h

by

of popular moving -coil speakers on to
a higher plane. It makes possible a

magnet 30 per cent. more efficient

8

than the best cobalt steel magnet of the

same weight and 10 per cent. more
efficient than a chrome steel magnet of
three times the weight. It enables a
steel chassis to be used without magnetic loss. It eliminates the bug -bear
of loss of magnetism.

There is nothing like it in the world.
A magnet made on this principle comprises two steel alloys so arranged that

the magnetic flux is concentrated in
the small area where the work is done,

instead of being distributed over the
whole system. Thus, without extra
weight or cost, sensitivity is materially

increased and the range of reproduction improved.

This secret, now revealed, accounts
for the colossal demand for the new
" Mansfield "

moving -coil

Type E.L.S.7. 60 a h
capacity.

Price

Type E.L.9.

80 a,h

capacity.

Price

and engage and train hundreds of
additional workers-and we can now
meet demands for delivery. Wrhe for

12/3

booklet then
an

entirely new development. The special design of the positive
and negative plates which ensures exact electrical -balance,"
allows this accumulator to charge more rapidly, discharge

more slowly and hold its charge longer than ordinary
types. Twenty-five years of experience lie behind the
production of Ediswan accumulators, while every possible
mechanical refinement has been incorporated-British-made

r-ntainers of clear glass, moulded ebonite lids, screwed
vents, non -corrodible and non -interchangeable connectors

and a metal carrier which fits neatly round the container.

Write for Leaflet No. A.B.736

EDI

AN

ACCUMULATORS

Ask d our
c'eakr for

a
demonstration:
ycu will ba

AMAZED
"Mansfield" Ssaior (Improved P.M.4)
incorporates the new "Mansfield" sy;tem and gives astonishing results fro:n
any 2- 3- or any multi -valve set.

11.216.

with
transformer.
complete

3 -ratio

"Mansfield" Junior (P.M.5) also incn-p3rates the above.

27 6 complete with 3 -ratio transformer.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,

Dept. A, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

C.0

magnet
(Senior and

Junior) ever since we introduced them
at Olympia. We had to make repeated large extensions to our works

12/6

The new Ediswan "balanced capacity" accumulator is

permanent
speakers

155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 1;103

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by

A.W." to Advertisers

(fstuttestrWirete
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1V

66K-the world

famous Blue Spot
Unit in a new
improved
and
form.

15/0

66KC-the 66K

Unit mounted to

s=1919

BLUE SPOT

31K-a beautiful

oak cabinet
speaker in-

corporating
the
famous 66K. Pure
undistorted tone
free from rattle

and blur.

KNOWS

A

31/6

66R-the speaker
that handles the
most amazing out-

puts without distortion.

45R - handsome

in appearance and
with , all the
volume and purity

35/ -

of tone provided

Use the Blue Spot
Chassis
Major

by

66R

with this unit to

ensure good
results.

00U-an extra-

ordinary sensitive

speaker providing
lasting quality wiilt
good men Lig coil

performance.

Needs no matching

transformer

for Pentode
valwl* 32/6

Every industry has its leader-a firm whose
name commands respect, whose goods are
of known quality-and that the highest.
Blue Spot occupies this proud position in

rooD-a well proportioned cabinet
of oak, housing
the
marvellous
aooU speaker. A

the world over as the best that money

51/6

the Radio industry. Its name stands for
quality unalloyed: its products are famous

products, the perfection whic'h can be obtained from any dealer, by asking for and

eclipses all others.

insisting on having genuine Blue Spot Products.

permanent quality

and service.

Catalogue A.W.57.U. giving the complete range
of Blue Spot Speakers and Loudspeaker Units will
be forwarded on request.

59/6

BLUE SPOT RECEIVERS THE MOST MODERN OF ALL

by
thousand.
Selling

the

great favourite and
wonderful value.

can buy.
amongst lesser known and lesser vouched for

Marvellous tone,

52/6

COMPARISON

With such a reputation, scrupulously
maintained, there is no point in seeking
99P.M. - the
moving -coil
speaker that

unit.

Write for catalogue A.W.57.R. of Blue Spot
Battery and All -Mains Receivers - the most
modern and most efficient in Europe. Unsur-

32P.M.-a de luxe
speaker in beautia
ful walnut;
worthy dwelling place

for

Blue

Spot 99 P.M. the

greatest moving coil speaker made.

87/6
PICK - UP DE

LUXE-recreates the mastic in your

records and brings out
their

hidden

beauties.

mi.

lira I"

passed performance. Pi -ices from i2 gns.

Extract from

BRITISH MADE

star

Loudspectker
" Blue Spot
definitely better

Extract from
"Modern Wireless"
"A direct comparison
can now be made
tween

be-

the two (i.e.,
tween g -coil
and electromagnetic speakers).
moving coil
The
stand out does not
as vastly
superior.
have been Other. types

100D is
low-priced
than the usual sensit
coil
in
It
tn-O vini
ness- and in range.
frequenwill reproduce
50 and
cies as lowCtas beautiful
yet ; give
the higher
quality to preserve a

greatly im-

in ' price
provedand,
ring the movink
coil,

some makes

have lost
greatly in quality."

notes

natural speech."
TRADE

MARK

13R111111111 131.114 IIP011. MAN NY LTD
BLUE SPOT HOUSE 94/96 ROSOMAN STREET ROSEBERY AVENUE - LONDON E C I
Telephone: Clerkentvell 337o.

Telegrams: "Bluospot, Isling, London"

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales: H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., too London Road, Sheffield;
22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester; 44-46 High Bridge, Newcastle; 37, 38, 39 Clyde PlaPt, Glasgow.

Printcd by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd, London and Watford

Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Sole Agents fer South Africa :CaNTRAL Nat s AGENCY, LIMITED. Sole Agents for Australa is : GORDON & Go tell, LIMITED. Satu:day, November 12, 1932
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MADE EASY
JUST HOW THE JOB OF WIRING SHOULD BE DONE
LAST week we explained how another, the print wire is usually
the full-size print limplifies the same length as the actual
the home -constructor's job by set wire.
telling him all the measurements
Example --in the blackprint
for the baseboard and panel of the "New Century Super"
components. Further, this lay- you will see that No. 3o wire,

find that the wire will "give" flexes for the connection of the
slightly, thereby taking out all batteries to the set. These
the kinks and making the wire consist
of
rubber -covered
quite stiff.
flexible wires going from the
Another very important pro- actual components

to

spade

cess, and one that will after- tags or wander plugs.
out gives the full wiring details. joining the grid of a screen -grid wards make or mar the reliability
You can remove the end of
It indicates the sequence of valve to an I.F. coil, is a short of the set, is the loOing of the the rubber covering by nipping
wiring, for each wire length is straight length, as it is in the set. wire ends. Use a pair of long- it gently with the pliers. The
numbered.
The best idea is to find out nosed pliers for this job.
rubberl will then tear off quite
Now we must explain more from the print which two
fully how to do the actual- job terminals are next on the list
of wiring. Use the print as a to be joined up, and then to

guide and you cannot go wrong. seek 'out these terminals in the
Not all the wires in the set will set. Ilavinz found them, by
be the same length as the wires referring to the print, measure
indicated in the print.
off the length of insulated
The reason for this discrepancy sleeving needed.

is that, for the sake of making
You can then cut off a length
the print clear, we often put in of wire half an inch longer than
right-angle bends in the pictured the sleeving at each end. The
Always stretch the wire
before
1

OLD

connecting up
components
in a new set

as on the left

FIRMLY
HAND

STRETCHED
WIRE

To make a good pressure contact you must first loop the end of
the tinned -copper wire with a pair of long -nosed pliers

GENTLY

PULL WITH
PLIERS

Grip the wire half an inch
and bend over the end of the
wire with the pliers. If a good
loop does not result, you can
nip it into shape with the pliers.

wires that do not exist in the extra wire lengths are, of course,
actual set.
for the loops.
Where wires join terminals
As mentioned last week, we
of components of about the use No. 20 gauge round tinned same height and close to one copper wire for the connections,
covered with r to i /2 mm.

HOW TO READ THE

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
PERCY

"BUILD

LEARN "

W.

page seven
HARRIS'S
AS
YOU

pages two and

three'

insulating sleeving.

The object of making these
loops is to ensure a sound

uncoiling a foot or so of the

-wire, take the free erid in the
other hand. Exert a gentle
though steady pull and you will

stranded
If you

attempt to cut off the end of
the covering you will most likely
cut some of the strands.

Loop these flexes as with the
stiff wires, and see that before

screwing them down under
connection under the terminals terminals they have all their
to which the wires are conneted. strands well twisted together.
You must take care to put the
It is important to make sound

loop on the shank of the terminal

in such a way that when the
terminal nut is screwed down the

An important process in the loop will tend to be closed and

wiring of any set is the stretching
of the wire On the reel. Grip
the reel in one hand and,

cleanly, leaving the

from the end with the left hand wire for the connection.

not opened.

All terminals should be tight-

ened up during the wiring
process. Use the pliers, and do
not rely on the pressure of the
fingers.

connections.
RECEPSHORT-WAVE
TION IS EASY !
page eight

ELEMENTARY WIRELESS
COURSE
pages four and five

Most of -our sets have battery

PAGE ONE
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pERCY W HARRISS

BUILD AS YOU
LEARN
enough fixed capacity across the
coil to bring the minimum wavelength up to r,000 metres, the
addition of .0005-microfafad variable to this large fixed capacity
YOU will recall that I showed you

last week how to introduce the

not increase our tuning
range sufficiently.
If we make
would

changes in the battery as set up by the
last valve.

the whole condensers variable so
as to go down to say zoo metres.
and up to z,000 metres not only
The first is the more important. We would it be extremely expensive,
must remember that we are aiming to but it would be very difficult to design.
get voltage across the ends of the coil,
and the ideal tuning circuit has the INCREASING THE INDUCTANCE
largest amount of inductance with the
The fact is ,that the only practicable

GOOD QUALITY

smallest amount of capacity for a given way is to increase the inductance or the
tuning.
number of turns of wire, Fortunately,

io,000 ohms spaghetti resistance and

the i-microfarad condenser into the
plate circuit of the first low -frequency,

valve, so that neither the detector nor
the first low -frequency valve are appreciably affected by the fairly big current

The set

as

fitted

with dual -range coil

With .0005 microfaradthe "full -in"
The set should now be not only completely stable but should give you excel- capacity of our condenser is quite

if we add to our present tuning coil a

fixed inductance, so as to bring the

lent quality even though we are using enough to place across the coil, and if wavelength at the minimum setting of

in it modern valves with very high we increase the amount we shall increase the the variable condenser up to Low
magnification. Indeed I am sure you tuning range but the efficiency will drop. metres, the .0005-miciofarad capacity
The second point is that a single fixed covers the range of r,000 to z,000 metres.
The simplest way is to cut the coil at
the quality but by the range obtainable condenser alone would not be sufficient.
in this set. It will probably be greater If we set our variable condenser at the bottom and insert the additional
than many of the designs incorporating minimuip and then place a large inductance there.
a screen -grid valve and only one low .0003 MfD.
frequency stage.
DIrrERENRILE
5
This week I want to talk about simple
5.
ON -OFF SWITCH,
wave -change coils. A few simple dia.0005 MFO.
VARIABLE conocnaut.

will have been surprised not only by

TO MOVING

REACTION

PEATE3

r

CONDENSE

CHECKED BY

grams will help, and I will therefore

lj

refer you to them. Note first our pre-

70
FIXED

sent coil, designed to cover, as you know,
only the medium wave -band. The

PLATES

trouble with this coil is that with the
condenser set at maximum it will only

reach about 600 metres at the most,
whereas we want to be able to tune as
far as 2,000 metres, although between
600 and r,000 metres there is not much
we want. It will be sufficient if we can
increase our tuning range so as to cover

in addition the band between r,000 and

TAPS
OH
CDa

ado

2,000 metres.

There are two ways in which this can
be done. 'We can either increase the
total capacity or else increase the total

inductance. We could, of course, increase both if desired. Why not, then,
simply put a large condenser in parallel

with our present tuning condenser so
as to increase its capacity ? There are
two reasons against this.

PAGE TWO

0

00-

COMPRESSION
CONDENSER.

9 VOLT GRID

BIAS BATTU,

-A-TERMINAL
MOUNTING
BLOCKS

Layout of the set with full decoupling but without the dual -range coil made this week
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MAKING A COIL FOR MEDIUM AND LONG WAVES
In the diagram you will notice
a small switch for short-circuiting
this coil. It is an on -off switch

cut so as to fit round the tube

and you can glue them into

FORMER

x1.oN6.

such as is used for turning the
The connections are
set on.

place in any convenient way.

swiTcri

Add 9 turns to the reaction
winding, making 25 in all.

WINDING GO
TURNS N426

Space the cheeks about din.
and wind in the space between
them; 525 turns of number z8
double cotton -covered wire in

TAPPED AT

the same direction as the two

very simple.

When the switch is open
the two coils are in series and
the variable condenser is placed

If the
across both of them.
correct values are chosen then
when the switch is closed we
can tune from zoo to 55o or 600

metres, and with it open from

MEDIUM WAVE

coils you have already wound.
Join up the ends as shown, and
take the two ends of the long wave coil out to a simple
on -off switch, which you can

EVERY 10= Wit
REACTION

witiDiNG as
11926 D.C.C.

t

i,000 to 2,000 metres.

You will remember that on
the medium waveband we had a

number of aerial tappings to

mount in any
position nearby.

LORI, WAV1.

WINDING 12.5
TURNS 114 28
D.C.C.

to a small piece of wood
running across the top of the
it

the aerial across only a portion
of this total coil and, as you will

inductance in the small ,coil is
not high and our aerial is now
tapped across nearly the whole

convenient

I would advise you to fasten

adjust the selectivity. We placed
remember from our experiments,
we found this gave sharp tuning.
With the loading coil in series,
however, the proportion of

1,

coil, as it will then be in a very
convenient position.

This coil will now be used
exactly as we have used our coil
PIECE OF WOOD

2Va'X14X1/4'
SCREWED TO
FORMER

110TE:-ALL

wriDINGS TO
BE In SAME
DIRECTIOT1

of the total inductance so we

before and you will find that
when the switch is shorting the
long -wave coil you will be able
to tune in stations in the same
position as previously. When
the switch is " open " you will
be able to cover the range from

must not expect quite so mach
Full details for making the dual -range coil are given above.
Note the mounting of the wave -change switch on the top of
sharpness of tuning on the long
the coil former
band as we helve obtained
L000 to 2,000 metres quite
on the medium.,
If you want to make your own wave - comfo rtably.
Another trouble is that our reaction change coil for the present receiver,
By now we have reached the stage
coil is still acting only on the medium just place two cardboard " cheeks " where we understand the functions of
band and will not give suffithe various parts and you will
cient or indeed any reaction
be able to fit into this receiver
A NOTE TO NEW READERS
worth while on the long band.
any of the standard wave -change
This is the ninth instalment of Mr, Percy W. Harris's
We can of course have a special series of articles for beginners. In the preceding
coils, screened or unscreened,
separate reaction coil for long
which are now marketed.
issues, all of which are still available through newsagents
wave -band but this will complicate the switching.

or direct from the publishers, price 4d. each post free,
various refinements have been added week by week to

the original two-valver. We now arrive at the final

Many of these coils are more
selective than you can con-

problem is to wind the

adding a dual -range coil.

without adopting a rather

The simplest solution to the
coils

as shown by the diagrams. If we

refinement of the set-which is now a three-valver-by
Next week Mr. Harris will

show you how the experimental baseboard set can be made

veniently make them yourself,

elaborate switching system, and,
into a fine three-valver, complete with panel and cabinet.
proportion the windings correctly,
as you know the connections
YOU MUST NOT MISS THE NEXT INSTALMENT
by placing a reaction coil between
necessary, you will be able to
the two tuning winders and
join them up very simply.
!! concentrate " the windings of the load- below the present reaction winding
Next week I will sho you how to
ing coil, the one reaction coil will prove as shown by the coil drawing. These put this set into a cabinet with a
cheeks are simply rings of cardboard panel.
suitable for both bands.

At A is the simple tuning and reaction coil arrangement
used in the existing set. At B is a method of adding a
loading coil to increase the wavelength range for long -wave
reception. At C is the improved method adopted by
Mr. Harris. Here you will see that the reaction coil is
placed between the medium -wave coil and the loading coil

Here is the complete theoretical diagram of the latest
version of the " Build As You Learn " set. Note the full
decoupling and the dual -range coil connections
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WIRELESS COURSE
FOR

BEGINNERS

This week J. H. Reyner and the "A.W." Staff explain how
the valve can amplify before and after detection
COM

frequency or L.F. oscillations,

DIAPHRAGM

The simplest form of loud -speaker, as shown
above, is really an enlarged telephone

Why has my set several valves?

To increase the total amplification.

We need not limit ourselves to °tie
valve. We can use several, one after

a detector, we can also avail ourselves

and every set is capable of being of its amplifying properties and so
broken up into these two dis- obtain stronger signals.
tinct sections-the H.F. portion Then how can you make a valve detect?

dealing with the original oscilBy arranging it to pass current in one
lations before they are rectified, direction only. For instance, suppose

and the L.F. portion dealing
apply a negative voltage to the grid
with the speech currents after the we
and
adjust this so that the anode
detector.
current of the valve is reduced pracIs that always true?
tically to nothing. If we now apply
Yes. Some sets pay more attention a signal across the grid and filament
to certain portions, but the general of the valve this will either increase or
principle is true, and we shall obtain decrease the steady grid voltage.

the other, increasing the strength of the
signal at each stage.
Let me just remind you of the
idea of the processes
If the signal increases the grid voltage
"mechanism" of radio telephony. In quite a good
if we consider a typical it will produce no result, because the
our tuning circuit we have currents involved
three -valve set. This has three valves anode current is already reduced to
oscillating backwards and forwards

of which deals with one of the nothing, and making the grid more
several hundred thousand times per each
three
specific functions making up the negative has no effect whatever. If the
second. We usually term these the
signal is in the opposite direction,
high -frequency or " H.F." oscillations. whole chain.
The strength of these H.F. oscillations You only mentioned two sections just now however, it reduces the total negative
and therefore the electrons in
is caused to vary at a very much slower
That is true, but these are linked voltage,
the
filament
are.. released and some
rate by the modulation, which occurs together by the detector. In .the
a few hundred or thousand times a present set we use a valve in place of anode current will flow.
second only.
the crystal detector we have used Where will you get your voltage from?
The average value of
The steady " bias " voltage we obtain
these currents is nothing,
from a small battery while the signal
because each current is
immediately followed by
another current in the
opposite direction. Hence

we cut off all the current
in one direction with a
rectifier or detector. The

voltage is simply that across the tuning
TRANSFORMER

VALVE

remaining currents are now

all in the same direction,
and although our telephones will not respond to
the individual oscillations,

the average value of the
this average value

depend on the strength
of the oscillations?
Certainly, and since the

ROW*

are

VALVE

COILS

MP

Jar

1

rwO^C,ANC, *rusts(' CoNOCNSER

A typical three -valve chassis (set framework) on which

are mounted coils, tuning condenser, valves and transformer. Note the symbols for each component-they will
help you to understand theoretical diagrams

strength is varying, the average value
alters, giving a varying current through
the telephones which reproduces for us
the speech or music we require. These
variations of current after the detector,
being much slower than the original
H.F. oscillations,

POWER

SCREEnEll

currents produces a noticeable effect.
Does

Any condenser which is
charged has a voltage or e.m.f. across
its plates trying to force the electrons
condenser.

LOW FREQUENCY

termed

low -

hitherto.
Why do we do that?

For two reasons. Firstly, a crystal
detector requires adjustment to find
the best point of contact between the
crystals. This is not necessary with a

back into their normal place, so that
as the condenser in our tuning circuit
charges, up first in one direction and
then in. the other, we have voltages
across the condenser alternatively
positive and negative.
I see. Then these are the voltages which

add or subtract from the voltage of

the battery?
Exactly. The arrangement is shown
in pictorial and symbolic diagrams. If
you compare the two you will have no
difficulty in understanding the circuit
diagram.

I want to know why this arrangement
is better than a crystal
Because of the amplification of the
valve.

A voltage of 3 or 4 volts on

the grid of the valve would be enough
to stop the anode current completely,
whereas we have 6o to 8o volts on the
valve. Secondly, if we use a valve as anode trying to draw the electrons out

1
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SHOW VALVES AMPLIFY
filament. So you see that Will a detector valve work a loudspeaker?
4 volts on the grid has as much effect
No. The L.F. currents produced by
as' an anode voltage fifteen to twenty
of the

times as great.

a valve

detector

are

considerably

stronger than with a crystal but it is
Then does my set use a valve like this? still necessary to amplify them many
It is more likely to use a slightly times before they are strong enough for

different method. The system we have that purpose. That is what this output
just discussed depends for its action on valve is for.

A simple theoretical diagram showing the
connections for the anode detection system.
Compare this with the pictorial diagram of
the same circuit given below

We pass the L.F. currents through but the essentials remain the same,
is
reduced practically to zero, and it is a resistance or other suitable device namely that the L.F. currents in the
known, in consequence, as anode which produces voltages, as I explained anode circuit of the output valve are
last week. These voltages are, in caused to vibrate a stiff paper cone
rectification.
The average anode current increases themselves, much stronger than those which' reproduces the air vibrations
when H.F. voltages are applied to the across the original tuning circuit, so required.
grid, and if the strength of the H.F. that the currents in the anode circuit Then what is the
valve for?
oscillations is varying, the average anode of the output valve have been doubly
valve,
used for
an
H.F.
That
is
current will vary in a similar manner, magnified and are now strong enough

the fact that the anode current

giving us the L.F. variations we require.

to operate a loud -speaker.
How does a loud -speaker work?

There is another method, known as
grid rectification, in which the anode
It is simply an enlarged form of
current is kept at its normal value but telephone. Instead of a diaphragm we
is caused to decrease when H.F. voltages have a small soft iron armature which
are applied to the grid. I will explain is caused to vibrate by the currents

amplifying the high -frequency voltages
developed across -the tuning circuit
before they are applied to the detector.
Why do you do that?
For two reasons. Firstly, the detector
is insensitive to very weak signals. If

the H.F. voltages are too small, it is
not possible to cut off one half of the
current effectively, and we only obtain
Hence we are
partial rectification.

amplifying these voltages before applying them to the detector.
Now the method we adopt involves
the use of et second tuned circuit so that
theselectivity of the receiver is improved.
What do you mean by selectivity ?

In theory a simple tuned circuit will

only produce an appreciable voltage
across the condenser if the circuit is
tuned to the oscillations being received.
In practice, however, a powerful transmitter comparatively close at hand

may produce quite a strong voltage
in the aerial even though the circuit
is tuned to some other frequency.
If we have two tuned circuits we have
to adjust them both to the correct
frequency before we can hear the signal
properly, so that the risk of interference

from other stations is greatly reduced.
You should now have a fair idea of the
pufpose of every part visible on the top
of this chassis. Is that correct?
Even if you cannot follow the theoretical diagram at the top of the page you will be able to trace
I think so, except that you have not told
out the connections of this pictorial diagram, which shows anode rectification
me what this little brown box is for
just how this is done another time, but through the coil. Attached to this
Ah, yes. That is a transformer. It
you will sec that if the average anode armature by a short metal rod is a is used in place of the resistance to
current changes at all, due to the large cone of specially prepared paper couple the detector valve to the output
application of II.F. voltages to the grid, or similar material. The currents in valve, and enables us to obtain still
we obtain the necessary rectification, the coil, therefore, cause this cone to more amplification. It involves a prinand when the H.F. oscillations vary in vibrate and set up air vibrations of ciple which we use a great deal in wirestrength due to the modulation, the much larger intensity than would be less. We will discuss it next week.
average anode current varies in the possible with the diaphragm of a
I
EIGHT PREVIOUS SUPPLEMENTS!
same manner and produces for us the telephone receiver.
You can get the back issues contaLA-gthem,
There are several variations of this
L.F. oscillations we need to work the
price 4d. post free, from the publishers,
58/61, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.
principle which I shall discuss later on,
telephones or loud -speaker.

-THE A.B.C. OF THE TRANSFORMER
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HOW VOLUME
IS CONTROLLED

maximum output bias is reduced, and the valves
owing to overloading- in the then amplify to their makinium
deliver its

earlier stages.

extent.
Volume controls are not fitted
control in the modern set is to the low -frequency side of the
before the detector valve. With set because this would often
'

The usual place for a vohime

the latest .variable -mu type of
IN the modern set 'the question screen -grid valves it is a very
of controlling the volume is easy matter to vary the volume
very much more important than by varying the amplification of
the beginner might at first the high -frequency valves before
imagine. The reason is not the detector.
difficult to see. We have to
For strong signals, such as
contend with stations of very the, local stations, the amplifi-

lead to distortion due to over-

loading of the preceding valves,

such as the detector and high -

WHAT EXACTLY
IS A WIRELESS
SET?
THE very first thing to

understand about a wireless
frequency stages.
receiver is that it is only a part of
At the detector stage a a complete sequence that really
volume control is usually fitted starts with a microphone in the
when the set is designed to broadcast studio.
work as a low -frequency
A wireless receiver is a piece
different strengths.
cation of the variable-mu's is amplifier. The control then of apparatus that enables you to
The local station will not need greatly reduced. Fortunately enables the voltage from the reproduce speech and music, in
nearly so much amplification as this does not interfere with the pick-up to be adjusted to suit the form of air waves in your
foreign stations. One foreign quality. For weak signals the the output requirement.
home, at the very instant
.

station may easily be twice as

strong when it gets to the aerial
as another foreigner.

At the output of the

set,

similar air waves are being set

WHY THE VARIABLE -MU VALVE

which is the loud -speaker, we
usually want all these differing
strength signals to be produced,
in turn, at a level volume.

Then there is the different

strength requirement of speech
as against music. Even if we

are confined to the reception

of only one station the strength

of that station may vary so

GIVES BETTER QUALITY

to sound waves what the
BEFORE the beginner can overlooked one of its drawbacks. back
transmitter
-L./understand why the variable The drawback? Well, when ether waves. has converted into
mu gives better quality, it is the amplification of the valve
You cannot visualise a wireas well to point out that the was reduced by cutting down less
receiver as just one piece of
applied
to
the
variable -mu is a new form of the voltage
apparatus
that does one well(part
of
the
the well-known screen -grid valve screening grid

job of work. Not like a
high-tension supply), the valve defined
motor -car that, when filled with
tended to "rectify" the signal petrol, enables the wheels to go
instead of doing its real job of

much from speech to music
that a volume control is essential.

Bearing these points in mind
there is obviously a great deal

VARIABLE -MU
5CREE11-6RID

amplifying.

VALVE

The result of this partial
attempt to rectify was dis-

control. No really powerful set

to -day can do without some
means of cutting down the
volume when stations are too
strong, or of increasing the

strength when stations are too

In deciding where to install
the volume 'control, the set
designer has to remember that,
at all volume levels, the quality
must be equally good. In other
words, the volume control ad-

justment must not interfere
with the frequency response.

VOLUME
COPSTROL

HT -

HOW IT WORKS

that could not be cured by are transmitted-you have vialtering the tuning circuits.

brations that cannot normally
So, after a year or so of the be heard. In your set you have

ordinary screen -grid valve, a
mains the control of volume by
new type was produced. Here
means of varying the bias of the
the control grid, as distinct
variable -mu valve is very simple
-just a variable resistance
from the screen -grid, is tapered.
between the cathode and the
The result of this modified
heater
construction is very striking.
For one thing, it is now
used for high -frequency amplifiWhen the set is driven from A.C.

Another point is that the
volume at one part of the set
must not overload the valve cation.

a loud -speaker, with a moving

diaphragm that will, under a
certain stimulation, set up sound
waves and so produce sounds.

The stimulation required is a
variation in the current through
the loud -speaker. This current is

possible to use two or more supplied by the power supply of

the set. It is varied by the wire-

before the final output stage is

As a

round.

The "wheels" of the wireless
tortion, due to suppression of set can be said to be the loudpart of the signal.
speaker, and the "petrol" or
In addition to this rather chiving power is the power
obvious weakness of the screen - released by the wireless waves
grid valve it was later discovered from your batteries or mains.
that the valve was the cause of 'In the ether-the medium
a form of unselective tuning through which wireless waves

in the question of the volume

weak.

up by human speakers or musical
instruments located in the distant
broadcasting studio.
The intervening medium is the
ether and not the air. The
receiver is simply converting

less waves.
Not directly, because the
waves are of very high frequency
power valve distorts just before THE BATTERY TAPPINGS : What they are and how to use them.
NOW
MANY
VALVES
3
Explaining
the
uses
of
sets
with
one,
two,
three,
and the loud -speaker mechanism
the detector.
more valve stages.
That is to say, we have a THEand
WIRELESS MAN'S JARGON : Simple explanation of the terms is too sluggish to respond to them.

reached.

rule

this is

ensured by arranging that the

SPECIAL ARTICLES FOR NEXT WEEK

So we slow down the waves, so
to speak, so that their variations
can be felt by the loud -speaker
wise we should have the unThe ordinary screen -grid valve variable -mu screen -grid valves and
so be turned into sound.
desirable state of affairs where consists
without
introducing
unselective
of
the
usual
filament,
the power valve was unable to grid and anode with an addi- tuning. Moreover, the quality
tional grid, called the screening of the reproduction is not spoilt
grid, 'inserted between the when the volume is cut down
filament and the anode.
by reducing the sensitivity or
We cannot go into all the amplification of the valve.
reserve of signal -handling capabilities in the detector. Other-

commonly used by wireless amateurs.

reasons why this

screen -grid

valve was developed. It will
be enough to say that the
addition of the screening grid
in the existing three -electrode

FRAME AERIAL

On the left is the symbol for a
picture of one of the simplest
possible forms of frame aerial.
This type of aerial is suitable
only with powerful sets
frame aerial and on the right is a

valve
revolutionised
frequency amplification.

high -

In the old type screen -grid
valve the amplification of the
valve was controlled by varying

the voltage of the

screening
grid. In the variable -mu valve

the screen -grid voltage is kept

constant, and the variation in

The screen -grid valve made the amplification (or "mu" as
possible really stable high - it is sometimes called) is obfrequency amplification, and for tained by varying the grid bias

a time listeners were so im- of the normal (i.e., control) grid.

pressed with this fact that they See sketch above.

PAGE SIK

PEMTODE VALVE

A pentode power valve has three
grids-the normal grid, the
inner grid, and the outer grid.
The symbol is on the left and the
picture is on the right
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HOW TO READ THE CIRCUITDIAGRAI:11
-THE KEY TO THE LAYOUT PLAN ALTHOUGH
most
con- grid socket, note, is nearer to many connections. At a glance connections from the filament,
structors follow the full-size the two filament Sockets than it is not very easy to see what anode and grid.
they are all for, is it? Yet in
Take the filament first. One
layout plan when building up is the anode socket.
Around the valve holder in the theoretical diagram how side, you see, goes to low-tension
an AMATEUR WIRELESS set, it
is very useful to be able to the ayout you will see grouped simple it is to follow the various negative, marked as a small

circle in the diagram and as
a flexible wire in the layout.

grasp the theoretical diagram,

which is a sort of shorthand

way of drawing the connections
between the components.
The connections indicated by
the theoretical diagram are just
the same as those in the practical
layout, the only difference being

PHOI1L5
H.F. CHOKE
TUNING COND.

Inserted in this lead is a
two-way switch, so that the

that the diagram can be read

BYPASS b 11.7..4.
COND.5

INSTANT PICTURE
We might say that the

-0 HI-

42113

LEAN

theoretical or symbolic diagram

gives an instant mind picture

REACTION
CONDENSER

of the complete arrangement of
the connections.

L

-}

SWITCH

o L.T

It gives you -an "easy -to -read"

idea of the electrical paths of the
various wires, though it does not
indicate the route taken by these
wires in going from one point to

Here is the theoretical circuit diagram of a one -valve set recently
described in the pages of " Amateur Wireless." If you carefully study
this diagram you will see its relation to the layout plan below

another.

Many amateurs fight shy of

the theoretical diagram because

gram is very much easier to

The more you know about
these theoretical diagrams the
more you appreciate that they

wanted.
The anode of the valve, again

referring to the diagram, has
several leads going from it.
Consider first the battery lead.
If you trace the connection
through, you will see that the
anode is really connected to

high-tension positive, through
firstly the high -frequency choke
and secondly through the 'phones
winding.
This we call the direct -current
path. There are two other

REACTION CCM the reaction coil and reaction

read-at a glance-than the
simplest of layouts.

filament battery supply can be
broken at will, thus putting the
set out of action when it is not

anode paths. One is through
the .000r by-pass condenser to
the negative side of the
filament. The other is through

TUNING CONDSR

they think it is too 'technical"
to understand. Really the dia-

goes to low-tension positive but
not directly.

TWO-WAY SWITCH

GRID
CONDENSER)

at a glance, whereas the layout
has to be somewhat laboriously
traced out.

The other side of the filament

condenser to the negative side

moving plate

WAVE CHANCE

SW TCH

L.T:SWITCH

of the filament.

In a similar way you can

trace

out the grid

circuit.

are the key to the layouts.

There are two connections to

a one -valve set that was des-

condenser and the other to the

Build" one-valver has a theo-

AERIAL TUNING
Having analysed the valve
circuit you can look into the

the grid,

As an example, we have taken

retical diagram at the top of

the page and a layout plan

Here you
can quickly see from the theoretical diagram that the aerial
aerial -tuning circuit.

below.

From the diagram we see what
sort of circuit is used. From the
layout we see how this circuit is
put into practice.
By now those of you who have
been following, all these " Wire-

is connected to a tapping on

the tuning coil, though a variable
condenser.
The tapping is

4, and you can
compare this with the actual

marked No.

less Made Easy" supplements

terminal on the coil -holder
shown by the layout.

will knmv most of the individual
symbols, such as the valve
symbol forming the central point
of the theoretical diagram above.

Across the lower end of the

coil in the diagram you will see
a two -point switch of the same
type as that used for the

You will see that the valve
is indicated by a circle with
three separate electrodes, the

filament battery, but here the

switch is used to short -circuit -

anode a thick black line at ..the

the lower portion of the complete
coil when medium -wave reception is wanted.

top, the grid a dotted line just
below, and the filament a looped

line at the bottom.
If you now look at the
corresponding layout you will

this holder there are four
terminals, two for the filament,
'

one for the anode or plate, and

the other for the grid.

The

to the grid

grid leak.

cribed in AMATEUR WIRELESS
some time ago. This " Easy -to -

see, not a valve, but a valve
holder to take the valve. On

one

LT.+

(f)

PHONES

HT+ H.T- L

BASEBOARD

J

rxs*

Here is the layout plan corresponding to the theoretical diagram above.
holder, but the connections are Just the same as above

Note that instead of a valve symbol this diagram indicates a valve

In the layout this switch is
shown mounted on the panel.
So is the variable tuning condenser, which in the diagram

you see is connected across the
tuning coil. Note how much
longer these connecting wires have
to be in practice titan in theory.
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TO AERIAL

CHOKE

AERIAL
COIL

TONI 6
COIL-

GRID
LEAK

S.61111.111tiliffiffr,a3X,1,, .40,30C. aa.P0M2r.

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION IS EASY!
Above you see the connections for a complete one -valve short-wave set. As the article below explains. it is quite easy to adapt ordinary setsfor
use with a modification of this circuit, so that they can tune in many of the powerful short-wave broadcasting stations

THERE are two simple ways of the set and insert this wavelengths changed to this fixed the set's high -frequency tuning
you can adapt a broadcast specially -connected base we shall medium wave by the super -het circuits. This-without altering
the set in any way.
set for short-wave reception. automatically bring into the set process.
In practice there is nothing
Subsequent operation will
In a broadcast set the tuning the short-wave tuning and reto action.
difficult about this system. You then be very simple. Having
are
designed
circuits
Moreover, since we shall have disconnect the aerial and earth found which long wavelength
respond to signals of wave,

lengths between 200 and 55o left the grid pin of the valve
metres, and between i,000 and base "blank," it follows that
the grid connections of the
2,000 metres.
The object of adaptation for valve holder in the set, namely
short waves is to make the the normal tuning circuit, will
tuning arrangements suitable be cut out of action.

for wavelengths between, say,

All this, then, can be done

very simply with the aid of an
It depends on the type of set adaptor valve base connected
you are using which of the two in place of the phones in a one methods of adaptation you valve set. This is the basis of
the plug-in shcrt-wave adaptor
adopt.
type of unit.
'THE ADAPTOR
With it, any broadcast set
If your set is a simple design with only a detector and low with a detector and low - ,frequency amplification can be
frequency amplifier you must modified so that short-wave
use the form of adaptor that tuning and the low cuts the present tuning circuit frequency amplifying portion of the set are
right out of circuit.
20 and I00 metres.

from the set and connect them is best, simply by varying the
to aerial and earth terminals set's wavelength until a shorton the unit. You then take a wave signal is heard at its
single lead from the anode loudest, we have only to turn
output through a fixed condenser the tuning knob of the short-

to the aerial terminal of the set. wave unit and the oscillating
Battery connections have to detector will do the rest.

be made from the unit either
Connect up the unit to the
to the battery terminals of the set, tune ,the set to a long
set or to the batteries them- wavelength, bring the unit valve

selves.

into a gentle state of oscillation,

The theory is quite as easy and turn the unit tuning conto understand as the connections denser slowly from minimum to
are easy to make. We have a maximum.
very high -frequency signal com-

ing in at the unit detector stage.
If the detector is allowed gently

reliable station at the present

L:1'.+

time. After 10.15 p.m. the signal
strength increases from fair

If your set has a stage or

combined.
Whenshort-wave recepcation, you need not interfere tion is wanted, you simply
with the tuning arrangements, remove the detector valve
as the other form of adaptor from the set, plug it

'phone strength to really good

more of high -frequency amplifi-

speaker strength five nights out

GRID PIN
"BLANK"

of seven.

Having found this station,
about 6 degrees higher (on a
I 8o -degree dial) W3XAL is

will make use of them in a into the valve holder of

system of super -het conversion the unit, and then plug
in the adaptor valve base
to be explained later.

With simple detector sets a into the detectoi valve

one -valve plug-in unit will con-

holder of 'the set.

STATIONS TO HEAR
W8XK Pittsburg, is the most

L.T.-

ANODE

This is the adaptor plug needed to con-

vert a detector and low frequency
The aerial and the earth
vert the tuning to short waves.
amplifier type of set for short-wave
The idea is to -use ' a complete of the set will be trans- working. T1e anode connection of the
short-wave valve that would normally
short-wave one -valve circuit, ferred to the appropriate
go to the 'phones is taken to the anode
complete with short-wave tuning terminals Of the adaptor,
pin of the adaptor plug
and reaction, and to make this and then you can carry on
to oscillate and the tuning is
replace the tuning circuit and with short-wave reception.
For sets with high -frequency slightly de -tuned from the indetector arrangement of the
amplification it is much better coming frequency or wavelength
existing set.
In the output of a one -valuer to use what is known as a a new or heterodyne frequency
we find the high-tension positive short-wave super -het adaptor. will be produced.
This corresponds to a medium
and the two low-tension battery This is a one -valve short-wave
leads. Now suppose we connect detector circuit, but it is an wavelength of, say, 1,5oo metres,
addition
to
the
and
not
a
set,
the
exact frequency depending
these - battery leads to a valve
base, such as you find on the replacement for the existing on the difference, in frequency
detector.
between the incoming signal
end of any battery valve.
and the frequency of the local
Suppose we connect the highUSING YOUR SET
oscillations set up by the
tension lead to the anode pin
The main idea is to snake use detector..
of this valve base- and the
If the set is tuned to this
filament leads to the filament of the whole of the existing set
as an intermediate wavelength wavelength we shall be able to
pins.
Then if we remove the detec- amplifier. All incoming short amplify all the short-wave sigfor valve froth the valve holder wavelength signals have their nals at the long wavelength of

usually receivable on the loudspeaker; but if before midnight
the signal strength is insufficient,

tune to 24.59 metres, where the

station is usually stronger at

this hour.
W2XAF, on 31.48 metres, is
normally quite a reliable signal

after about is p.m., but before
this, in many cases, Zeesen, on
31.38 metres, is strong enough
to cause interference.
Between 6 and

7

p.m.,

W8XX and W2 XAD, both on

the 19 -metre band, come over at

good 'phone strength. On such
low wavelengths it is essential
that a small aerial be used and
if maximum signal strength is
required a total length of 20 to
25 ft. should be used.

To those who are able to

during the afternoon,
W3 XAL on 16.87 metres, should
listOn

be searched for.

1

PACS EIGHT

NEXT WEEK'S SUPPLEMENT BETTER THAN EVER!

